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Session 1
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Introduction, born in Brisbane, family background, parents, Brisbane, earliest memory, siblings, brother

drowned.

Keywords: Brisbane, Pinjarra Hills, family, Scotland, England, Grange, Ashgrove

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Tape one, side one. Barbara Blackman for Australian National Library Oral History Program talking

with painter John Rigby. This first session is in Brisbane on Friday 31 May 1985. Er, John, on behalf

of the Director-General of the National Library I want to thank you for participating in this program

and er to um assure you that the tapes er that we are making, the copyright will be shared by you and

National Gallery. And to ask you if on that basis you will um give permission for at some subsequent

time a transcript to be made of these tapes?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Understood, Barbara, and quite agreeable.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um …

 

Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

and, and with that understanding er we hope you'll feel able to reminisce on life in your times. Now,

John, your full name?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

John Thomas …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Your full name?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

John Thomas Rigby.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Name …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

John Thomas Rigby.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you were born?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Ninth of the twelfth '22. 9th of December 1922.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er and where were you born?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

In Brisbane.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And your present address?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It's er Pinjarra Hills. Do you want the full address?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

2678 Moggill Road, Pinjarra Hills, Brisbane.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Postcode?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

4069.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Telephone?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, 3785527.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er now, John, you were born in Brisbane and um your er family, how long had they been Aus-, in

Australia?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh now you're going to ask me questions I'll have to think about. Er actually um, my dad's father I

think came out from Scotland, and his er, his mother. Er I dunno. In the 1870s or 1880s I guess. Um

my father was born here, my mother also. They er, er, her people came from er England and er they …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What motivation?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

What motivation to come to Australia? Um that's a good question because er it is um a little sad I think

that I, there's certain questions I didn't ask my father about those sort of things. What motivated them to

come here and so on. I think er my mother's er father was a tailor and er they would have come out I

sh-, should think um not too, probably about the same time. Er, er and um settled in Brisbane. But er

just what motivated them I'm not sure.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So whereabouts in Brisbane were you born?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I was born at the Grange er which is er an old suburb, or an inner suburb of Brisbane. M-, but er I don't

remember anything about that. I um, about, the thing I remember first I suppose w-, I was about three

when my father e-, er father and mother shifted to um, um Palen Creek. He was a saw sharpener/engine

driver on sawmills. And er that's about the earliest I can remember, is being at Palen Creek.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um what other members were there in the family?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er my eldest brother er Ron and er then myself, I was the second, and then er Frank, er my younger

brother. We did have another brother who was drowned er later, in

 

later years.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

As a child?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

As a child, yes. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How old was he then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

About three. There was a big gap between er Frank er and er young Peter.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And were you w-, there when that happened?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

This was in Brisbane ...

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

er when I was about sixteen. And, yes, we were in Brisbane then. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Terrible thing isn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It was because it had been um e-, raining. We, we were living at Ashgrove, a suburb of Brisbane then.

And er I was going to work and I came home when they were working on him, you know, er trying to
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revive him. He'd just fallen, gone outside the gate, and fallen into a, into a, a, a rain er drain that

flooded into a creek. And er, yeah. But er, yes, Palen Creek. That's about er where

 

I can retrace my steps.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And that's, and that's, so your earliest memories are there?

 

 

At time 00:04:40

Summary: Childhood, long walk to school, barefoot, retracing steps, teacher on horse, bush, finding site of school.

Keywords: childhood, school, family, bush, Palm Creek

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And well what sort of a childhood was it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh going to school, walking to school f-, for about 4 or 5 miles in bare feet. I always argued with my

elder brother Ron that he had shoes and I didn't, and then when my father died just recently I was able

to prove it with s-, photogr-, old photographs.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But er, yes, we u-, I used to, er I retraced my steps there recently and tried to find the school which has

um been er, er demolished quite some years now. And eri-, try to find th-, where the um, the mill was

and then where the school was and just how far I did walk. And it was quite a distance for little legs.

And I can remember the teacher going by on a horse, in, in er leather leggings, and er with her er, you

know, rappin her sides. 'Come on, John.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Get a move on', while she cantered off into the distance, you know.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um most kids would have gone to school without shoes wouldn't they?

 

I mean kids in them days …
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Transcript: John Rigby

Oh probably did. E-, er e-, a-, in the bush anyway where we w-, it was bush up there and um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well most boys anyway.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I guess so. Er but it was funny er just talking about that. When, as I say I tried to find where the

school was and you know how when you're a child everything seems larger than i-,the hill the school

was on, you know, seemed to be er … but anyway the hills were there. And it, but I nearly gave up

when suddenly, trying to find where the school was an-, and er on these hills which all looked much

the same, and then er I came, I was just about to give it away when suddenly I saw some flowers

growing. And er I thought, 'They, you know, they look like cultivated flowers'. They were just

springing up here and there. And I walked over to them and that was the little gardens that we used to

cultivate. You know, and the flowers were still coming up. Because all the stones and things and the

stumps then I found er where the school was.

 

But the, all that remained really was these flowers that had come out. I found a couple of old inkwells

and a marble or two.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um what, what kind of things do you remember about school? What, what particular teachers and

things

 

 

At time 00:06:50

Summary: School, one teacher, crippled lad, events, writing illustrated comics, parrot, getting stitches, school

picnic, girl's funeral.

Keywords: school, teacher, comics, parrot, death

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

like that um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh the um … I, I think I, I didn't mind school. But er I think I preferred it when the bell rang and I got

out into the open and played some cricket and things like that. But we used to, I remember we used to

... er I found also some big rocks and that where we used to, just near where the school was and we er,

sometimes cool mornings we'd go out and sit, sit on these rocks, have lessons outside and … but it was

a very healthy sort of er place. Only a one-teacher school, you know, and er, yeah, there's little

incidents I remember. Er but er we, we l-, I left there, er we left there …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And when you say 'little incidents' what um, what kind of …

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Well it …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

A one-teacher school. Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well I often look back and think what difficulties er Miss Burns, I reme-, Fanny Burns was her

name. Er and er I think what difficulties they must have had with, you know, all the different classes.

Er and er but not only those sort of things but when I spoke about 'incident' I remember as I say there

was a, I remember a crippled lad. And he must have had difficulties too, but I remember him giving her

a good punch in the stomach one day and heading off. And s-, our teacher saying, 'Catch him!'

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

We all didn't know whether to catch him or let him go. But his blinking brother caught him and

brought him back. And I remember he came back the next day with some, or a day or so later, with

some terrible bruises on him which his father had given him and the poor lad, you know, he was only a,

er but he … things like that. I suppose they're the sort of things you know, the more aggressive things

are the things that … the more passive ones you know, I don't remember too much about in those days.

Because we left there when I was about eight or nine. Nine I think.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What about the atmosphere of um children of all ages being in a class together? Did the teacher come

around and give you , each one a, something to go on with?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, I guess so. Er there again I don't remember exact lessons and that. But there's things I remember

like in those days at a one er teacher school, a small school like that the events that er we were always

so happy with was that you always got ... had an end-of-the-year breaking up, you always got book

prizes. Er we had races and all that sort of thing. And I remember one thing, one little incident, and I

always thought if ever I wrote anything that these would be the sort of things that might b-, er that I

would feel about. Er I remember er I used to write comics and things like that and try and sell them for

a penny, a few shil-, and er, er in those …

 

Illustrated?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yeah. Illustrated. Er and er as young as I was I used to try and write these, 'cause we used to get comics

er like oh I don't know, there was   Crackers   and I dunno. I can't remember the names of them but

boys' comics. But er I remember I was um leaping over a bank just before one of the school holidays er

with a parrot that had its er wings clipped. And er, you know, I was trying to ... poor thing was

fluttering around, and I leapt over this bank and landed on a glass bottle. And I was taken down to er

… a couple of incidents like this when I had stitches. We used to, er they had to take us down to

Beaudesert and get stiches and, you know, all this sort of thing. Come back ...

 

But anyway I remember at this school picnic and this lovely little lass, probably about my own age you

know, and she wheeled me round just about all day at the picnic because I couldn't run and I couldn't,
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and everything. And then, and the y-, in thinking about it I, I seem to recall her s-,  beautiful golden

hair. Lovely little lass which I was probably in love with at the age of eight. And er she w-, wheeled me

round and, and three months later I remember stay-, er standing on this hill on the school veranda

watching her funeral go by. You know, down below and …

 

What had she died of?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And I, I don't know. Er it must have been very sudden and I don't remember. But I remember tears

streaming down my … because, you know, she'd been so kind. Um but things like that are the things

that seem to, you know, I've never sort of forgotten. More than lessons …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I can remember those little things. But school picnics. Things like that. You know, races and all those

sort of things. I think that er there was um, er the whole school whether the, you were in the grade, you

know, an older grade or a younger grade I think that generally speaking in some ways the older ones

looked after the little ones. There was a, you know, interaction between er more mature peo-, er kids

and younger ones sometimes.

 

 

At time 00:11:28

Summary: School, student interaction, class divide, transport, boss, leaving, hard times, father's work, Virginia,

Glass House Mountains, mill, housing.

Keywords: school, transport, social class, money, Depression, Palm Creek, Brisbane, Virginia State School, Glass

House Mountains, mills

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And were there any er Aboriginals, people?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, not there. No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um do you remember any strong feeling between Catholics and Protestants?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. Religion er never came into it at all. I think er there was a sort of class thing funnily enough

because the boss of the mill and his, I was friendly with his boy, you know, we were about the same

age, and they had a car. Nobody else had a car. We had a buggy with an old horse called Pilot. And I

remember we used to saddle up and that was our means of transport to go to Rathdowney to get

provisions or, you know, go on a wee-, er a picnic at the weekend to some creek and swim and, and so

on. But they had a car and they used to w-, um seemed to have a lot more money, which they did I

suppose. And er we left. Oh that's er I suppose something I shouldn't really talk about but we left

because of the boss. And my mum, and we decided to pack up, or dad and mum decided to pack up and

leave.
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And that was a very hard thing to do because it was just um at the time when the Depression was still

on. And to get a job was very difficult. And I remember when we came back to Brisbane um it took my

father quite a while to get a, a job. And he was on the dole and finished up on the roads and, you know,

and we lived at Virginia then. Er so we left Palen Creek and came down here to live.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But your mother and father stayed together?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh yes. Yes. And then er, but we were, they were only a couple of years in er, er I suppose we were

about 18 months in Brisbane when my father did get a job round the Glass House Mountains in a mill

again and er so we were ... I was a couple of years at, at Virginia State School in Brisbane and then we

went er to Glass House Mountains. I joined, I went up there. I think my older brother stayed in

Brisbane because he was just at that age where he had to go on in schooling and er, but er, er so we

finished up in a little place which no longer e-, that mill has gone too, but almost at the foot of Beerwah

Mountain. Glass House Mountains.

 

[ NOTE: The interviewee spent one year at Virginia State School.]

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That would be rather near where um Laurie Daws lives now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not that far from, from where he

 

is now.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And that had been a thriving sawmill then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well it, again it wasn't a large mill but it was er s-, very active. And er there were some old

houses, er well small dwellings scattered around the mill and we lived in one of those.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And do you remember going up to see the mill works?

 

 

At time 00:14:33

Summary: Glass House Mountains, walking to Commissioners Flat school, mill, low wages, Depression, Virginia

school, glass paintings, perspiring.

Keywords: Glass House Mountains, Commissioners Flat, school, mill, salary, Virginia State School, dole, glass

paintings

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh yes. Oh yes. I remember Glass House Mountains of course very well. After the two years at

Virginia School b-, by the time we went to er, to Glass House Mountains I would have been about

twelve. So I remember that period er quite well.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what, what do you remember about the mill works?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well there again er we went to a school, not Glass House but Commissioner's Flat school which was

in the opposite direction, and er we had to walk through bushland and forest, through creeks to, to go to

that school too. About three or four miles I guess. And er there were, I

 

remember …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you went on foot?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

On foot. Although er occasionally there was um, there were people called McCoskers and they owned

the, where the logging came from, the timber and so on, and they had a bit of a farm. And er they had

horses and occasionally we used to, you know, double-back to school and so on. But that was a one-

teacher school too. Commissioner's Flats, it was called. Yes. But er the mill itself er was, you know, it

just used to chug away and my father would blow the whistle to signal and, and er, but they worked

hard for very low wages still. I mean they didn't get too much. We were loo-, going through some of

dad's stuff er recently, my brother and I, and I think that, about what he would have been paid would

have been no more than £4 a week. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well that was about the um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

the best

 

way …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That would have been about 1936, '37. Yeah, '38. Something like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So do you remember any m-, particular um difficulties of the Depression?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well

 

er there again at Virginia …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I mean things that, that …
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Transcript: John Rigby

we had a very tiny house. Not much money because, you know, dad couldn't have been getting much

when he was on the dole and er working on the road and that. And er there again going down to the

Virginia school which was of course, compared with Palen Creek we'd just come from, a large school.

And er it er, I mean oh hundreds and hundreds of pupils. I um, there again I only remember the little

traumatic things. I, I mean I remember er they used to … do you remember, Barbara, I don't whether er

you ever saw those schools where they used to paint pictures on the windows, on the windows of the

school rooms?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

No, I don't

 

think I do.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

On the glass. Well they, that was um I remember …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who painted them?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't know. The teachers I guess. But they used to paint them on the glass …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And then were they …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and the light used to come through.

 

It used to fascinate me.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And were they permanent? They were permanent pictures?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well they seemed to be

 

permanent.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Ah yes. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

They er, they didn't er, er deteriorate as I

 

remember. 'Cause I …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

They used to have them in churches sometimes. The, the painted windows. Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er I remember that. I remember because I suffered um, always suffered from excessive

perspiration of the hands and feet. And er, er in fact I have all my life. I never did anything about it. I

believe you can now. But as a, as a child it was traumatic because there again I remember at Virginia,

when I first started at the school, and standing in the classroom and we'd er be called out. And I always

y-, whenever I went back I always left my footprints on, on the floor. These wet …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

er feet marks. And of course the, the kids always used to ... you know, kids are cruel sometimes, and

they'd all make remarks about, you know, 'Rigby's … '

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But that's just kids.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes. It's funny what you do remember.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Tho-, those things. Because er, er there again I come back to I suppose what I mentioned about,

early on about not having shoes. Some of the children did have shoes in those days. You know,

because there was still people a lot well-off and those that, like ourselves who weren't well-off at all.

And so I never had anything to wear on my feet. But I would have loved to if it would have er, you

know, er alleviated that sort of …

 

 

At time 00:18:27

Summary: Not having shoes, food, pictures in town, money, movies, remembers The Light That Failed, interest in

drawing.

Keywords: food, Virginia, Brisbane, movies, The Regent, grandmother, Rudyard Kipling, The Light That Failed,

painting, drawing

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And do you remember um, um what your food was like then? What, what er home

 

situation…

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Very simple I think. I think my mother had to let, make things go er a long way. M'mm. We didn't have

a lot of, much money. And er to, to come into town I'd sometimes get th-, the train in from er Virginia

into, into Brisbane and er go to the pictures. And I'd have saved up and do you know for sixpence, you

could go to the pictures in, in, in town, get a free ice cream and er a 'Tom Mix' badge as well. A-, and

er that was a day out. And I'd have about threepence or fourpence over and I used to go and buy a little

bit of fruit and take it home to my mother. I remember that because I left a bag in the train once and I

nearly cried all the way home because I, I'd lost my hard-earned fruit.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And do you remember any of the movies in particular?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh gee. Er, yeah, things like er Edward G. Robinson in   The Man with Two Faces.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And, and er I don't know. I um, I remember one picture particularly and I repeated this once to

students, that I said ... I don't know why I told them this but I said, 'Do you know how I first got

interested in, in painting and art?' And, and it was a movie. And I'd come down from the bush and I'd er

walked all the way into town to the Regent from my ... my grandmother used to live in Brunswick

Street up near the Exhibition Grounds there. And er I used to stay with her and we'd go to the

Exhibition, you know  at ... this was always in August, go to the show. And um anyway I went into

town and um went to this movie and it was called ... probably er one of the lesser books of Rudyard

Kipling's called   The Light that Failed.   I'm  [indecipherable].  And er it was, it had er Ronald Colman

and Ida Lupino in it. And er it er, it was um … gee, I started this and I wasn't thinking of yourself but,

but I, eri-, it um, it could be interesting though. Er and it was called   The Light that Failed   and it was

the story of a um, a painter. I don't remember the whole movie, it's so long ago, but er the parts I do

remember that he w-, he was a painter and um there was um, and he had a, er a friend and they'd come

from India. There was always a bit of India in Rudyard Kipling's stuff wasn't there? And er, but they,

they, this was taking p-, part in London.

 

And I remember this particular bit which impressed me no end as a kid and as a painter because, and I

even remember the artist. He was a   Saturday Evening Post   artist who painted the picture, the portrait

in question. This melancholia of this girl. And er he'd plucked her off the streets as I remember because
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he wanted to paint her. And he, I remember the parts of the picture where he was saying, he, he was

getting her to throw back her head. 'Laugh. Cry,' he'd say. You know, and, and he's painting furiously

and, and so on. And as I say he had a friend that this, that was infatuated with this girl that he'd ... Ida

Lupino, and er he plucked her off the streets as I say but he knew what she was. And he tried to talk

this, his friend out of having anything to do with this girl. He was only using her as a model and all the

rest of it.

 

Anyway I remember he painted the picture, which to my eyes then was a gr-, great portrait of this girl

with her head thrown back and he f-, he was just finishing. But as he was finishing his eyes were

getting, hence 'the light that failed', er the title of the book, er his eyesight was getting worse and er

somehow or other all I remember it was very melodramatic sort of picture. And he's, he finished the

picture and said, 'You can go now', staggered off to his bedroom, and er, and thought it was the greatest

thing he'd ever done. His, he, and, and his masterpiece, you know. Anyway ersh-, the g-, the, the girl

who er resented the interference of him with the, this other fellow, this friend of his, and after he'd gone

she got hold of a rag with turps of it and went 'hwoop' all over the canvas, a great smear l- ... His

masterpiece ruined.

 

And a-, er when he wakes up he finds that he, his eyesight is going. He can't see. And his friend comes

in and he says, he, and he tells him, you know, he's, he said th-, er, 'It's gone'. And er anyway er he

says, 'But come and see the picture'. And he takes his friend, his friend takes him in and, and he says,

'What do you think of it?' And he says, his friend th-, a-, o-, bi- ... It's funny, I can remember this just as

vividly although it was that long ago. His friend said, 'It's great. It's the best thing you've ever done'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Even though it was so o-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Even though it was a great mess.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yeah.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And the last thing I remember was th-, they er went back to Indwe-, India and rode into battle or

something.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But er I remember coming away from that movie and feeling, 'Gee I like that painting business'. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How old would you have been then?
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Transcript: John Rigby

I don't suppose I would have ... er that was before I think we went to Glass House so I wouldn't have

been any more than about eleven or something like that. Eleven or twelve.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um did that trigger your, did you start painting from then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I don't know about painting but I was drawing. You know, I d-, don't think I had too many paints.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But you always were a pretty um excessive drawer? M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, I always liked to draw. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. And did you get um, um sort of held up in classes as being good at art?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Don't remember particularly. M-, I don't, but I think, I remember in Glass House Mountains them being

very interested in my comics which I was still writing and illustrating. 'The Masked Mountie', 'The

Cannibal King'.

 

 

At time 00:25:20

Summary: Writing comics, drawing cartoons, comics and books he read, Brontë biography, visiting Queensland Art

Gallery.

Keywords: Glass House Mountains, comics, Army, Brisbane, Ginger Meggs, The Triumph, Champion, literature,

Elizabeth Gaskell, Charlotte Brontë, Queensland Art Gallery

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Things like that, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You haven't got any of these kept?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I er, no. I, I remember I kept them for quite some years but um I suppose that came back to when I er

was in the army I, I, I did some cartoons when we were in New Guinea and that and then when I came

back to Brisbane I er, I had been doing commercial art but er, er just after the war I did cartoons again,

sports cartoons for   The Sunday Mail   and   The Courier-Mail.   M'mm. So it went back to probably

those comic things, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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M'mm. Did you um er watch the um comic strips and the cartoons in the daily papers? I think there was

 The Nipper   and er a few things 

like that.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. I remember things like   Ginger Meggs   and things like that, you know, in those days. But er it

was, these comics that used to come from England I think that we used to get in later days. I remember

up in um er y-, Glass House Mountains er young friend of mine er McCosker yo-, they er they had the

farm and, and the logging and he used to get   The Triumph   and I used to get   The Champion   and

we used to exchange them. That's if we could get them away from his father, who used to read them

before us.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How old?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er um I suppose when I was about fourteen I started to read a bit. And I read, and I've just come back

to them. I mention this only because I've just come back to this sort of literature. Er it was, and I used

to read things like er the Brontës. You know,   Wuthering Heights.   Books like that used to really grab

me. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That was at a fairly young age then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. At a fairly l-, young age. And if I could get hold of anything er that was, you know, we've been

talking about comics but very quickly I was out of comics and, and perhaps into other sort of literature.

And I, I just got from the library just the other day Elizabeth Gaskell's um, um   The, The Life of er

Charlotte Brontë.   And er, and er I'd, I read   Shirley   which I'd never read before. I'd read other er

works of theirs early, in earlier days. But er, er quite a, quite a great biography of er Charlotte Brontë

by Gaskell.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now what about visits to the um, um Queensland Art Gallery?

 

Transcript: Event

Clicks

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. A visit to the Queensland Art Gallery. Er well when I came, my br-, my grandmother living in er

Brunswick Str-, e-, er Street right up near the um, er near the gallery and the showgrounds. You know,

and the gallery was in, what was, near the museum there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

On Gregory Terrace?
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Transcript: John Rigby

In, on Gregory Terrace. And I remember um a visit there when I was er quite young and er going over

there. And er it was um … I remember things like er Arnesby Brown's   cattle   and, you know, a-, and

things like this up the end. And er things like   When Did You Last See Your Father?   We didn't have

that one I don't think. But we had similar

 

sort of things.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That was in a school book. I think it was w-, in one of the school readers.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well there was, but there were, we had a few pictures like that, er and er very early ones. And I

remember a painting that impressed me. It was, it must have been on tour because I went over

especially when I was down from the country staying with my grandmother to see this because it'd

been said that it, it had come to Queensland. And it was a very large painting of a coronation. And er,

you know, hundreds of er ... it must have taken hours. Er, er goodness knows how many er hours of

work. But it impressed me at the time. You know, it seemed such a, er an imposing picture of this

coronation. There were all these figures and things and the sort of things that were commissioned, you

know, in those days.

 

 

At time 00:28:58

Summary: Painting of coronation, memories of Brisbane, 14, Central Technical College, Martyn Roberts, course

experience, plaster casts.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, painting, grandmother, Brisbane, Glass House Mountains, Brisbane Central

Technical College, Martyn Roberts, art

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er but er it was er, I suppose er we didn't have too much to show in those days in, in, in our gallery

with what it was then.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

When you were a kid and came into Brisbane itself, what, what do you remember particularly about

coming into the city?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er when I um er was er fourteen er my parents were still in Glass House Mountains. And er I

came down to Brisbane and stayed with an aunt and an uncle and er went down to um the Central

Technical College with some er rolled-up, grimy drawings in my wet hands and approached the portals

of the Central Technical College, as it was then, down near the gardens in George Street.

 

Transcript: Event

Sniffs
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Transcript: John Rigby

And er, er went in and what I remember was a tall gentleman er looking down on me and saying, 'So

you want to be an artist, son?' And he said, and I remember his words: 'Art is not a pleasure trip. It is a

battle. A mill that grinds,' he said. 'Are you sure you want to be an artist, son?' And I'm looking up at

him with my little drawings, you know, clasped in my hands and said, 'Yes, I want to be an artist'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And anyway er

 

I s-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who was that man?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That was Martin Roberts. Yes. And we bought um a little watercolour of his the other day for the

gallery, which happened to come up er of St John's Cathedral. More historical er value I suppose than

an-, anything else but I'm pleased that we got it. Yeah, Martin Roberts. And er this was his last year as

a matter of fact there. And er anyway I did a year er down there

 

and I was living with my aunt then.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what was he … what was he like as a teacher, um Martin

 

Roberts?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er he didn't teach me er much. There were, there were others. Er I remember a Mr Swan and different

others, you know. And er the um, I wouldn't call it the greatest of courses it was then compared with …

we had nothing really. There was no library, there was no um er … we used to learn a bit of s-,

perspective. Go into the gardens and draw down there. Draw some flowers, do a bi-, … I remember the

circle room though. And er, you know, there were plenty of plaster casts. There was no shortage of

plaster casts. And er we used to go and draw plaster casts for bloody hours. Ah hands and, and er, you

know, all sorts of things. Oh here's Margaret.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was the kind of teaching um that went on at the tech 50 years ago compared with what goes on now …

 

 

At time 00:32:30

Summary: Teaching curriculum, Mr. Swan religious, attitudes towards art training, sign-writing, hard to get a job,

Victor Day.

Keywords: Brisbane Central Technical College, Swan, religion, art, J. Morris, sign writing, Victor Day
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Transcript: John Rigby

Well as I say I think it was er the curriculum and course generally would have been very simple. Um

the thing I remember most, I mentioned Mr Swan, was er walking down George Street with him and

getting down there. And he would always get on to religion. He was a very religious man. Um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Of what kind?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't know what religion he was. But er I, he used to say, 'Well, John, you know, um e-, er have you

been thinking about God lately? Have you been thinking about your life?' And he would er, er always

seem to swing the conversation to er some religious aspect. And um, um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What did you feel about that? Embarrassed or intrigued or what?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not embarrassed but then I wasn't that ... I've got to be honest, I think I don't ... I wasn't that interested

in, you know, I wanted to learn about art. And er religion didn't seem to come into it at that point in

time anyway as part of our lives.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was it art with a capital 'A'? Did you feel it was a glorious er domain?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er no. Well people used to, when I wanted to go down and do er some um art training er people would

say, 'Oh you, what do you want to do art for?' Because there's no money in it. And er anyway he-, i-,

very quickly people said, 'All right well you er, er y-, you'll perhaps go into signwriting or commercial

art'. But er, and I did start off er in, in, in signwriting. Er it was hard to get a job. We're talking about

19-, was it 1938? Must have been '37, '38. Er and um m-, I remember my mother coming down from er

Glass House Mountains and trying to assist me to get a job. And it was only because of some relative

of er Morris ... R.J. Morris Shoes who knew Victor Day and Victor Day's Signwriting. There still, still

is a Victor Day's Signwriting. The old Victor Day of course er is long since gone.

 

But er, and er it was thought er very um fortunate that er I was able to get a job in er, in e-, er Victor

Day's Signwriting. And they used to have a great big shed-like place with a little office front er in

Adelaide Street up towards um er Wharf Street on the left-hand side there. And I started off there e-,

after the um, er the year at the college, er at the um Central Tech. And er I used to sweep out these um,

the place. And er I used to be er fascinated by what went on. But mainly my job was to go out ah,

different sorts of jobs I had but one of them was to go out and put up 24-sheet posters and glue them,

hand them up to the bloke. I'd go out in his truck and I'd come home covered in glue.

 

 

At time 00:35:04

Summary: Working for Victor Day sign writing, sweeping, gluing posters, political posters, painting blood, three

months.

Keywords: sign writing, Victor Day, employment, posters, William Forgan Smith, painting
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Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er or um you'd go out putting up signs and things. I got lowered down the side of a, a building

once and I nearly died because I never did like heights. And I'm standing on a platform filling in paint

you know, er letters, and once I was standing on …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And renewing them?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. And er standing on er, helping to put up a sign I remember at Albion once. And nobody told me

that those big black …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

cables, not to touch them. And I happened to graze one with my head and I got thrown for about a …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

quite, right across the roof. Took me days to get over it. And al-, all sorts of things like that. And once

they said, 'John' ... I was only there three months b-, when I er left but er once they said to me, 'You've

made it. You're going to, no longer will you have to go out putting up posters and that because we're

going to get you to paint them'. And in those days they used to put up these 24-sheet posters on the

wall.

 

Just white paper.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How big was a sheet? How big was a sheet?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well 24-sheeter was, er I'm not sure what the individual sheets were but they were in, you know, so

many sheets. Might have been 12 or so sheets which were put ...or 24-sheet I suppose er and they were

put up in parts. And we used to wheel the things through like they used to do the old Frescos and that,

w-, wheeling through all the sheets of paper when the, after they'd done the master or the cartoon. And

they used to wheel these through so that you had all these indentations going through all the sheets

right? Anyway I remember this particular day er vaguely. And it was, er we were doing political

posters for Forgan Smith, the Premier was Forgan Smith then, and his head was on the chopping block

or something. Er at, it was in the form of a fowl I remember.

 

But they said, 'You're going to paint the posters, John. You've got the job'. And I said, 'Right. Right.'

Oh and I got all excited. And they said, 'But only one part of it'. And I said, 'Well what's my part?' And
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they said, 'You can do the blood running down the block'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And I had to p-, post, draft a poster and it was my job to fill in the, the, there … anyway I was only

there three months because I used to sweep out the place and I started to develop a cough. All these

little particles of paint, you know. But there was one, I remember one bloke who used to fascinate me. I

thought if I was gonna stay in this game I wouldn't have minded doing that. He was a ticket-writer. He

only had three fing-, … yes, this ticket-writer, he only had three fingers. But he was the greatest ticket-

writer I ever, I've ever seen. He could, you know, i-, the forming of his letters and the speed and de-,

dexterity of the man was incredible, as I remember as a youth, you know. But er …

 

 

At time 00:38:10

Summary: Ticket writer, preparing glue size, materials used, apprentice, probationary period, menial jobs, pay,

housing.

Keywords: sign writing, Victor Day, Ashgrove, family

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

They were very spectacular m-, when one stood and watched those um 24-sheeters being plastered up

on railway

 

platforms and things like that.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you did the blood …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

and um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Now I, er I

 

remember, there was one other thing I remember ...

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did some peo-, did anybody …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

because it comes back to me. It's funny how associations … er but when I'm preparing a glue-size for

er the preparation of my canvases, you know, as, as a size, the smell of the glue-size takes me back to
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that er, that s-, er signwriting shed and studio when they used to mix … and I, I suppose what it was,

what, that we used to mix up powdered colour with glue-size. You know, and the smell of the glue-size

gives me that, takes me back to those days.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And was it rabbit's foot glue?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well that's what I use now. They used, they, I think they might have used globules and e-, even

gelatine sheets. They used to use them, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So what was the first one you did the whole of?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I didn't, never got to do a whole one. It was all a big gag. They i-, because they used to rag us, kids, we

were, you know, all the time. And er, er the more, the blokes that had been there for years, you know,

we were just like … actually I was to be apprentice to be a sign writer. And I was to be, they had a

probationary period of three months. And I remember er I, I wrote to my mother and said, 'I can't stand

it and er I don't want to be a sign writer'. And because most of my signwriting was out in the weather.

You know, I wasn't doing signwriting at all. I was just getting the menial jobs. And er anyway er there

was um  …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How much were you getting a week? Do you remember?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

About 12 and 6.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You would have been about fifteen then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Yeah. Yeah. If ever I got to 15 shillings it would have been a miracle I think.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you were living away from home?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. I was living with an aunt and uncle at Ashgrove and they had a couple of children. And er, and

Ron, my elder brother, was living with my grandmother. And this resulted in eventually er a couple of

years later, or 18 months or two years later, my mother deciding that we just had to come down to

Brisbane and dad would remain in Glass House. And we built a house at Ashgrove. And er that was the
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time we lost the, my younger brother. You know, the little one. And er anyway er there again I was

fortunate because to get a job in a commercial art studio and er, or an advertising agency, and there

were only a couple in Brisbane then, and er, was just something out of this world.

 

 

At time 00:40:50

Summary: Brisbane, job at National Advertising, Wills, Skipper, clients, beer adverts, wedding cake incident,

Skipper left.

Keywords: Brisbane, Ashgrove, National Advertising, Castlemaine, XXXX, Bulimba, beer, advertising

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And so they took me on and I got this job at what they called National Advertising run by a Mr Wills.

And er I walked into this place and, with very little experience, and um I used to do er things for

Manahan's and things like that. Er hand le-,…

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Man-, Manahan's was a um department store?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It was er a grocery chain.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, like … and er I used to do, letter white on black all these er things like er,'Tin of jam, Rosella

jam, er 1 and 3'. Or s-, or something. Might have been ninepence.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er and then they used to have, Woulfe and Sons were tailors. 'Suit and extra trousers three pounds'. I

made a mistake once and er, and I remember I had to rush down in the middle of the night to an

engraving place and try and alter something that had got through because it was the wrong price.

Anyway erth-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Weren't they more likely to be two pounds 19 and elevenpence?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well it probably was,three guineas or two pound 19

 

and 11 or something.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yeah, three guineas probably
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for a classy suit. Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. Yes. And er anyway those were things I did. But I'd only been there a fortnight or so and

there used to be a Mr Skipper who was the artist. He was art-, he'd done, I think he'd done sometime

before h-, h-, er a er, an art course by correspondence. But er one of er the biggest clients that National

Advertising had was Castlemaine XXXX. And that was the days when the breweries used to advertise

a lot. And there was a big er, a w-, war going on between Bulimba and Castlemaine. And they used to

have these big ads in   The Courier-Mail   or whatever every week.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This would be, 'Bulimba beer is best'.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. 'Bulimba beer is best' and 'Little Mr XXXX'. You know, and, and Castlemaine. And the, the

XXXX ad used to be very topical. Events that were happening all the time whether it was the races or

the cricket or whatever and, and things. Anyway er I'd only been there a fortnight and I remember

Wills coming back from ... he used to take the ads down to Castlemaine and get them okayed in rough

form and then bring them back or, or in finished form and bring them back er before they went off to

the engraver or the newspapers. And er he came back and he said to Skipper, and I'm sitting there, I'd

only been there a few weeks doing these, all these little bits of lettering and stuff, sticking things up.

And he said to Skipper, 'Look you've got um candles on a wedding cake in this'. And I remember it

said, 'Wedding bells are ringing'. And there was a whole lot of people seated round this table, this

wedding breakfast you see, with bottles of beer on it and so on and so forth.

 

And, and he said to Skipper, 'You've got we-, er candles on a wedding cake. They only have candles on

a birthday cake'. He said, 'You've got to take them off'. And Skipper said, 'I'm not taking them off'. He

says, 'As far as I'm s-, concerned those candles remain'. And he said, 'Well', he said, 'If you won't take

them off … ' Skipper said, 'If I have to take them off I'll leave and become a grocer'. And he did. He

left. He packed up all his things and er the boss turned to me and he said, 'Well you'll have to continue

on, John. You're er, will I get another artist or do you think you can cope?' And er I er, somehow or

other I did. It threw a lot of responsibility on to me all of a sudden. I wished he'd remained a little

longer instead of becoming a grocer. But he, that's what he did. He gave up art.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you ever felt you'd like to do the same thing?

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not become a grocer.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Go do a …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't think so.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

a, an honest trade?

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

 

At time 00:45:27

Summary: End of session
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Session 2
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Work, 1939, 101 Anti Tank Regiment, untrained, getting into unit, headquarters, Townsville, Nawra

intelligence school, RTO.

Keywords: Victor Day, National Advertising, Australian Army, war, 101 Anti Tank Regiment, Townsville, Nawra,

Army Intelligence

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Tape one, side two. Barbara Blackman talking with John Rigby. Um we were up to about 1938 when

you did get your job with the advertising agency Victor Day.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I guess that would have been about 1939 or something like that. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um well that leads us almost straight into the war.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er what then you did during the war period?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well I er um was working with the er National Advertising until I joined up er as a, an, at the age

of about er eighteen and a half I think. And um it was er strange that. I, I went into a fully trained unit

because I knew somebody in it. I went into an anti-tank er regiment, 101st Anti-tank, and um the er, I

was only in it, er in the unit, three weeks and I was untrained when we were bundled on a train and

headed north to Townsville. Of course we've come up a couple of years now because er this was before

the Coral Sea Battle. And er I remember sitting on a carriage in the middle of the night with a, with a, a

gun, a Sten gun or something that I couldn't fire. I didn't, I was so untrained. I had red boots and er, and

being in a fully trained unit was rather strange bec-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How did you get into it then without being trained?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't know quite how they put me in it, except that I knew somebody th-, who was the intelligence

officer, Ian McBain, who had been a cartoonist in Brisbane. And he was the intel-, and I've s-, I said,

'I'd like to go into that unit'. And they, they put me into it. But I don't think they realised they were

going to send it away so, you know, so soon. And I didn't have a chance to ha-, do the training. But I

was in the headquarters of um RHQ, Regimental Headquarters, of the 101st er Anti-Tank as it was

then, it became Tank Attack later, er unit. And er as I say this was out at Enoggera and before I knew

where I was I was on a train up to Townsville. Er and we were put into a ravine outside Townsville.

 

And I hadn't been there more than a few weeks er then I was as sent all the way down to um … I was

very young, hadn't been away from home before er except, you know, the, what, the incidents I've said

living with relations, and er I was sent down to Nowra to an intelligence school. Er a six-weeks

intelligence school at n-, in Nowra and it was the ju-, the times when they only had RTOs. They didn't
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have staging camps. And um I learnt quickly about

 

going AWL …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what's in a-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

for a couple of days here and there and seeing my par-, my people and things like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's an RTO?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er Returning s-, n-, er oh ... er, yeah, I said 'RTO'. Now I can't think of what it was. But it was

returning troops, you know, to er, the, to their units and that. And er, and so on. On, generally on er

stationed platforms and things like that. Returning officer. Anyway um so I s-, I had a six-weeks

intelligence course down there doing compass marches and it was the middle of the winter. I remember

coming straight from Townsville down to Nowra and er, with blokes that had um conduc-, conducting

the school that had come back from the Middle East and er, and so on. And it as a tough school. And er

anyway I eventually got back to my unit in Townsville and er although I had then the qualifications to

have stripes um we had no establishment. Only a, a, an establishment for an intelligence officer but no

staff.

 

 

At time 00:03:45

Summary: Returned to Townsville, no establishment, his role, 3 batteries, Anti Aircraft, left unit, headquarters,

changing locations.

Keywords: Townsville, Army, World War II, 101 Anti Tank Regiment, Toowoomba, Mareeba, Leigh, New Britain

 

Transcript: John Rigby

So er although I was doing an intelligence job er e-, the um, we had er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was that job particularly? Was it censoring?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. Er that was mainly mapping and er m-, collation, collection and assimilation of information. Er but

er we had three batteries er no, four batteries. Er we had six-pounders then and later got um, got other,

you know, twenty-five. We had, did we have twenty-five-pound? No. Anyway um and we were in

Townsville, to cut a long story short, camped in this ravine for about er, oh over 12 months, 12 rainy

months. And um then er the unit, the 101st because they rea- ... although one battery went to New

Guinea they realised there weren't going to be too many tanks in the Pacific War in the islands and so

they were broken up, turned into an anti-aircraft. And we were brought back to Lowood here in

Brisbane and I finished up er leaving that unit um e-, on my own and going to Headquarters First Aust.

Army.

 

Er which w- er was being er, at the moment then was in, was in Toowoomba but very quickly went up

to Mareeba and then across to Lae. And er I functioned then in Intelligence Topographical as a
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corporal. And, and um er I was in that till the war finished. And I finished up in er um I was over in

Madang and New Britain. Places like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well now i-, er tell me specifically um how you'd go about getting your maps. Tell me, can you tell me

a particular incident?

 

 

At time 00:05:40

Summary: His roles, mapping areas, collation, assimilating information, operational maps, New Guinea, drawing,

occasionally painted.

Keywords: maps, Army, Anti Tank Regiment, New Guinea, Army Intelligence, drawing, painting

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er some of the um m-, m-, the work that was done er in the Anti-Tank show in the a-, er … was to

um, we used to go out on er night marches with compasses and that and in, in the daytime to er take

trig points er and establish er the terrain and be able to put it down on a flat map. You know, to be able

to put the topographical features and so on.

 

With, with contour maps …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well you'd go ahead …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and all that sort of thing. That was only one aspect. That was the topographical aspect

 

but it was only one aspect.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you'd go ahead of, of a unit moving into an area?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And try and map the, the area. Yes. Er and, and so on. Er but then there was the collation and I, I think

putting it in a nutshell what I said before the intelligence as far as First Aust. Army goes was the, er a-,

in New Guinea was the collection, collation, and assimilation of information which came back from all

sorts of sources. And um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And so you'd check

 

with people who'd flown over areas?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And … right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er you'd check with the natives from the area?
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Transcript: John Rigby

All sorts of information. And it was the assimilation of this and the sending it again out backwards,

forwards, and sidewards to units from divisions down, you know, so that they got all the information

available from … and we used to have um big er, er maps er, er sort of ... I forget the terminology we

used to use now in those days it was so long ago, but they were e-, operational maps. Little flags all

over the maps, you know, where er our units were. Er what was happening. In e-, in other words as

much intelligence information as we could get. And er that, I was er part of that, you know, operation

and …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And in New Guinea did you have much directly to do with the um New Guinea native people?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er I, I personally, no. Um from an art point of view I used to er e-, be always er drawing things for

them. They always seemed to have something for me to draw, you know. But, and occasionally,

although some of the official war artists went through, like Ivor Hele and other people I met er up

there. I was never er of course an official war artist. Just er never had that experience up till then. But

er I used to occasionally be asked to paint a major or do this or do, you know, er, er do some drawings

and that. And I occasionally did a painting or two. I'd go up to Nadzab and places like that and er, and

also er do um er some cartoon things and things of that nature.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where are these er paintings of that period now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't know what happened to them. I've still got one or two little things I did in New Guinea, you

know, that I have.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you got anything in the er War Museum?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um then you went from New Guinea to er where did you say?

 

 

At time 00:08:59

Summary: New Britain, Master-General of the Ordnance, Melbourne, discharged, Brisbane, war memories,

interrogation, his cartoons.
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Keywords: New Britain, Master-General of the Ordnance, Melbourne, Brisbane, Japanese prisoners, cartoons

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh we were in New Britain.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

New Britain.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And places like that. And then when the war ... after the armistice was signed in the Pacific I didn't

have enough units, being still a single man, um to get down immediately. So I um, there was a job

going in MGO's branch, Mas-, Mart-, Master-General of the Ordinance in Melbourne. And er so I um

er applied for that to draw for er some things, drawings they wanted done in Melbourne in, in the

Ordinance Branch. So um I was sent down er to Melbourne er on one of the um troop ships coming

back and er I was in Melbourne for about five, five or six months before I was discharged. Then I came

back to Brisbane.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er well what was er your nearest point to action during the war?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I, I suppose in the er, in the Finschhafen, er Lae, er Nadzab areas, you know, in, in those days. Er I

remember after the war finished I was still in me-, er in Rabaul and we had er, er we were over the far

side of Rabaul. And I remember e-, e-, they kept bringing in er hundreds of Japanese prisoners. And er,

and they were all herded into er enclosures, you know, and er, er we-, n-, we were sort of, as an

intelligence sort of operation er interrogating and generally I suppose um er finding out what units they

came from. You know, just winding up operations that was.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you contribute to any um service magazines during the war?   Salt   or any of those?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. I never a-, as I say I did a lot of er cartoons which were circulated amongst er units and that. But

they w-, er and they were always topical for the area and the units we were dealing with but they were,

it was only a side s-, it was na-, not part of my job. It was just something I did in my spare time. And

er, although er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So this

 

wasn't the …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I didn't contribute to, there were, you know, those books that were produced. Um   Active Service   and

things like that. But er I never contributed t-, to those.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. Nor to any um er s-, s-,
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specifically local units and … m'mm. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not to any specific publication. No, no.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um what about your feelings during the war about the whole …

 

 

At time 00:11:39

Summary: Feelings about war, did not go to reunions, published his history of regiment, finally went, his foreword,

published copies.

Keywords: World War II, 101 Anti Tank Regiment, Colonel, history

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

the whole um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

orientation of an enemy and …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think er as far as I was concerned the um, I think I summed it up in a, I wrote ... my colonel, we er, in

fact I only saw them a few weeks ago. For a long, long time I never went to, they had reunions of the

101st Anti-Tank Regiment for instance. And er for 25 years or so I never went to one. And then

suddenly one day I got a um er, a ring from them. They said, 'John, you've never been to one of the

reunions but you've got to come this time'. And I said, 'Why?' And they said, 'Well', they said, 'Do you

remember that the Colonel before the unit broke up in Townsville and you were sitting up in a tent up

on the hillside and the Colonel, Col-, er, er asked you to write a history of the regiment?' And I said,

'Yeah, I remember that'. And I, I said, 'I spent a bloody month on that'.

 

And er anyway they er, they said, 'Well we've discovered it in the archives and we're publishing it. Or

we've published it', they said.

 

And so they um, I said, 'Have you?' Well I said … 'Er so you've got to come along'. They said, 'Go-,

even got your poems in it'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And I said, 'Oh God forbid! You, you can't do that to me'. They said, 'We've done it'. I said, 'You

should have got bloody permission'. Anyway um I er wrote this. It was 101st, the history of the
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regiment and it was funny that my memory still retained even, most of the forward to it. And I suppose

you asked me what I felt about it and, and this would probably sum it up.

 

Er in the forward of the re-, the history that I wrote of the regiment, it went something like this: 'that all

the requirements of the historian are subsidiary to this: that he shall in his pages give us an accurate and

rep-, er, er resume of facts for the coming generations. Although this is to be a history then of 101st

Anti-Tank Regiment I'm going to steal as it were the requirements of the novelist and endeavour to

impart to you in these pages the workings of the brain and the mind and the soul of the men who are

banded together to make up the regiment. For by so doing not only will the reader assimilate a more

intimate knowledge of these men but he will find it a little more interesting. For better, for worse, in

sickness and in health er the war is in some respects a jest.

 

The humour was a bit strange sometimes, rather grim sometimes but it was always there. Otherwise we

could not carry on. Even those for whom these years were nothing but a bitter memory because of their

own personal losses, even they must find some consolation in the fact er that men died with a laugh on

their lips. Not the laugh of mockery but the laugh that refused to admit defeat even in death. Here then

are the laughing memories of an army that is joking its way to victory and the great vicissitude of

fortune er which will endure long after the hardships and war, of war are forgotten'. Er I think that is

not ex-, mightn't be it exactly. But from memory, after 30 years, I still remember that. You know, and

when I read tha-, when they published the thing I found that er it was slightly different. But er the

forward, but ... and it was longer but that was more or less it. I wrote about all the, the fun things, the

funny things that happened. The, you know, the rather sad things and so on.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Where would um this be now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I

 

have a copy of it.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

In some collection? M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er yeah.

 

Somewhere.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think one would have been placed in National Library?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think it probably has. I wouldn't be surprised that they, perhaps there is one in Canberra. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Because it would be worth um having one.
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Would it be possible to

 

check that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh the, I could er check with the er, yes, er with them. And er, er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And if not possibly get a …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

another copy …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Sure. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

and place it there. Um h-, h-, well what lasting effect then did the war have on your

 

 

At time 00:16:12

Summary: War as interruption, age group, formative years, reunion experience, aged, Mention in Despatches.

Keywords: World War II, age, 101 Anti Tank Regiment, Melbourne, Mention in Despatches

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

life as you er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I felt it was an interruption. Um it was er, something that I don't think that um everybody realised about

the, our age group um was, that those four or five years or whatever it was that people had er … four,

five. Whatever it might have been. Six years. Er was an interruption at a time you know, from the years

eighteen and a half or nineteen to say twenty-five, twenty-four, twenty-five er those formative years er

especially um I think was a big gap. I, I don't quite know how to really put it. But I think they were,

they, they did another thing. We grew up, there's no doubt about that, and there was that mateship thing

in, in the war but er, er on the other hand um people who're going to universities today or to art college

and that, they're the years that you really, you know, really do something I think. Well that was a big

gap out of our lives I feel.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you make er friendships um that have lasted?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Er, er not really. Although as I say I went to this first reunion er a few years ago and I walked in and I

said, 'God, who are all these old men?'

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not realising I had also become old. But it was f-, funny though. I recognised them immediately even

after all those years. You know, they, there was something about, you, you couldn't mistake them. But,

but they'd aged and not having seen them all those years it suddenly, you remember them like that

when they were in their twenties and then suddenly you see them when they're sixty. And you hadn't

seen them in between. Big, big change. But er, no, those um, er there was nobody really er, er in those

units or in those, those armies.

 

I was er, when I went to Melbourne I, I, they must have thought I did something in the army because

they gave me um, I received a er commendation, you know, mentioned in dispatches from er, er for er

whatever they called it. It's in my, in my morgue. I've got a morgue there with all my

 

scrapbooks and things.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what, what, what would you have been mentioned in dispatches for?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think for my contribution in,

 

in Intelligence.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Your a-, accuracy of um…

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. And what I'd done … yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er so um er, John, you came out um of that period obviously a transformed person in some ways. Er

what did you set yourself to when you came out?

 

 

At time 00:19:00

Summary: Returned to commercial art, freelancing, studio, sports cartoon strip for newspaper, copies, first sports

cartoon experience.
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Keywords: commercial art, National Advertising, Courier Mail, Sunday Mail, Castlemaine, XXXX, cartoons, Paul

Rigby, cricket

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well there was one thing certain: one had to earn a living. And er so er I went back to commercial art

and um a freela-, on a freelance. I er, I didn't want to be employed if I could help it. And so I had a

little studio and I was still associated with National Advertising only on a freelance basis instead of

being employed. And I had a little studio in the Worker Building er in Elizabeth Street. And then er

because I'd been doing, I showed some of these cartoons I'd been doing in the army er and, to the

Courier-Mail   and so they said, 'Well we've got a cartoonist in er, excuse me, in Ian Gall', and then

later Jack Lusby when Ian Gall went to England. And they said er, 'But we can give you er one cartoon

a week o-, er for the   Sunday Mail   er based on sport.

 

And er the object was to do er five or six things, separate little ideas for cartoons, in one cartoon. That

i-, er a weekly survey of what had happened in sport. And they said, 'We'd like a sports girl in it'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The editor was very keen on me putting a sports girl in it somewhere.

 

So I, I have copies of these …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But he meant a, to write a, it was like a strip?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Er a-, e-, and, that's right. A-, anyway um so I used to um, apart from doing er Castlemaine

XXXX ads still and, and er 'suit and extra trousers', probably three pound 10 by then, er I er did this

weekly cartoon

 

for the …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what was it …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Sunday Mail.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was it called?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It was just er, I don't know whether it wsa called anything. Er I've got copies. I've got quite a lot of

copies of it in an old book there. Er it just had 'Rigby', you know, and I, forever after then of course, in

later years, I got mistaken for Paul Rigby who came from Perth. You know, people used to say, they

used to confuse me with Paul Rigby. And er I used to try and say, 'No, I'm the painter. He's the

cartoonist', because I gave up cartoons when I went to Sydney.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Then there was the   Believe It or Not   Rigby too.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, they were 'Ripley'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Ripley? That's right. Oh.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I got it wrong …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Anyway I used to

 

do these cartoons for the Sunday Mail.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now you, you've got copy, you've got

 

copies.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. I've got copies of them.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what, what happened to them?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I dunno. I've just got them in the, er some of them in a book there. But they used to come out and er

I remember the first one was, it was ... the first one I did was the day they had the first test match in

Brisbane after the war with Bradman playing. And they said, 'John, for your first sports cartoon go over

to the, to the Gabba, to the cricket ground, get what you can and er, and er, and that'll be your first

cartoon. Right?' So I went over and being a very avid cricket-follower, which I've always been all my

life, I love cricket and I love playing it, and um er so I went to the Gabba. I could hardly tear myself

away, Bradman batting, and er, and headed back to my studio in Elizabeth Street only to find the door

locked. This was a Saturday.

 

And er, and then I had to go ... I, er there was a Miss 

Gilling

 who used to walk, work for National Advertising and I knew she had a key to the building. I had to

scramble out to her place at Clayfield, get back. By the time I got back, got in the sh-, got up to my
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little studio, and started drawing. And I got over the, the late to the ... on the Saturday night to the er

Courier-Mail, Sunday Mail   which was then in um Queen Street.

 

And er the editor said, 'Where the hell have you been?' And I said, 'Here's my cartoon'. And he said,

'Oh God', he said. And he just grabbed it from me, hardly looked at it, rushed it down to the engravers

and, and, and then I went out into the street and a couple of hours later ... the   Sunday Mail   and

'Truth' used to come out on a Saturday night then, and there I saw my first cartoon and I got the shock

of my life to see er the first cartoon. And I did that for 18 months, er sports cartoons, and I tell you it

was a trauma because they used to have a sports cartoon in the Saturday's paper.

 

 

At time 00:23:27

Summary: Sports cartoons, Lusby's cartoons, same material, pay, Rehabilitation Training Scheme, painting,

reproduction, RQAS member.

Keywords: sports cartoons, Jack Lusby, Courier Mail, Rehabilitation Training Scheme, John Cooper, painting,

Royal Queensland Art Society

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And Jack Lusby who used to work for   The Bulletin   came up when Ian Gall went away to England.

And he used to do the sports cartoon for the   Courier-Mail.   And naturally he used to draw from the

same material during the week what happened and I think it was ran in the   Courier-Mail   as I did.

 

And I used to sit down all day Friday and think up these jokes, which I think there were some good

ones, and er e-, e-, about the different sports. I'd get over to the er   Courier-Mail   and we brought it

forward so that I'd get over there on a Friday night and ... with the rough draft er drawing, and er he'd

say then, 'Well let's go down and see Lusby's got'. I'd go down, we'd go down there and find that he'd

got about three of the same things that I had and I had to start again on Saturday morning. And we did

that for, I think I used to get three, three guineas or three pounds 10 or something for the cartoon. But

that

 

used to …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Enough to buy yourself a suit every week?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well that used to, you know, that u-, er it was er a weekly thing. But then um, and then …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That was your main er regular source of income was it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well I did my other, you know, er commercial art st-, things during the week as well.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Regularly?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Oh yes. Yes. And er but then I heard of the Rehabilitation Training Scheme and er so I applied to go t-,

for that. But I was a little later applying than some, like Molvig and John Coburn and others. They'd

applied a little earlier.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you hadn't been so um directed towards easel painting

 

at that time?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I wanted to be.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. But did you do much er

 

watercolour painting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I was painting a little bit. Yes. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um so did you know these other people, um Molvig or

 

Coburn?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not then, no. No, I, I wa-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you know any other painters at all?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. No, not really. Er oh a few up here. Er there was, I remember, well I, to show you that I had been

painting, the er, th-, e-, I've got in my, some of my first things in this morgue thing I call it, e-, er, you

know, like a newspaper term, where I've kept all my cuttings and that, and there's er one out of er one

of the Brisbane papers there with a, a reproduction of one of my works, one of the f-, the first one that

was ever re-, reproduced er of a painting of the Brisbane River. And underneath it had, 'This boy has

got something'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs
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Transcript: John Rigby

Didn't say what I had. But this was John Cooper tal-, talking who had a, a gallery in Brisbane, you

know, in the, before the Moreton Gallery.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And when would that er painting have been

 

exhibited?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That, I would have been about sixteen then.

 

So that was before the war.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Really. Oh this was before the war?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. So I had

 

been painting as you see.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I see. So, so where had

 

that been?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And I joined the Royal Queensland Art Society to …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well where would that have been exhibited, that Brisbane River one?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh in the Royal Queensland Art Society.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I see.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It, was a junior member I think I was.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what was that like? So you would have joined that in about '38 would you?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, that's right. Yes. A-, um well w-, well er, no, probably about er f-, in the forties. Yeah, in the

forties.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

During the war.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Just before I went, before I went into the army.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. And er what, what

 

was the …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

So I was painting.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who, who was in the Royal e-, w-, w-, sorry …

 

 

At time 00:26:48

Summary: RQAS members, landscape painters, Gruner, Brisbane River painting, Cooper bought his work before

war, sold them.

Keywords: Royal Queensland Art Society, Melville Haysom, Dewey, Elioth Gruner, John Cooper

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

it's the Royal Arts Society who did, the

 

Royal, I mean the Royal Arts Soci-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, Royal Queensland Arts

 

Society.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well who were the leading lights in that at that time?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh Mel-, M-, Melville Haysom. Er there would have been er, oh there was a lot of er Queensland

painters of that time er just, whose names I can't think of at the moment. I remember Professor 

Duhig

 had a lot to do with, and encouraged me. Thought I had er something to …

 

[ NOTE: James Vincent Duhig, one-time President of the Queensland Art Society.]
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Transcript: Event

Clicks

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did he buy any of your early pictures?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't think he bought any but he um, in, er later on when he was writing as a critic he used to always

give me a mention. But there was er e-, quite a lot of um, oh it's terrible I can't just think of the names

at the moment. In, if you, th-, in the   Vida-, Vida Lahey   or   Vida Lahey   book, you know, that she

produced all those names are, are mentioned.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And who of them do you remember particularly um as people?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er I, I don't think that I went to er, I really got to know a few. I got to know a few of the ... There was

people and their names are on the tip of my tongue. Like there was a few watercolourists and there was

a few er painters generally doing er landscape work in, in a sort of an Australian I suppose you might

say 'core of impressionist' tradition type thing. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you like their work?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er, yeah, well I think that I started to try and find out something about painting. And of course the only

painting I knew was er Australian painting. And er I started to look at people like Streeton and Gruner,

people like that, you know. And this painting as a matter of fact of the Brisbane River has a Grunerish

feeling of morning light and things like that about it.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was that bought at the time?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It was bought. And John Cooper um who eventually finished up down the Gold Coast here but who

was proba-, ran the, what became the Moreton Gallery, er he took quite a number of my works um so I

must have been painting quite a lot before the war. Because he took about a dozen paintings and er

 

with all due …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Took them where?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well he had a place up on ... he used to get Norman Lindsays and he used to get so-and-so-and so ...

and he, he had a place ... apart from the basement of the AMP building as I remember, excuse me, he

had a place up on the Terrace somewhere. 'Cause I remember going up there. And er with all due

respect to John, and I think I've forgiven him years ago and we're the best of mates, but I think that he,

I remember while I was in the army and er if-, h-, w-, whether this comes out. I mean he knows me, he,
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he knows. Um I saw an ad in the paper: 'Beautiful Australian oil paintings by John Rigby'. And er,

when I was on leave once in the, in, in, from down in Brisbane. And I'd been trying to get in, in, in

touch with Cooper who'd gone into the air force. And anyway I um, I went to this address while I was

on leave to see this pai-, e-, where these paintings had got to. And these people said, 'Oh we bought

them'. And I said, 'Well I haven't got any money for them'. And I never did.

 

But er so um, er but he was trying to push, you know, this earlier work of mine which was fairly

traditional sort of ordinary paintings. I don't remember what they were like hardly now.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But er they were ones you would have painted on the spot, John?

 

 

At time 00:30:28

Summary: His paintings, human figures, East Sydney Technical College, quickly moved to second year, allowance,

boarding houses, Strathfield branch.

Keywords: oil painting, East Sydney Technical College, Douglas Dundas, Wallace Thornton, Strathfield

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Generally. Yes. Although I'm, but I always even then, there was something about the human image that

um er, that I liked. You know, if I could do drawings or even a painting of a person's head or

something. And I remember because they're, they're the sort of things I sent down to er, to Sydney, to

East Sydney Tech, t-, er to seek admission to the rehab scheme.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

These were oil paintings?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oil paintings. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So um you applied to …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

To East Sydney, yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

S-, East Sydney.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you went there when?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I suppose after my discharge e-, er I went there in er 19-, of er '40. I was there f-, end of '48 to '51.

M'mm.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er who were, were your um teachers there?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well what happened there was er I must have been pretty forward because I s-, s-, said to Doug Dundas

and Wallace Thornton after I'd been there a week or so, I said er, 'Look er you don't think with my

experience I could go into second year?'

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Jeez, i-, if someone had come to me at the, at, at the College of Art when I was Officer in Charge of the

College of Art and said that to me I think I might have given them short shrift. But anyway Dundas and

er, and Wallace Thornton, er Dundas anyway, um said, er they shifted me up into second year after I'd

only been there a couple of weeks.

 

Now there was some good reasons for this inasmuch as the diploma then was five years. And the rehab

course was only three years. And I suppose, what were we getting then? An allowance of about three

pounds 10 a week I think. Or something like that. And er so anyway I went down to Sydney and I

looked up a fellow I knew in Sydney that had been up in Brisbane er associated with me in the

commercial art days. And we, er we got a um, a little, er we lived together out at Stanmore for a while

and then at Kirribilli er in boarding houses and things. Er but um, yeah, well that put me er, getting

back to the college, East Sydney Tech, we w-, of course weren't in at the er, at Darlinghurst. Er we

were out at Strathfield. And er we were put out there. There was too many, er intakes were too many

to, for, to cope with in there. So they had this er sort of branch of the college out at Strathfield in some

old buildings and er a bi-, a big house in front which was more administrative.

 

And er, and these buildings which must have been used for, I don't know, for s-, for something, for the

services during the war although it was a private place. And er so we were out there for a, for the first

year. There were people like Paul Beadle, Wallace Thornton, Harold Abbott er and people like that.

And er I ... in being put up into second year I came in with Molvig and Coburn and others who'd been

there for two years right? So I moved in with them. And I managed to cope er I think fairly reasonably

with the second-year programme. And er then to cut a long story short there somehow or a-, other I

managed to get a diploma in three years er because they let me sit for the, or s-, o-, p-, present my work

for the diploma after three years instead of five.

 

 

At time 00:33:39

Summary: Accommodation, diploma in three years, other students, advertising and fine art, Darlinghurst, married

twice, completed course.

Keywords: East Sydney Technical College, John Coburn, Jon Molvig, advertising, fine art, Margaret Auld,

Darlinghurst

 

 

At time 00:33:40

Summary: Drawing teachers, Beadle, Thornhill, Thorton, student-teacher relationships, teaching styles.
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Keywords: Paul Beadle, Dorothy Thornhill, drawing, Wallace Thorton, war, teaching

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

There were many people doing the um course um, John?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Oh yes. Um the …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's become of most of them?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er I mentioned those two names of, you know, are really well-known ... um but the majority, er in

the f-, in the beginning there was a bit of a mixture of people who were going to do the advertising

stream and the um, and the er um …

 

Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and the fine art er one. And I don't think they split if I remember rightly until about the second or third

year. You know, where they split them into various directions. And one of them as a matter of fact was

Margaret, my wife's brother. And er he like so many of the others went into the er, the commercial

aspect of art, into advertising or whatever, and er m-, most of the people who went through er in the

fine art, er finished up doing fine art. Er we, we shifted then er from um, from Strathfield to, into

Darlinghurst for, for my final two years. But the er, the others like Molvig and them would have only

had one year in, at, there.

 

And at the end of the, their three years well I'd only completed two years. So I was able to go on

another year after they left. In fact they wanted me, 'John', always, 'Come', they said, 'Oh leave the

college and go, we're going abroad. Why don't you come with us?' And, but I'd gotten myself married.

And I've been married twice. This wasn't to Margaret, this was to Shirley. And I'd um ... being a

Kingaroy girl I came back and got married during one of the Christmas periods and um, and went back

to Sydney with her and completed the three years at East Sydney.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What about Paul Beadle?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, Beadle. Er h-, he, I remember he drew er sculpturally but very well. And he was one of our

drawing er teachers. Er and another one, another person who er I felt I got something from as far as

drawing er the nude and the figure went was er Dorothy Thornhill who was um Doug Dundas' wife. Er

she m-, er taught some drawing. But

 

Beadle was a …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think she was a particularly er good teacher of the nude?
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Transcript: John Rigby

O-, of, of drawing nude. Yes, I think she was. She was one of the people I think that most of us felt we

got something from. Er Wallace Thornton er inspired er by his er, the way he taught. I think that

because we were a mature-age er lot of people you know, that had been through the war, that we didn't

always see eye-to-eye with some of our instructors. Some of them y-, had been um er in the war er as,

as, and a couple as war artists. But um they were er um, they came ... with all due respects they came

out of a previous sort of training before the war which was, you know, of a, in a particular direction.

And it didn't broaden itself too much. There was people like Thornton I think who had, had the benefit

of going overseas and er, and er liked painters such as Bonnard and er people like that which ...

whereas the others were more steeped in the Australian tradition.

 

 

At time 00:37:48

Summary: Datillo Rubbo's classes, met John Olsen, met Rubbo, printmaker Earle Backen, Rubbo's students,

painting and drawing there, Ashton.

Keywords: Datillo Rubbo Art School, John Olsen, John Passmore, Julian Ashton Art School, Earle Backen,

printmaker, painting, drawing,

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you go to any other art classes such as

 

Datillo Rubbo?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I did. Er I didn't … you know, it's funny you should mention that because on a um, er a Saturday

morning, you'd think I'd had enough all week, but on a Saturday morning I used to drop into Datillo

Rubbo's. And er there I met er John Olsen. And I can remember Olsen coming up to me and showing

me some very traditional sort of er landscape things and saying, 'What do you think of these?' And er

anyway we, we got into conversation. And I remember him saying to me, not that I saw much of him

there, er that he was thinking about going down to Julian Ashton's. And I said, 'Why?' And he said,

'Well I've just heard of a bloke called John Passmore'. And I think this is correct if I remember rightly

him saying something like this to me. He was just come back from England or somewhere. And he

said, 'I think I might do better down there than, than sticking with Rubbo's'. But I m-, don't think he

was going to Rubbo's fulltime.

 

But um, but nevertheless er what I saw of Rubbo's and of course the old man, and I was taken out to

see him. Er he'd retired but I was taken out to see him at his home. And he um and this was a rare

privilege by one of the m-, I think her name was Ellis, Francis Ellis used to teach there. And um I

remember meeting old Rubbo. But he er, he, he's again, er Earle Backen I remember was a person

going to Rubbo's that I er, er had something to do with, you know, on the Saturday mornings. And um

he became, you know, the printmaker and so on. And I met

 

up with him again in Rome once.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did he …
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Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I had to see Peggy Guggenheim's er, er, er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

In Venice?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

In, in Venice. W-, yeah. Just happened to run into him in, in the piazza. Um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Because he, he's um become very well-known as a printmaker

 

hasn't he?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well he was going to a-, e-, e-, there, to er Rubbo's. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And he used to draw just like Rubbon, like er Rubbo. You know, they had their w-, you could always

tell a Rubbo student from their particular construction work.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And wa-, was this er drastically different to what you were

 

doing then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, it was different to er, to East Sydney. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And did you feel that was helpful?

 

Or confusing?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er I did. I met a different sort of people going there to, you know, it was again … but um, and I

worked, they let me work in there er b-, to produce some stuff to, that I submitted for the Art
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Travelling Scholarship. I remember painting a nude of my wife, m-, er my first wife in there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

In, at er the

 

Rubbo St-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The Rubbo Studios. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So were you learning um oil painting from him as well?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think I mainly went there to draw of a Saturday. That's all. Sometimes we'd go out into the mulga

somewhere

 

with our …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And did you go down to Ashton's at all?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Never did.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you never went

 

er to Passmore?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Because he then influenced John Olsen quite a lot

 

probably.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Quite a lot. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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M'mm. And er were you going out er painting landscape round Sydney?

 

 

At time 00:41:04

Summary: Painting Sydney landscapes, Stratfield Art Group members, Hyde Park student exhibitions, Doutney,

public response, prices, retrospective exhibition, framing.

Keywords: painting landscapes, Pitt Street, Circular Quay, Stratfield Art Group,  John Coburn, Jon Molvig, Robert

White, Robert Mitchell, Hyde Park, exhibitions, Charles Doutney

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I was.

 

I was.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where did you go?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh round the harbour. I used t-, I painted in Pitt Street, Circular Quay. I remember people standing

behind me. I don't know how I managed to do it. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Didn't worry you?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It er, no, somehow it didn't worry me a lot. Er it didn't worry me a lot because what I was painting was

pro-, probably fairly factual anyway. And people used to come along and quite admire what I was t-,

you know, they could understand anyway what I was doing. I wasn't pushing it around very much. And

I had this facility or whatever you might call it to be able to put down, fairly quickly, something like

that. But er, I, er

 

I had a …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did anyone ever come and want to buy it from you on the spot?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think they might have er at times. Er but er I was trying to, I used to put these works in for my

diploma sort of things as well. You know, so I worked away from the college quite a lot. Especially in

landscape.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Had you kept up exhibiting with the Royal Art Society?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No.

 

No, I didn't.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you join the um, um … so the Strathfield art group …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well er we had some exhibitions. And I also exhibited in, in er,

 

a-, in Hyde Park …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well who was in that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

with er those exhibitions.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well who was with the er Strathfield art group?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Molvig, er Coburn, all those people er that er ... and er there was Bob White and Robert Mitchell and

all the er, oh m-, but er we had er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what were the Hyde Park exhibitions?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well they were an exhibition that we, we er, er the first one we had was quite a success. Er we, we put

up big hessian screens in Hyde Park. And er, and er displayed our work out in the open for perhaps a

week. And er b-, took it in turns, had a roster to look after the exhibition.

 

Even Bill Dobell came down …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was this sponsored …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and had a look at it and gave, you know, I think we had some sort of an award situation which he, you

know,

 

judged.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er th-, this was open just for er students

 

was it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. And it was one way of us, not having anywhere to show our pictures, was um just getting

some er exposure I guess.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was it sponsored by anybody? A newspaper or anybody?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Don't know that it was. I don't think it was. No, Charles Doutney who er, er died er but er he was a

little older than all of us and he used to do quite a lot of the organising for these exhibitions. He won

the   Women's Weekly   Portrait Prize and other things. And his, he got er, he tragically, he, I'm not

sure if it was Leukaemia or what but he died not long after he left the college.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And did um you, you roster yourself to sit in and, and to stand on guard at night? Or did you take them

down at night?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I think we used to take them down at night and put them up again the next morning ...

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. And er what was

 

the public response?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

On hessian screens. Public response was very good er because nothing like this, like an outdar-, door

exhibition like this had, you know, I don't think it had been shown before in Sydney. And it attracted a

lot of attention. And even the media gave it a bit of attention. Much more than, I think than what we

would have got if we'd had it inside somewhere.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And did people come and buy pictures?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, they did.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What kind of prices were you putting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I think er a few years later I er went into my storeroom and got some of these pictures that I hadn't

sold and I had a, a r-, a sort of retrospective exhibition up here at the um er, er in, in Brisbane. I've got

the catalogue for it. I think it was 1948 to 1968. And I went into the storeroom, my storeroom, and

picked out some of these paintings. And they were just as, they were as good as the day they were

painted um from the er, from a preservation point of view. And on the back was 10 guineas,15 guineas.

Er something like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So they were quite
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ambitious?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

17 or 18 guineas.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

They were quite am-, ambitious prices.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes I suppose they were in a way. And, and, and um anyway I rubbed those off and put something a

little more on them, which, and then they were all sold. So I said to students, 'Never paint over,

particularly paint over a, always your, your earlier works. Because you, apart from the interest, you

know,

 

they can always, they can always bring in some remuneration ...

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well it's hard always to have to be able to afford to do that …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

later.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What, er what sort of framing did you have on them?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Very simple framing. We couldn't afford

 

fra-, I sometimes …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But you'd done it yourselves?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. I was never a frame-maker. I, I used to frame a few and leave some unframed I think. That was

about er the strength of that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

 

At time 00:45:53

Summary: End of session
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Session 3
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Hyde Park exhibitions, Hansen Rubensohn advertising, money, wife worked, their relationship, war

service home, Campbell Advertising, separation.

Keywords: Hyde Park, art exhibitions, Hansen Rubensohn, advertising, money, war, Shirley Walker, Brisbane

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Is Tape two, side one. Barbara Blackman for Australian National Library Oral History Program talking

with painter John Rigby. So we're talking about um y-, your student days er post-war and um your,

your group innovating the open-air exhibitions in Hyde Park. You held several of them did you?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, er, Barbara, we, I'm not sure whether we had two or three. But a-, at least we had a couple. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And did you belong to the Society of Artists?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. No, er didn't join any societies in Sydney.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you exhibit in any other galleries at that time?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er no. Er I think we were all too busy just trying to um, you know, what I used to do to try and eke out

a little … because this friend of mine worked for um Hanson Rubenson, er the agency in Sydney, and

he used to bring some work home for me which er ga-, l-, used to let me supplement my income. Er

 

a little bit …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What sort of work was that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

A little bit of advertising art, you know, or design used to supplement a bit. And er it assisted a bit

because it was hardly enough to live on, especially when I got married and that. Er but I, I had er, I

hadn't um er delved into my er war service, you know, um pay that er, so I had a bit of money there to

fall back on. But er as I say er for better, for worse I got married and er, and…

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

my wife went out to work. But that was only for one year. The

 

last year in Sydney.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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What was she working as?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh she w-, she was a er, she'd been, her mother had been a dressmaker so she had the er, she could

dress-make all right. But I think she worked in different places. Confectionary places and er I don't

know, a few different things.

 

Just the …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Had you known her for long? What was her name, John?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Her w-, her name was um Shirley Walker. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Had you known her for long?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er a year or two before I went to Sydney. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. M'mm. And how long was that marriage?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er that broke up when I came back from Br-, from Sydney. After the completion of my three

years in Sydney er there was talk about we might go, I wanted to go abroad in some ways. There was

always this talk from us students about going abroad. I don't know why we felt we should do that. And

er, but I came back to Brisbane, and Shirley and I came back to Brisbane, packed up. We were living

down at Newport then in a tiny little flat before I left Sydney. And um we'd lived at Yonka, a boarding

house over in Kirribilli, and er anyway er I bought er, I bought ... Shirley came from Kingaroy and

because we had no place to live here er she went up to Kingaroy back to her m-, er where her mother

lived and er I bought a war service home that was being built. And they said it was going to be finished

in six weeks. It took six months. They ran out of money.

 

And so I um, I got a, I had to get, I, I did, I wanted to go just on painting but I finished up going to, up,

getting a bit of a job at an agency, er Campbell Advertising in, in the city in Brisbane. And er as I say

waited on the completion of this house er which Shirley never shifted into with me on, um er I shifted

it in on my own. And the separation of the six months and that and I … well let's face it. She was very

young and er attractive and er, and she really wasn't interested in art. I think she was more interested in

racehorses. Well she finished up marrying a, er a jockey trainer so …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

after our divorce. But anyway er I shifted in there alone. And er there was once when she was going to

join me again but anyway she, I think she did come back for a day or two. But it didn't last.
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At time 00:04:17

Summary: Moved into home, painting. Police, friendship with Mulvig, removed, reserved, Mulvig, jail, stayed with

him, got a job.

Keywords: war service home, Brisbane, Kedron, Jon Mulgiv, police

 

Transcript: John Rigby

So there I was living in my little house out at Kedron on my own. And um, er and, and er back to

commercial art. But painting still. Until one day when er some police arrived at my door and said er,

'Do you know a Jon Molvig?' And I said, 'Yes'. And then I, I said, 'Where is he?' And they said, 'He's

over in Boggo Road Gaol'. And I said, 'My old mate Jon? What'd he do?' And they said, 'Oh he jumped

the rattler from, from Newcastle'. And this has been published so i-, it er, it is nothing new. I, I, I, if it

was, if it hadn't have been I mightn't even mention it. But it's nothing against Jon. He didn't have any

money. He'd come back from Europe and he decided to come up and see me because we got on very

well, Molvig and I. He didn't get on with everybody. But Jon and I er, we were even er talking about

before I got married er living in Sydney together. Getting a place. We went around and had a look at

different places to try and get er somewhere where we could both shack up and er paint.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was he like er in those days?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Very removed. Er, er quite um, as I say, didn't er, he was um, he was a man's man. Er he was er, er w-,

women were attracted to him in a, er but he was a er, he had a reserve you might say. You know, and

not everybody broke through that. Anyway he er, I nicked over to, I said, 'How long have you er … ' I

s-, I said, 'How long has he been there?' And they, they said, 'Oh when we um, when he was arrested

um 

jumping the rattler and

 taken down to the … '

 

Transcript: Event

Clicks

 

Transcript: John Rigby

He didn't have the money to pay the fare. So they took him down to the watch house and he said, 'Get

in touch with John Rigby'. And er he had my address. And er they, they procrastinated and they didn't

come and see me.

 

And it was ten days after that they came s-, to see me. And I said, 'Well how long is i-, … ' They said,

and I said, 'How long did he get?' And they said, 'Fourteen'. He only had four days to go. S-, anyway I

s-, I er, er dashed over and paid the rest of it and er met him outside when he was coming out outside

the gaol at Boggo Road um, and the first thing he said to me: 'God let's, can we go home to your place?

Can I have a bath?'

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs
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Transcript: John Rigby

And he shaved himself all over too. And er anyway er and then we went and had a good feed and went

down the pub and really er had a good old evening. And er he stayed with me for some time in my

house then. M'mm. And the painting of myself that's, was in his retrospective in the book that Betty

Churcher, was painted on the back veranda. Er but we got on well. And he, er he got a job um … he

had to get a job

 

too. Just as I was going …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That was his, that was his coming to Brisbane was it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That was his coming to Brisbane. And, and e-, I was er working with ...by that time on a freelance basis

er with George ... what was Noble Bartlett then. Later became George Patterson Noble-Bartlett. It was

called Noble-Bartlett in those days. And um, Advertising. And then er, and John … er there was a

tannery just over the way from, not too far away from, at that time, er from where I lived. And Jon got

a job at the tannery. Must have been a hell of a bloody job. But he used to come home and cook the

meal before I got home and er the, the, I think the m-, the only thing he got out of the tannery was he

brought home some er leather lacquers, beautiful colours, leather, that they used to use for er leather.

And er, and we painted a few pictures with this, these leather lacquers. Used to dry very quickly but

very brilliantly.

 

 

At time 00:07:33

Summary: Freelance work, Noble Bartlett, Mulvig's work, painted on leather lacquers. Cilento's studio, conducted

classes, Mulvig took over.

Keywords: Noble Bartlett, employment, painting, leather lacquers, Margaret Cilento, Kangaroo Point

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

On what ground?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I think we painted them directly on to hardboard if I remember. Or you could even use them on

paper. I think I did …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did they last?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

They've la-, I, I've still got one or two of those and they're as good as the day they were painted. Yes.

And he used to bring them home in jars. But then he got a job we-, er bit-, which was a little more

perhaps er congenial. And that was um er on a golf links. 

[indecipherable]

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was he doing on the golf links?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Oh just mowing and things like that. Er so that was those early days. I …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you, you were um getting enough work as, in commercial art then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. And painting. But before Jon arrived j-, because I wanted to keep my hand in with painting I ...

Margaret er Cilento had a studio at Kangaroo Point, St Mary's Kangaroo Point, and er Margaret was

going abroad and she said to me, would I like to take over the studio?. So I took over the er studio and

had about, a er, a drawing class on, during the week, the one night, and at the weekends I had painting

classes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You took the classes?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Were they life classes?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

They w-, er a bit of everything. Er painting generally and er life classes during the week. And the likes

of Bronwyn er Thomas. Er, you know, Laurie's wife.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Her name then was Bronwyn um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Bronwyn er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yeates.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Yeates. Bronwyn and people like that came er to those classes. Yes. And then

 

when Jon came up …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And so Mo-,.Molvig, er so those classes were running when

 

Molvig came up?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, when Molvig came up. And I er ran them for a while even when he was here and er then I had

er, I thought, 'Well Jon, this would suit Jon down to the ground. So … ' And er I'm not sure whether by

that time I had won the   Women's Weekly   Portrait Prize which took us to Italy, but I think it was
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before that that I said to Jon, 'You might as well take over the Kangaroo Point er thing'. Which he did.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. And did he live there?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er no. No. I-, it was in the church hall underneath, looking down towards the river.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. I think he had that er right through until about um '58, '59 didn't he?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er yeah. I'm not sure. The dates are set down. We p-, went into them somewhere. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um so, John, you were, we're still um talking about the early fifties before you went overseas.

 

 

At time 00:11:07

Summary: Brisbane landscape painting with Percy Eagles, older, fine draftsman, newspaper drawings, dry

character, painting locations.

Keywords: Brisbane, landscape painting, Percy Eagles, Lloyd Rees, George Feather Lawrence, draftsman, Truth

Newspapers

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You, you were going out landscape painting round Brisbane?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Er before Jon came I used to, there used to be an artist who went to 

Dattilo-Rubbo,

 was one of his best students in Sydney in those, in early days as far as draughtsmanship went and his

name was Percy Eagles. And he was living up here and working for   Truth   newspapers. And er Percy

... I didn't have a car when I first came back from Sydney and er Percy used to have n-, a little bus. And

we used to dive out at the weekends. He used to love me to come out. He never did have anyone to go

out painting with. And we used to, and he used to er know Lloyd Rees and er what was his name used

to, there was Santry and there was another, George Lawrence. And they used to paint in Sydney before

he came up here. Percy used to go out with them. And then when he came up to Brisbane he had no

one so we er used to dive out at the weekends in his little car, painting.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was he like? Was he a fairly exuberant person?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Er he was er, er much older than I was. And er he um, but he used to, he was a very fine er

draughtsman in th-, the old draughtsmanship sense. Er and one of the feature things he used to do for

Truth   newspapers was a personality of the week. A pencil drawing, you know, of a head of er some

personality. Er and very, in, in a very Rubbo manner of construction. But er, er, no, he was a dry

character. A dry old character, person. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So whereabouts did you go? What

 

locations?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh around Brisbane and the outskirts. You know, we used to drive out to the country a bit. And, but

Percy always used to annoy me because he always used to sa-, er in summer he used to say, 'We'll go

round the next corner. We'll keep going another mile or two. We'll fi-, …' He was always looking for

the, the si-,in his painting. He was always looking for the, the, the, the t-, he had in his mind I think

what he was looking for but he, he never found it. It was always round the next, up, over the next hill.

And so it'd be lunchtime before we'd get to where, somewhere. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er and er you were i-, n-, exhibiting over this period?

 

 

At time 00:13:30

Summary: Half Dozen Group of Artists exhibitions, first solo exhibition, won Italian Government prize, painting

that won, prize.

Keywords: Half Dozen Group of Artists, exhibitions, Italian Government Travelling Art Prize, New South Wales

Art Gallery, Dante Alighieri

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well I, yes. As far as groups goes. I, the last group I ever had anything to do with … I never did

er like particular group. But I was, associated with the Half Dozen Group so

 

it was

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now who was in the Half Dozen Group?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh the likes of Lilian Pedersen. I think Hal Missingham belonged to it. Even though he was in New

South Wales you know, he er still belonged to it and se-, used to send work up. And er, oh there was …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Vida Lahey?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. I'm not, I don't think so. I met 

Vi Lahey
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 once or twice er but er I think that er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So the Half Dozen Group was a Brisbane group?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It was a Brisbane group, yes. And it, it er was qu-, quite active for quite a number of years. And I did

exhibit …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where did it, where did it exhibit?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

In Brisbane.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Whereabouts though?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh. Oh I suppose it had different venues. Er but it would take over oh something like

 

Finney's it used to be …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Finney's?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

or tri-, no, oh, you know, um different. I'm not sure. I can't … er sometimes the AMP basement,

Moreton Galleries. Things like that. I think 

Wieneke

 belonged to it too.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was Margaret Olley a member of it at all?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't remember mol-, er um er Olley being … she could have but I'm not sure. It, it had quite a big

membership. You see I don't, sure how, yeah, I suppose half a dozen people started it before I came

into it. But er, you know …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So um you went overseas then in '55?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er '50 … no. I won the, was it '55, '56, the er, I, Brian Johnstone … my first one-man exhibition I think

was in '54. Er they've got my stuff in at the gallery at the moment. They're doing a video thing. Er the

…
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Just, in '56 you won the um Italian …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Er um, yes. There's …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now what prize was that exactly?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That was the it-, Italian Government Painting Prize in um, er with Flotta Lauro, the shipping line, and

er it er entitled the winner ... This was the first one er that they er mounted. And it was at the er New

South Wales Art Gallery. Um the shipping line gave a first-class er return fare er and the Italian

government um, er a small amount of money weekly for 12 months.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was this the Dante Alighieri Prize? Or was that

 

something different?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er yes. Er it could have been called that as well I think. Yeah. Er the Dante Alighieri Society had quite

a lot to do with it. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er what was your painting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It was er, the subject matter required was for er an Italian go-, er family. Something to do with e-, no, i-

, not a family necessarily. Italians living in Australia. Er preferably a subject matter based on that. And

I painted something that had a feeling of Italians in North Queensland. And er, er I sent it off not

expecting to win such a prize and er we were fortunate to win that. And that was in '56. It could have

been started in '55 but it was the first Italian Government or the first painting prize and we didn't take it

out until '57.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um where was that painting? Was it acquisitive?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I still have it.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You still have the painting? So it wasn't sold?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. It was ... the exhibition was er in a-, in the New South Wales Art Gallery.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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That was interesting wasn't it that the prize picture wasn't sold?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M'mm. Never thought about that.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What er, what sort of, what was the er value of the prize?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well as I say a free first-class passage to Italy and return.

 

Flotta Lauro

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and er the amount of money was the equivalent of no more than eight or nine pound a week in those

days. You know, and in those days I think the lira was was about 1750 lira to the Australian pound.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what about um the Diocesan, did you get the Diocesan Supplementary Scholarship to go with it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I had nothing extra. We debated whether or not um, oh, I, er Mar-, er had Mark then. Er he was

two.

 

 

At time 00:17:58

Summary: First meeting Margaret, her family and her background, Margaret discusses meeting James, her aunt.

Keywords: Margaret Auld, East Sydney Technical College, John Auld, James Mulhall, tuberculosis

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

W-, when, wait we haven't got on to when Margaret came into the picture.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, we haven't.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

No. Um e-, you met Margaret then when you came back to and were living in Brisbane?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Although I had ma-, met Margaret in Sydney er because her brother er John went to East Sydney

Tech. And er, and, and I remember us going out to John's place and er for dinner, one John Auld, and

er Margaret's er, er e-, Margaret's family was James Muir Auld.
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Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So what was Margaret's name?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er Margaret Auld.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And Margaret was from Sydney?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

She was. Er she, you know, spent her er childhood down ca-, er Nowra. And er her father was er a

Presbyterian minister and was at one time moderator of the church er in New South Wales. And er at

the time that I met Margaret she, they were living in er Sydney in, at er …

 

Transcript: Margaret Rigby

Croydon Park.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Croydon Park. Yes, Croydon Park. Er but er, but it was only a, a fleeting meeting and it wasn't until

later when Margaret came up to Brisbane that er I met her again. But er just as a matter of interest it, er

her er, their background, the Auld family apart from her father being a pr-, Presbyterian minister that er

his brother was James Muir Auld er who was a, who won the Wynne Prize and er other p-, er and was

well-known in art circles of the Streeton era, You know. And er he lived at Dee Why and then um er

because he er contracted er tuberculosis and lived in a, in a little cottage up in Thirlmere for many

years, which many of the artists er, er from Melbourne and Sydney used to visit him. And er, er

because he was a very fine landscape painter and portrait painter. He nearly won the Archibald. Was

runner up one year.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you know him well, Margaret?

 

Transcript: Margaret Rigby

No. I only ever met him once when I was about twelve. I visited his house in the country at Thirlmere,

that's near Picton in New South Wales, and he was very ill at that time. And um I went out to see him

one day with my brother and just sat on the veranda and talked to him and had lunch there. And …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you go into his studio?

 

Transcript: Margaret Rigby

No. We didn't see much of the house at all. We stayed out on the veranda and he was very sick with TB

and wouldn't let us wash his dishes or anything after lunch. He kept everything away from our things.

And then he lay down and had a sleep. He was exhausted. He got tired very easily and we just went for

a stroll and then we said goodbye to him and went home. That's the only time I ever met him. Um …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But did you have a r-, romantic image of the painter do you think from him?

 

Transcript: Margaret Rigby

Um oh it's hard to say really. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

His sister that used to live at Wollstonecraft, er i-, Margaret's aunt, er was I think er, she was very close

to him. And I remember going out when I was in Sydney. Er John or Margaret's brother took me out to

er, to Wollstonecraft to this aunt of Margaret's where she had all his work and er stacks of stuff or n-, a

considerable amount, and er people like Laurie Thomas and others went t-, used to go out there to

select work er, you know, to represent him and so on.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That's A-u-l-d?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, Auld. And er then Margaret er, er again when I met Margaret, I was saying when she ca-, j-, …

Oh John Auld, Margaret's brother came up here from Sydney and he stayed with me um also out at the

house. Not at the same time as Molvig but at another time just after that. And …

 

 

At time 00:22:04

Summary: Margaret's brother's work, Margaret, marriage, deciding whether to take family to Italy, money, car,

false check incident, found him.

Keywords: John Auld, advertising, Margaret Auld, Brisbane, Italy, car, money

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And did he carry on with his art?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well he, he was in advertising art then. And er he joined an agency here in Brisbane and was

working here. And er it was through him being here that Margaret came to Brisbane and er joined him.

And then er they lived with me out at Kedron for a while or in different flats and that and er that was

when I met Margaret. That would have been 1952.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And so what year were you married?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

We were married in about '53 wasn't it? '54.

 

Transcript: Margaret Rigby

'54.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

'54, '54. Yeah. So we, before we went to Italy, we um, yeah, '54 and we had ... as I say we had Mark

and we had to decide whether we were going ... I was going to take the family and live on this pittance
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or whatever. And …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That's a decision that um quite a few painters had to make wasn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I'm sure.

 

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Over the next decade. Yeah.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er all sort of things seemed to go wrong just before the er … oh er I had a car and er I was going to

use the e-, the money that, because I had ... although I had f-, free first-class passage I didn't have one

for Margaret or Mark. And er a few weeks before leaving, I kept my car till the last moment, and er I

sold this er car to a dealer and got a dud cheque. And he um was going to abscond with the money. He

wasn't a car dealer at all. He'd got, oh it is a long story, but he'd got their chequebooks and stamps and

everything and, and he er, I believed he was from Toowoomba Car Dealer. And he, er one morning er I

turned over all the papers to him, got his cheque but something seemed to worry me. And I went

straight to the bank at ten o'clock and they told me that it, although he had an account there, that he had

nothing in it.

 

And the um, this was a cheque for about seven hundred pounds er which was going to assist us no end

in our trip to Italy. And er anyway I dashed up to the er CIB and er, and gave them the details. And

they, they started ringing around the car dealers and fortunately they got on to a car dealer who said,

'Yes, he's just been here. We've, he sold the car, got the money … ' and they s-, they, detectives came

out to me and said, 'Well stiff cheddar, stiff luck mate, you've lost it'. And one of them said to me, er

the senior bloke said, 'Look just go down to the airport with the blokes. There's just a rough chance but

he might take the quickest way'. So I hopped in the car with them, went down to the airport, no planes

had left er in the interim and um he'd, or he'd gone to the bank t-, er

 

that's right …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Cashed it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Cashed the cheque, got the money, and he's off. So they said, you know, 'You've kissed it

goodbye'. And I went down there, I hadn't been down there five minutes and I was at ANA, they were

at TAA, some others up there, and they came down and said, 'A bloke's just arrived in a taxi

resembling the description that you've just given'. And they, so they er, they said, 'Come up and see if

you can identify. He's standing out near the tarmac.' I said, 'That's him'. They grabbed him and, and

back to the CIB. He'd only spent about 10 pounds of it for something. And so a-, but I got my, I didn't

get the money. I got the car back and had to try and sell it again. And this is all on the eve of our

departure. But anyway we finished it off. Away we went. We s-, …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you sell it for the same amount?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. I had to take less because I had to sell it in a hurry.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Anyway that was just a little trauma before we left.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So then you went um where to in Italy?

 

 

At time 00:26:03

Summary: Arrived in Naples, Rome, accommodation issues, Roman Holiday, painting and drawing, bus to Anticoli

Corrado, English student, castle.

Keywords: Italy, Naples, Rome, accommodation, Roman Holiday, painting, Anticoli Corrado, castle

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well we arrived in Naples and er, er, after a three-week voyage or so. And er we went up to Rome and

I s-, we stayed at er a pensione er for er a couple of weeks. I had hoped to get er quite some help from

the embassy in the way of accommodation but er they didn't help much at all. And er, you know, we

didn't want to pay out a lot of money. We finished up going to er the er … er the Cultural Affairs

people at last got back to us and said ... We were still at the pensione, we, er in the middle of Rome.

And they said, 'Look there's um er an elderly couple, he works for, for us and they live out at Cinecittà.

Er and they said, 'They'd be prepared to take you in and er, you know, you could have a room and, and,

and they don't mind cooking and that for so much er, so many thousand lira a week'.

 

And I wasn't terribly keen on this idea but there didn't seem to be much alternative. We w-, look, had

looked everywhere for er a little appartmenti or something. We didn't want to live in pensiones and

things. And anyway er we did go out to Cinecittà and we stayed a week. Oh it was too much and we'd,

we didn't leave on the best of terms because they were looking at us from a monetary point of view and

nothing more. But not being able to speak Italian, or very little, and it was an impossible situation. And

poor little Mark was getting upset with the oil in the food and oh God. Anyway we finished up. Er I did

find a pensione in the old quarter of Trastevere just down from St Peter'ser called, of all things, Roman

Holiday, Pensione Roman Holiday. But it had a little garden, it was very, fairly cheap and er, and we

stayed there for the whole time we were in Rome which was a couple of months or so. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And were you able to paint?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I did some painting and some drawings. And th-, once to try and get out of Rome and find a place ... er

it was too early to do this but we'd heard from the English um school or something in Rome that there

was an English painter up in a place called Anticoli Corrado up from Tivoli er about 30 kilometres I

suppose from Rome or 30 miles, and um so one day we got the bus and we headed up to Anticoli
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Corrado. Now it was a, a, I'm glad we did because it was a um, a wonderful bus ride. And coming up to

this very ancient town on a hill up the top of a mountain and you wound round and up on to ... I think it

was being used for film sets and things, and it came to this little piazza er with a, with some water

which they, tha- ... the villagers were still getting round with carrying pitchers on their heads even. You

know?

 

And er anyway there was a castle in the middle of this e-, er up there where this English student who'd

gotten a scholarship from England and he'd come over to Italy, and he was living up there with no

toilets, no nothing. And we had dinner with him er down in a little trattoria er in, in the piazza. And it

was, and the idea was that we were going to try and get a little apartment up there. But it was all so

primitive and that. And it was too early I think for me to do that. So back to the, the er, the pensione

and I ran into a couple of painters. I think they were Hungarian painters. I saw their name mentioned.

They were going to have a show in Rome and they'd just come from Positano.

 

 

At time 00:29:44

Summary: Hungarian painters, Positano, accommodation, finances, ten months in Italy, painting trips, befriended

waiter, enamoured by Margaret.

Keywords: Positano, Hotel Montemare, Italy, money, Margaret

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And they said to me, I was saying I was wanting to get out of Rome and, where I could paint. And

they, and they said, 'Why don't you go down to Positano on the Amalfi Drive um beyo-, beyond

Naples?' And they said, 'Y-, you'll love it down there. And, and there's this village like a cascade of

houses in the ravine with three little beaches'. And they said, 'You should be able to get a, a little

apartment or a villa or something, you know, fairly reasonably'. So we, they gave us the address of a

hotel and we packed up and we headed down to, by bus to er, from Rome down to Positano. And er we

stayed at a hotel for a couple of weeks, er Hotel Montemare, er while they were finishing off a, a little

apartment.

 

And I found out later that the brothers who er had most of the shares in this Hotel Montemare but run

by an English couple were um er the builders of this. And I think they went slow on it. They were

getting more out of me staying at the hotel than, than they would have from the apartment. But anyway

they eventually finished it. And um we stayed in Positano for three months. And it is a beautiful place

and it's all Saracen-influenced architecture. And er it's, it was discovered by artists but er it w-, just

then was starting to become er, er a place of tourists from Germany and England.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er you were able to live um more or less on the um prize money now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I, I, I still had some money which I'd taken with me and er, not a lot but I, I st-, I had to draw on

that the whole time I was in Italy. Otherwise we couldn't have lived on the, the amount of money.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. So how long did you stay in Italy altogether?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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We were there about ten months. Er from Positano, er after painting, and I painted every day there just

about. Sometimes I'd go into Naples and a few times went over to Capri or something like that or up on

top on a few trips, but generally just worked around. Befriended a, a, a, a waiter from the, er from the

Hotel Montemare. And he used to take little Mark off for er e-, e-, you know, er walks and that. And

he, I think he was enamoured with Margaret. And er once I went down to, er spent a couple of days, I

thought I'd go down to Paestum and n-, n-, and er, and have a look at the Greek temples and that. So

off I went and er …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

when I got back, I came back a little early and unexpectedly, and he had been pestering … he was a

nice bloke 

Pietro

 but he, er he was er trying very hard, and he wasn't the only one either ... er very er …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

very Latin. And er, and Margaret was very beautiful and, and I, he, he er, he'd been trying to batter

down the door all evening and wanted to get in. And Margaret would say, 'Go away, 

Pietro'.

 And he'd, he'd say, 'Let me in, Madame'. And when I came back I said, and Margaret told me. She

said, 'Oh, 

Pietro's

 driven me crazy'. She said ... I said, 'Pietro [indecipherable] bastardo. He said, 'No, michi-, p-, Mr John

… ' They used to call me 'Mr John' or 'Professors, Professor John'. And er, and he burst into tears and,

you know, I ... and when we arrived all the porters had taken down all these steps, taken down our

luggage and charged us through, you know, till ... when we were going they were all crying and, you

know, weeping and saying, 'Oh'. You know, they didn't want us to leave and all the rest.

 

Then we went up back t-, er to, to, through Rome, to, and stayed three months in Fiorenza, in Florence,

and we got a little Vecchio appartamenti up in Fiesole up above

 

 

At time 00:33:30

Summary: Time in France and Venice, no scholarship commitments, receiving money, Italians, moving often,

Margaret's experience.

Keywords: France, Venice, accommodation, Italian Government Travelling Art Prize, travelling

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Florence.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Up on the mountain. Yeah.
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Transcript: John Rigby

And er looking down there. And we, and I painted there and went to museums and galleries. And then

there I met a couple. I think one was Truman 

Capote

 and another fellow, a writer, and in a little villa er up there. And they'd just come back from er Venice,

from Venezia, and they ... and I was asking them how expensive it was. And they said it was very

expensive. And I said, 'Well I've hardly got any money left but after three months in Florence I'm going

to Venice anyway'. So we packed up, spent out last liras just about on the Rapido having a nice meal

and then arrived in Venice. And there again a f-, I er with my bit of Italian and going to see er people

we managed to get a, a, a very old apartment to e-, um er on, near the Giudecca Canal between the

Grand Canal and the Giudecca on a little e-, er street there.

 

And er we stayed there nearly three months in, in Venice. And we walked all over and painted and

drew and I was very happy there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well did you have any er commitments attached to this um prize to um show work or um in

 

a gallery or to present yourself in any way?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. No, strangely enough there was no um … w-, they didn't er have any commitment of that nature.

At first I thought that one would probably have to go to, well, you know, a school or do things or a-, or

get fi-, er ... I fed back to Rome er, you know, what I was doing and

 

giving them my different addresses and things, you know …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

To the Dante Alighieri, m'mm, m'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

So they could ... and send the money and so on. Er and I was always very bloody pleased when it

arrived because we were just about on our last er lira. And er but when we left oh some funny things

happened. Er the, but I got a big er th-, the, I found the Italian people very helpful and very wonderful

once you got to know them. If you lived amongst them … they always thought, whenever I shifted it

took, it used to cost me more shifting than what it would cost me for two months, you know, and

staying in a pensione for a week. And everybody thought I was a tourist or a, some loaded … but I

don't know why because I had 

troppo, begalio.

 I had, every time I shifted we had er about five ports, a trunk, a sewing machine, a stroller. Er you

name it we had it.

 

And of course we had to have blankets and saucepans and all the rest of it because we, we had to try

and find somewhere to live all the time. And cook for ourselves. But once we found, living amongst

them and they got to know us er they c-, they were very good. But it was always shifting and they, and,

you know, and porters and God knows what. And taxis and …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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And what did Margaret do

 

in those …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

She just looked after Mark and cooked and, and er shopped and

 

so on, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Mm. And was ...

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Became the domestic lady

 

in, in the new environment which is quite um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That's right. Yes. And we used to go out for walks and that. But we used to peer in the shop windows at

all the lovely cakes and delicacies and that and knew we couldn't buy them. And, and the-, er

sometimes we'd lash out and, and er, and get something nice. But we lived fairly economically. And

when we were leaving I took all my, we were going to England and er Margaret Cilento was in

London. And she'd written to me and said er, 'John … ' I'd told her we were coming to London and er

she said, 'Well when you arrive you can um, I'll be going about that time to the south of France'. And,

and she had a little place over a shop, a fruit shop at Stamford Brook. And she said, 'You'd be able to

stay there while I'm away. While you find something for yourself'.

 

 

At time 00:36:56

Summary: London, Margaret Cilento's home, leaving Venice, transporting paintings, train, Milan stop, wrong train

incident, arrived in London.

Keywords: London, Margaret Cilento, Venice, paintings, family, train, Milan, Margaret, Mark Rigby

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Anyway er down ... we er pack up, down the canals, down to the stazione in, in Venice and I've got all

my paintings, a considerable amount of painting and drawings all sewn up in hessian bags and so on.

And er with th-, and with all our other stuff. And I thought we were in plenty of time because we

always seemed to be late. And er anyway I got, loaded mys-, er I was go-, consigning my stuff through

to London except for what we wanted to take, and e-, everything was going all right. Margaret and,

and, and little Mark are sitting in the train puffing at the station. And then all of a sud-, e-, a-, all hell

breaks loose. They said, 'What's in the, all, this big package?' And I said, 'Paintings, pittura'. And they

said, 'Oh no, no, no. 

Raphael

 pic, you know, maybe … '
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Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Oh yes I …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And I said, 'No. Io borsa di s-, io borsa di studio for twelve months str-, you know, er in Italy and this

is all my work' and I tried to explain. And, and they were going to undo it all and then, and then they,

they see the train's about to take off. I'm breaking out in a cold sweat. Anyway the er, we er, we, we er,

they sai-, they threw it on to the train with me. They wouldn't consign it er through to London but they

threw it on a train w-, me and said, 'Well you'll have to travel with it'. And so we're up in the

passageway with all this … oh and second-class to London through Ostend. And we got er, er I'd just

got over that and we arrived in Milan and er Margaret said, 'I'm thirsty. Anthony's, er I mean Mark's

hungry'. And I said, 'I'll get off and get some sandwiches and some drinks'. And I go racing down the

platform. What they, I didn't know is they shunted ... w-, e-, e-, it took me some time to get these things

and er they shunted out the, the train and put it about four platforms down.

 

And if y-, ever you've been to Milan all the, all the trains are lined up one, like that. But I took

particular notice of the platform. I come rushing back, hop on the train which was about to go, and it's

going down the tracks and I said, 'Treno per Ostenda?' And they said, 'No. Genoa.' I'm on the wrong

train. And what's more Mark had seen me get on the train. He said, 'Dada …' And he, in his striped

shirt, 'You're getting on the wrong train and it's heading down the tracks'. And I look up at the, at, er at

that cord and I'm thinking, 'Should I pull it?' And then, I think the Lord must have been looking after us

this day because suddenly the train comes to grinding halt at some ... and lots of tracks going

everywhere, and I hop off c-, clutching these sandwiches and drinks and rush up the platform and got

o-, on the right train and oh God. I had all the passports and all the rest.

 

Anyway we eventually arrived in London and there again I walk into, next day … I think we probably

had about three pounds left. And I'd sent to Australia asking for some money to be sent er over. And er,

that er, from rental. I'd rented the house but the big, so much had been going wrong with the house I

didn't get much out of it. But anyway dad er sent, er we, we got some money, or I thought I had, and

we, we got er off at Victoria Station and got a cheap hotel for the night. But at least we were back in

England. And um went into the bank the next morning and said to them, 'You got some money for us?'

Took them about ten minutes to come back and say, 'No, there's no, nothing for you, Mr Rigby. We

can't find anything'. And we're going out into The Strand and thinking, 'What the hell are we gonna do

now?' No money, no, and, oh, oh and couldn't contact er Margaret Cilento because er Diane … now I'd

known there'd been a bit of something er with Diane and she'd gone to stay with Diane.

 

 

At time 00:40:22

Summary: Money, hotel, bank incident, England, painting, Cornwall, cottage, London, Paris, ship to Australia,

suite, transporting paintings, portraits.

Keywords: London, Margaret Cilento, bank, Gorran Haven, Mevagissey, Cornwall, Paris, Australia, ship, Naples,

Women's Weekly Art Prize for Portraits, Helena Rubinstein

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er, and I couldn't contact her. So I didn't know where … er eventually did. But er, and eve-, and

we found that the bank did have the money all the time. And oh, you know, there were all these things
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that are going on. I enjoyed that trip but I tell you there were, I could, there were a lot of traumas.

 

But it was worthwhile. It was great.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And it's the tales I think that have er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Traveller's tales. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Traveller's tales and many people have trod that track …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

but it's interesting

 

to um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

to er put them

 

down somewhere. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Anyway we stayed in England about five months and we um er did a little bit of work in England

which I won't go into. Er e-, but I wanted to get out of London after a while. It was getting towards er

the end of the year then, starting to get cool, and we went down ... I saw a cottage advertised at a place

in the paper if-, at Gorran Haven for two pounds a week. And I thought, 'That'd be nice. Right down in

Cornwall um at Gorran Haven'. Er and er so away we went down to, to Cornwall. And we spent a

month in Cornwall er at this place. And I painted six pictures in my overcoat. And er it was a little

place called Mevagissey, a fishing village, er one of the unspoilt fishing villages. We went down to

Penzance and St Ives and that

 

too on the last trip.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was it quite a tiny cottage, an old cottage?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It was a nice cottage with er, on, on a r-, a steep road going down to the beach. And um although

Gorran Haven wasn't the fishing village that Mevagissey was but it was still er a nice little village and

er we used to hear the er, er people clodhopping down the street. Could hardly understand.
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Transcript: Event

Speaks gibberish.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

You know, talking in, in er very broad um accents and that. But we er enjoyed that stay down there and

then we returned to London about a week before we left for Genoa. Er left London, went to Paris,

picked up Asian Flu at the hotel just before I got, left for er, for Paris. And I dragged myself round

Paris for a week and stayed at a, er at a hotel, a little hotel, on one of the Île Saint-Louis. Um and …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was Moira Dyring

 

there then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. It, it was Moira, er Moira Dyring that got, e-, that gave me the er hotel. And it was er just up from

her. And I saw Moira Dyring. She came round to dinner one night. And er then we left Paris to Genoa

and boarded the, the ship back to Australia. And I'd written from London saying I'd like the cheapest

first-class passage you've got. And they wrote to me and said, 'Well we e-, um, Mr Rigby, er we can't

give you the cheapest first-class passage because um they'll be, they've all gone. But we've taken care

of you'. And after a night in Genoa, Christmas day it was, and er we boarded the ship. And they took us

up to a, a magnificent suite and said, 'This is for you'. They couldn't probably, it was too expensive to

give to anyone else probably. And here we had no money, bought ... spent our last s-, er lira and er no

more money except to get Margaret a costume in Naples to, so she could have a swim on the way

home, and everybody thought we were loaded.

 

And they kept saying to me, 'Come to the bar, John'. You know, 'Come to the bar'. And they said, and

because we had this magnificent, you know, th-, er, er suite, our own sitting room, bathroom and

everything. And I didn't tell them.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And anyway I signed chits all the way back to Australia for er, for drinks and things, you know. But er

finished up coming home broke.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. Okay. So …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Sorry to

 

bore you with a …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

No.
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Transcript: Event

Audio glitch

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You came home also with um a great pile of paintings?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Or had you sent them back from Britain?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I brought them home. I'd sent back er something. I sent back from er, from er Florence a painting

of Margaret for the   Women's Weekly   prize. No, two paintings. One of a ragazza, er a little girl that

used to bring our milk around, our latte, I, down in Positano, and one of Margaret. And er the, the, the

painting of the ragazza, which er disappeared, er was a run o-, wha-, one of the runners-up when

Dobell won with   Helena Rubinstein.   It was one of the paintings selected for the finals, for the f-,

final few paintings. And Margaret's portrait was also shown in that exhibition which travelled round

Australia. They were the only two paintings I sent back to Australia. I brought the whole rest of me-, of

er my work back with me.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you still got that portrait of Margaret?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I still have the portrait of Margaret. But the, the, the girl, er the er little g-, Italian girl er disappeared

from a gallery and I was very upset about that. And er, although it was, I did get a little bit of insurance

out of it, it, I don't know where it is.

 

 

At time 00:46:41

Summary: End of session
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Session 4
At time 00:00:00

Summary: 1958, returning to Australia, advertising art, his Sydney exhibitions, winning Women's Weekly Art Prize

for Portraits, last competition.

Keywords: Noble Bartlett, advertising, fine art, Women's Weekly Art Prize for Portraits, Albert Tucker, art

competitions

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This is tape two, side two, Barbara Blackman interviewing painter John Rigby. This is our second

session: Saturday, June the 1st 1985. Er again we're at the artist's studio at Pinjarra Hills outside

Brisbane. We'll go on from when you arrived back in Australia er in 1958.

 

Transcript: Event

Clicks

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, Barbara. Well um when we came back we were pretty, er didn't have mu-, any money so it was a

case of er going back to advertising art with er Noble-Bartlett um which became er, er George

Patterson-Noble Bartlett er and er I had arranged on the way back er in, in er Syd-, in, in Sydney to

have an exhibition with Terry Clune Galleries in Sydney. Um I er subsequently showed with the

Macquarie Gallery for some years after that in Sydney. Er but er on our return I suppose the n-, the first

from the fine art point of view well was um that er I had previously mentioned that I sent something

back from Italy er for the er   Women's Weekly   Portrait Prize, which had to some extent I think taken

over from the Archibald because the Archibald had got into the doldrums a bit at that time.

 

And er anyhow I was fortunate in er not long after coming back winning the er   Women's Weekly

Portrait Prize with a portrait of Margaret …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

which I painted back here s-, e-, o-, er as soon as I returned.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. And er that portrait in fact got very wide coverage didn't it? With the   Women's Weekly.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

With the   Women's Weekly   Those

 

exhibitions …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

It was a colour picture?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er no. It was er, er colour inside. And there was two weeks of coverage with the   Women's Weekly,

you know, before the opening. And er, so um er …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was the prize worth?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well in tha-, e-, um I think er it was a thousand. They had at that time split it. It f-, started off just as a,

a portrait prize. But then they had a subject picture as well as a portrait.

 

And it …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

They had a mother and child?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er they um, no, e-, they split the er the competition into these two er streams, one a portrait of a woman

or child, and the other one was a subject picture which er didn't have to do with that. And er, er so a

thousand pounds each for those, to me, which was, you know, well worth it in those days. And it

helped us considerably on our return er to win that. The other a-, Albert Tucker won the er, the subject

picture and I won the Portrait Prize that year.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

When …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And that was the last one they had. They ha-, only had four. And I think it got a bit much er because

what happened was er being a media prize like the   Women's Weekly   and er those competitions, the

Women's Weekly   Portrait Prizes went through, to all the states for a year. You know, er and, but after

the initial er, you know, er publicity and all the rest of it I suppose for it to continue on for a year it

didn't mean the same, you know, er publicity or media-wise. I'm not sure whether that was the reason.

But anyway it, it stopped with that one.

 

 

At time 00:03:35

Summary: Other winners, portrait donated, Brisbane, children, Blackman, dilemma between continuing advertising

art and painting full time.

Keywords: Women's Weekly Art Prize for Portraits, Newcastle Art Gallery, Brisbane, family, Charles Blackman

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who were the other winners? Do you remember?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well Dobell had won it the year before

 

with the portrait of Helena Rubinstein.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes. 

Helena Rubinstein.
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Transcript: John Rigby

Er Charles Doutney won it, er I mentioned previously, that was at East Sydney Tech, and er I think it

was Jack Carington Smith won it with a portrait of a, a, a woman down in Tasmania. Er e-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what happened to that portrait of Margaret?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It's n-, in the Newcastle Art Gallery. Er th-, they used to give er, er the er, the winning painting to a

gallery.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So it was an acquisitive prize that they then donated?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes, that's correct.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So then um you settled in Brisbane and

 

um went on painting and exhibiting and …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yep.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

doing some commercial work but not teaching.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. And er so, yes, I kept on er painting. Er we er had er another child that was er my daughter Renee.

And er, and then Anthony, we had three children, and er it was a matter I suppose …

 

Transcript: Event

Sighs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I remember talking I think even to Charles, to Charles Blackman er in the pub in the Windsor one day.

And he said, 'Why don't you give up that bloody commercial art?' And of course Molvig had been

saying that for years. But it was um, I suppose I'd always been um conscious of the fact that er, er, you

know … I think in some ways I wonder whether having the, the facility to do advertising art, to do

layouts and design and er that, whether it was a good thing or a bad thing because it, it gave me an

income and I could paint away. But I used to work nights, weekends, and er whenever I er could I was

painting. But, and it brought in that other ... On the other hand er there were others like Charles, like

Jon and, and, and others who had taken the plunge and er were finding it a, probably a financial

hardship at times. But er, but painting fulltime.

 

And that was one of the, my dilemmas in those days. And er the um, in the early days in Brisbane of

course there was only the Moreton Gallery and the Johnstone Gallery and I had my first exhibition in
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1954 before we went to Italy er when er the Johnstone Gallery was in the Brisbane Arcade, downstairs

in the Brisbane Arcade, and er it went er quite well. We just about sold out the exhibition. But I was

looking at the er catalogues recently when I was trying to assemble things together, and er, you know,

the prices were er 15 guineas, 20 guineas, 30 guineas. And I, I w-, but I was very pleased with that first

exhibition.

 

 

At time 00:05:54

Summary: First exhibition, pleased, Brisbane art atmosphere, Molvig, meeting at pubs, Corroboree House, Jon's

return, derelict place, classes.

Keywords: Brisbane, art galleries, Brisbane Arcade, Gertrude Langer, Jon Molvig, art competitions, pubs,

Corroboree House, Jim Feeney, Kangaroo Point

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er, and the …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes, I think that was kind of the going price

 

or prices then. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. And the crits were good. Gertrude was overenthusiastic I think because, you know, at the, because

it was my first exhibition I had to try and live up to it. But er, er but in those days I think, in those fift-,

early fifties and through the fifties to the sixties, is that Brisbane was um … with, with Molvig and

myself and, and others. And although there were fewer galleries and these competitions, there's many,

you know, i-, in re-, more recent years, but in those days they were few and generally they were th-, the

important ones, the national ones, that if you won one er then everybody from Perth to, to Brisbane,

you know, y-, e-, you knew of it and you knew the artist and that. And I think what happened is that um

er even though I was working in advertising Jon M-, M-, Molvig used to call in and we'd go up the pub

or, after work and anybody from Sydney or Melbourne whether it was Cliffy Pugh or it was John

Perceval or, or whoever er we all used to meet.

 

We used to change our pub sometimes. But we always had meeting places and we'd er talk about art

and, and um go crook about 

Dargie

 winning the Archibald for the seventh time or something. And, and all this sort of thing. But er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

W-, what, what was the pub? What was the popular pub?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh they, they changed. There was The Grand Central, there was The Globe, there was er an old pub

near um, which was er, er The Grand. And then we shifted up to the City View and, and er, er then

there was the one on the corner of Leichhardt Street and er, oh what was that … I can't think of that at

the moment. But um we did shift around a bit. But er everyone knew where to meet somebody, you

know.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And now what about er Corroboree House? That was going strong at that time.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's your recollection of Corroboree House?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

As a firetrap. Er and old Jim 

Finney.

 Actually I saw er 

Finney

 before Jon shifted there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

It was Jon's er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Or 'Finey' or

 

'Finney', whichever you …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And it was Jon's castle actually

 

wasn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

They called him the 'king of the castle' eventually.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, well I saw him befo-, I s-, er when I came back from Italy er and er Jon was about on a trip

around th-, the centre or around Australia with 

Marika Degeus

 and er he, the first thing I knew ... I'd only been er, er back a couple of weeks and, and Jon apparently

arrived back in Brisbane in her car and er dived out home. I wasn't there, I was at work, you know, and

er went through all my paintings and drawings and things and, and er, and everything. And then

Margaret said, 'Well he's at work', so he dropped into town, came up to see me, and of course down to

the pub we went. And I was freelancing and er, and he took me over the road where 

Marika

 was and we had quite a few beers. Discussed my trip abroad and al-, what he was doing and all the rest

of it.
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Well, and er he was talking then about shifting from er, from Kangaroo Point. And I remember going

up to Corroboree House and seeing 

Finney

 who ... at about nine o'clock in the morning or ten o'clock in the morning or something and Jim said,

'Well ya-, … ', there he was with a great bottle of wine and said, 'Have a drink', you know.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And it didn't matter what time for Jim. Er and um it was er a very um, quite almost derelict old place

which was full of er um er rooms here and there and everywhere with um er, er being let, you know,

just a room here and then. And, but I talked to him about this and er I went, I think I spoke to Jon about

it. Said, 'There is a possibility of a studio there'. And it'd be central and everything. And er so it was

um, a bit of work was done on it underneath more or less, you know and er, and then Jon got a little

place just up the road from that in Boundary Street to live and er commuted with the er, with

Corroboree House. He didn't actually live in Corro-, … he might have at one, er to begin with. I'm not

sure.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But he was er, that's where he held court really.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh really. Y-, oh yes. Well of course e-, you know, he had his life classes there and er, and had some

painting classes there. And, and many a party we had there I can tell you.

 

 

At time 00:10:48

Summary: Parties at Corroboree House, meeting place, Jon's work, personality, exhibition opening address, art

today, brutality, struggled to sell.

Keywords: Jon Molvig, Corroboree House, Petrie Terrace, abstract expressionism, art movements

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well so tell us a bit about the parties if you can remember.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh like I used to, ring me up at the last minute and says, 'There's a party on tonight', you know. And er,

er sometimes I'd say to Margaret, 'Come on there's a party on'. Er but Margaret wasn't into art parties at

that time. So I'd go, I'd go in and er well it was I suppose like er in a way like, it became a meeting

place. You know, later on Petrie Terrace became the meetri-, meeting place when Corroboree House

finished. But um a-, o-, all I remember of them that we drank a lot, talked a lot, er, er there was ... Jon

would get out his guitar and try, there'd be some music and er whatever. But I think more than anything

it became er, you know, um a place to meet. And but I'd go up there sometimes and I, I remember Jon

doing his er, I walked in once and there's a great blowtorch going and he's doing his blowtorch paint. I

said, 'What the hell are you doing burning your paintings?' He said, 'I'm going to show those bastards

down in Sydney something with these …'
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And it was that sort of little bit of a battle when abstract expressionism was er holding sway. And er,

and Jon who I consider was one of the finest of draughtsmen and his er human image um in portraits I

think was his greatest stuff, but he always sort of felt I think the urge to um, to do large works that were

going to sort of er, er combat these, what was happening in Sydney. Er, you know, with the …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think he had a bit of a chip on his shoulder about things?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er I don't know about, a chip about certain things. Yes. Jon was er, he didn't suffer fools easily. Er he

er, when I opened his exhibition, er his retrospective exhibition here in Brisbane er some few years

ago, er I think I er ... in a few words ... I, I haven't got it here now but I think the address I gave reduced

a lot of people to tears. Although it was a long time after his, especially the relatives of 

Otte.

 Um er but um I think I summed Jon up pretty well in that opening address. I still have it somewhere. I

think it was er, there was, I, I think th-, th-, the gist of it was that there's two types of artists. Er there's

um, you know, m-, Jon was more of the aggressive type. And I think that er that aggressiveness came

through in his er, in his paintings.

 

And er he wasn't necessarily out to shock. I th-, feel today there's a lot of er art brute, or brutish

painting. Brute, brute, brutality of paint itself. And perhaps it's indicative of er, of the age we live in.

But er, er I think again it's a, it's a phase and I think er that er it will er, it will go. But large brute

paintings I see at the moment. Anyway but I, I'm transgressing from …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

No, no.

 

You were saying that er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

to the present …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

what you said in your address was that there are two kinds of artist.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well there was, there's the, the type of painters who follow in er, e-, er, a traditional sense er

building on what has gone before. And er their works might be termed 'beautiful' and are, they hang in

galleries and are admired and so on. Er but always there must come painters along who f-, e-, in their

time um are not er particularly recognised in their time or er they might be recognised by fellow artists

but not necessarily by a buying public or by, you know, a lot of people who you would think that

would er appreciate er what the ar-, the direction the artist was er going. Or what he was trying to

express. What he was trying to say. And I think that was er with er Jon i-, in those days is that er, er

although he was painting extra well he wasn't necessarily selling a lot of paintings and never did.
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I remember, transgressing a bit, when I went to see him almost on his deathbed and I was having, er

had a show on at Brian Johnstone's. And he said, 'How was the show?' He was, he's getting a drip here

and that. You know, he's in intensive care. And er he said, 'How's the um exhibition going?' And I said,

'Not too badly, Jon. I've sold er quite a few'. And he said, 'Oh there's money in art for some'. He said, 'I

never got any of it'. But, you know, he ha-, always had that, I think that, you know, i-, a-, it was a bit of

a struggle. But of course er when I came back from, when I was down in Sydney at the opening in, of

the er, er New South Wales Art Gallery um I got a call. I was staying with some of Margaret's relations

and I'd gone down for the opening, Margaret and I went down, and I got a call and somebody, a voice

came over the phone and said er, 'John Rigby?' And I said, 'Yes'. And he said er, 'It is Rudy Komon

here. I-, er Rudy er, you know me?' And I said er I didn't …

 

 

At time 00:15:37

Summary: Opening of Art Gallery NSW, declining Komon's offer, Jon's working method, other artists, his memory.

Keywords: Sydney, Art Gallery NSW, Rudy Komon, Jon Molvig, Andrew Sibley, Corroboree House, Joy

Roggenkamp, Pamela MacFarlane

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

as a matter of fact. And he said, 'I handle Dobell and er Drysdale and er everything'. He said er, 'I

would like you to be er one of my painters', er, you know, 'join me, er painters.' And, and er anyway I

didn't know much about this at the time. Er and I came back to Brisbane. I said, 'Well drop me a line,

Rudy'. So, which he did, and I had to sort of make up my mind there and then when I, whether I'd join

at ... um for want of a better word Rudy's stable of artists and get er, and er he had some proposition.

Well I never did. Er I thought I'd rather be independent. And um, but I, I think I spoke to Jon about it

and er it was shortly after that he contacted Molvig and Jon became er, you know, er one of his artists.

Well

 

Jon used to look forward to that …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you b-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

bloody envelope too when it arrived sometimes. But then Rudy used to I think say, Jon would say to

me, 'Oh he wants more bloody paintings out of me'. And, and Jon at times would paint er, you know,

fairly consistently. And er then he wouldn't, his production wasn't always as, er, er, you know,

tremendous in that way.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you regret not having gone into

 

Rudy's stable. In retrospect?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Well I don't know. Er in some ways perhaps. But you, you can't go back and er I, I don't know. Maybe.

But it wouldn't have been anything like the monetary return that I was getting from, you know, my er,

my work in advertising art.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um y-, er just er for a moment thinking back to that um … I was going to say that 'Molvig milieu' …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um who were some of the other people who

 

swarmed about the hive?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well the others were t-, people like er Sibley, Andrew Sibley. Um there was um, um the er,

whatshername, Flying Arts School, you know. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er Mervyn

 

Moriarty …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Mervyn Moriarty. Er there were others too whose names I can't recall so much but who sort of, it was

um, Corroboree House was a sort of, a place where people came and went. And it was a changing

scene all the time.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who were some of the women?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er yeah. Er Joy Roggenkamp, um there would be er. Or Joy McCowan, that's her married name, er f-,

… oh dear. Um Pam McFarlane. Er, you know, my memory's getting terrible. I, I, soon as I s-, er meet

people, and they come up to me and say, 'Hello, John'. And I, their faces of course, you know, I, I s-,

and I hum and haw trying to, think, 'Oh gee, what's the name?' But if I sat down quietly I'd probably

remember people er but er I'm not the best on that.

 

 

At time 00:18:50

Summary: Gertrude Langer's role, good write-ups, critical, critics' influence, enthusiastic, wrote well, personality,

meetings.

Keywords: Gertrude Langer, art critic, Jon Molvig

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Another name that you've mentioned is um Gertrude Langer. What role
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do you think Gertrude played er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Gertrude … Gertrude played a considerable role er in Brisbane. Um I think in earlier days she ga-, used

to give Molvig and myself er very good write-ups and er, you know, I suppose in my ego sort of way I

was pleased I did. Because she was very, er she ... in the early days she was quite hard in some ways, er

especially on younger painters. She wasn't with ones who had, you know, got some, made some sort of

reputation for themselves. Um but the up-and-coming or the younger painters she very often was er

quite critical. And I'm not saying she wasn't wrong but er s-, sometimes a little more encouragement I

think. Because I know some people almost gave up because of a crit. And er I do know that over the

years when I've watched crit-, critics and I have of course in my own, you know, er, er collec-, y-, e-, er

morgue thing there. Er I have, 'cause where, it really showed that artists cha-, er critics changed their

er, if they looked back, if I had showed them they probably could have seen their, they probably had

them themselves. But where they er changed, artists changed them. Changed their thinking.

 

And things they said earlier on they refuted. Er well, you know, later on. But anyway, but she did er

and I think er, er she was enthusiastic about the art scene and er I th-, it was quite a shock when

recently we, we lost Gertrude. Because er she, where other critics, and we only had one or two other

people who wrote here in Brisbane, might almost sort of just, chronological sort of situation of the

show. 'Number 9 or Number 6 was all this or that' and um, 'is better than that one'. But Gertrude er with

her knowledgeability er really wrote well about art. Although w-, a lot of the people who were reading

er the crits I suppose didn't quite understand always her terminology. But er she, she did write well I

think.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What about her personally do you think?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Her personality or private life?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I, I crossed Gertrude once or twice. Er I was prepared to stand up and to go, I remember ringing

her up at twelve o'clock one night and going really crook about something when Karl was still alive

and er, er but um er so I think ... you know, Gertrude used to say er, I wasn't always sure, she'd say, 'Oh

hello, darling'. You know, 'Darling, how are you?' But I wasn't ...in early days I wasn't quite sure

whether she really meant …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

that 'darling' part. And er, but er, er I think some peo-, you know, you had to be on the right side of

Gertrude. I think she er appreciated er … I used to occasionally, after Karl died er, you know, drop her

home from an opening. And, and she'd, she'd love me to come in and er have a cup of coffee and that.

You know, I think she was
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a little lonely and that …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

In fact it was hard to avoid.

 

in some er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. But I, but I always stood off a little. I didn't like to get um too close t-, to people like that. You

know, you always felt that er you were expected to do this or that or the other thing. I thought it was

better to be, to be um er be able to talk about art and things to her but not to get er too personal.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um, John, the Johnstones then um really directed the attention of Brisbane people very much

towards the painters didn't they?

 

 

At time 00:22:26

Summary: Brian Johnstone's influence, exhibitions, active, inter-state sales, high standard, honest, was respected,

military, Marjorie's personality.

Keywords: Brian Johnstone, Johnstone Gallery, Marjorie Johnstone

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh yes. Er

 

Brian d-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And their gallery, let's talk a bit about them.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well the Johnstone Gallery was certainly, I think it was one of the ... certainly at that time it was

one of the best galleries in Australia. And er the fact that Brian er in his earlier days in er, in, when he

first started o-, up, er and I heard of him at East Sydney Tech. Um they came and told me about him

and said he was starting a gallery and that he would like me to contact. Apparently he'd been talking

about who might be down there and um to contact him when I returned to Brisbane. And er which I

did. And er, er he er showed painters who were not being shown, you know, very well in, in other

galleries. The Moreton Gallery was the only one in Brisbane and they, it, the Moreton Gallery didn't

show any of, although I think they did show Nolan at one stage. He didn't sell any.

 

Um but er Brian er, er, you know, was prepared to go to Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney, see artists er

and they eventually when some of the expatriates and people even though they were living in London,

those exhibitions came back to Brisbane. And very often came to Brisbane instead of Sydney or

Melbourne er to first be shown. And er Brian er was always active and he would even have an er, er

slides of the exhibition, go down to Sydney to a hotel or something, have people who, er clientele he

knew, and they would even I think at times purchase from the slides and from his, you know, saying,

'These are good. This is a good picture. You should have this,' and so on. So only about, I would say er

as the years went on perhaps only 15 or 20 per cent of his sales were in Brisbane. They were, you
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know,

 

clientele from interstate.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Were [indecipherable] … m'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M'mm. Yeah well he told me that one day I think. Yeah. Otherwise I wouldn't say it. But um er I know

that a lot of his sales were from the south. But the, the best thing for Brisbane was that it kept er those

Sunday openings and his exhibitions generally were of a pretty high standard and er the er e-, er, you

know, all the artists used to, and, and people interested in art used to go there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well apart from the fact that it was a, a very er pleasing gallery and they

 

kept extending it …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um they were particularly good at, in the role of gallery host and hostess. Would you like to say a bit

more about

 

their personalities?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I think so. Well one of the things that you could always be sure that the-, er Brian was an honest

er, you know, you always got your cheques and, and um, um and um everything was set out. Er the er,

um Brian had his, like all of us, had his idiosyncrasies too. Er I think that e-, um, but I think that he had

the er, er the respect of artists. And also of his clients. And um, and he always, i-, if you were putting

on a show with Brian you knew that it was going to be conducted in the manner that it should be I

think.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Can you describe what they both looked like? What their presence was like?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well Brian when I first knew him was qu-, quite slim. And e-, um the er, and er had b-, the fact that

he'd been an aide to the Governor. I think that was right,

 

you know, that he was an aide …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes, he was an aide-de-camp 

to the Governor.
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Er he had that sort of e-, and a little of, perhaps of the military. You know, d-, or, you know, being

as i-, well I, I'm suppose, what I'm talking about if you were, had been a captain in the air f-, or a flight

lieutenant or something, 'cause after the war, you know, the, y-, people had a certain er bearing. But the

fact that he had been in the positions he'd been in he was able I think to um, to converse and er, and,

with people, er a wide spectrum perhaps of people. And er, and Marjorie was a good support having

been in theatre and so on and so forth and I think she er also in those earlier days was a, er a great

support from the point of view of entertaining people and so on.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

She had a great flair really.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, she did. And er, er the um, yeah, there was a little bit of the theatrical there I think. Anyway er

…

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But um I think when they moved their gallery to Bowen Hills, to Cintra Road, er you were the first

painter to have a one-man show

 

 

At time 00:27:07

Summary: Moved gallery, 1958, first one-man show, new space, extensions, shows, repatriation hospital, critic

Rogers death.

Keywords: Johnstone Gallery, Cintra Road, Bowen Hills, Brian Johnstone, repatriation hospital, Frederic Rogers

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

weren't you?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Could have been.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I think

 

that was in um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

late '58?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It would have been about then.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

About
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November '58.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And um you had that honour er of having the exhibition.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well er it was a g-, a move which er I wondered about at the time when Brian said, 'I'm going to

do something, I'm leaving here and I'm going to, out home', you know, to Cintra Road. And er I said,

'Oh. I er, that's sort of decentralising. You know, will people come all the way out there?' And he said,

'Yeah. I think they will'. And er of course space was a problem where he was and er, and what they did

w-, wi-, with their garden, lovely ge-, the garden and, and the enclosed fence and the pri-, privacy of it.

And er as you said before extending it all the time. He first of i-, all he had er just a um a-, er two

galleries I think upstairs. And then, but he finished up downstairs in your lady's chamber almost. And

er had …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes, there were two little cottages and he

 

joined the cottage …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. But he did a good job on that. And although it was pegboard that he hung on that was convenient

for him. Just drive a couple of nails into the back of paintings and just poke them into pegboard holes.

Um I think, I don't think it was the best background. Er I think, you know, a nice, more hessiany sort of

feeling would probably be better. But it er, it was very convenient for him like that. And he had such,

so many changing shows. And sometimes er as th-, er it went on he had more, sometimes two shows,

one downstairs and one upstairs. But um er he eventually put on weight and er … but when we came

back from Italy as a matter of fact he was out here near us wi-, with that repatriation hospital up there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

He was there for about a year.

 

He went to the …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

He must have been there about a year. And I came to see him there. And I said, 'Come on. Get out of

bed and get back to work'. And er, and he did and [indecipherable] … But I saw him just recently at

Frederick Roger's er who was the er music and art critic and ra-, for   The Courier-Mail ... Sunday

Mail, Courier-Mail,   and m-, er Fred had died just recently. And I, and Brian was there. We don't see

much of him. And er, er but I noticed him in the er, was er there. And er, you know, he's um got a lot of

weight on there at the moment.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So Frederick Rogers was a critic for a very long time?
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At time 00:29:41

Summary: Frederic Rogers, charming, humour, church, his art criticism, energy. Arthur Evan Read, also Gallery

Trustee.

Keywords: art, music, critic, Frederic Rogers, Gertrude Langer, Arthur Evan Read, Queensland Art Gallery

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was he like as a person?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

He was, he was a charming man. And full of er humour. Er great jokes. I went along to the, to his

funeral where he was organist at this er church in the city. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What church was that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh, oh now I can never think it. Anyway i-, i-, it's a-, in Ann S-, not Ann Street. It's not the Ann Street

Presbyterian. It's further down. Er anyway er there was a lot of people there from all walks of life. He

was a very um well thought of man. And the church, now they've, er they're er organising some sort of

er scholarship or memorial thing for music. Er music I think was what h-, originally he was er known

for. He came from Sydney. He played an in orchestras and things like that down there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How would you assess him as art critic?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well not on the same plane as Gertrude Langer. M-, but er, because Gertrude I think was ... er um her

crits were much more in-depth and analytical er to Fred's. But nevertheless he er, he had great energy

and he covered as many exhibitions as he could. And er I sat in with him in judging the children's art

for   The Sunday Mail   and all those sort of things. And he was great. You know, sort of going through

thousands of friggin' children's art and, but he was always, always in on anything like that to help.

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I'm trying to, before we leave the fifties, talk about any other er personalities, especially people in the

Queensland painting scene. So what about um Arthur Evan Read?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well Arthur I er, er met early on before he went up north on his way from the south, from Melbourne

or wherever it was and er I met him in Brisbane er before he went north. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Can you fill in a little bit more for the record? Um he had er …
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Transcript: John Rigby

He'd just won the Wynne Prize I think at that time. Or, or maybe he won it er later. But er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Where had he come from? Where had he …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think from Melbourne. And er I, I didn't know him that well because he just sort of passed through

Brisbane and er, and headed north. And er he seemed to find er in the north, er in the small towns up

north the er, something that suited his er, his palette and er his approach. And er I never saw h-, that

much of him until well I became a trustee of the gallery 16 years ago. And have just been appointed

incidentally for another four. I think that's a long stint. That'll be 20 years as a trustee of the gallery. So

I've seen some changes there of course too. Er and er, but Arthur also was a trustee for a, a short time

before he went to England and er, er I had a few chats with him of course at meetings and things like

that. But er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now let's look at the um sixties and er did your pattern change much in the sixties?

 

 

At time 00:32:52

Summary: 1960s, abstract expressionism, sincerity of approach, figurative artist, portraits, painters he admires,

French and German art, influences.

Keywords: abstract expressionism, art movements, human image, portraits, American art, French artists, German

artists

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well abstract expressionism I suppose swept er Australia. A-, it swept the world to a great extent. Um

even the east. Er it became er the movement. E-, er I tried a few a-, abstract expressionist pictures and I

found they weren't me. And er I, all my life I've felt that one has to be, I think have a sincerity about

one's approach. That doesn't mean that one doesn't go down or shouldn't go down a few various roads

and um I'm all for that, but sooner or later I think one has to come back to er one's er, one's own self.

Um the er, so that movement didn't really er affect me too much. I think I've always been to some e-

...although I've painted some abstract pictures in my time of course er I'm er, I think a fig-, figurative

artist. The things I want to say are to do with the, the world I live in and er what I feel about it. And my

um, out of that comes m-, my paintings.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um you, you also do portraits, John.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well the er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did they start um around that period? Or had you been 

...
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Transcript: John Rigby

No, the human image had always interested me. Even in a, back at East Sydney Tech. You know, I was

always interested when we were painting the nude or painting a portrait or a, or a landscape or still lifes

or whatever. Um the um, my, the painters, I think the paintings and painters I've admired in, er have

been probably more French and German. German expressionists, er French painting, the, the painting

of this century or from, er from a little earlier, from er the impressionists, French impressionists of

course early on. Then post im-, er impressionism. N-, er expressionism. Er not necessarily abstract

expressionism though. But er, so it would be painters like early on er Vuillard and er I loved Bonnard

of course. Er but er Matisse, er Vlaminck, Derain, the faux painters. Er and up until, you know, the

First World War I think it was one of the great n-, er um epochs if you like of, of art.

 

And er that's not to say I haven't e-, er liked some American painters. There are some like Rothko and

er Milton Avery for instance. I'm very fond of his work. And, and other American painting. But i-,

generally speaking I think um we're all influenced, you can't help but be influenced in this day and age

beg-, er with e-, er in whatever we do, and er I think those influences have come as I say from French

and from German art. Like I'm very fond of er people like Kirchner, like um, um er the Blue Rider

Group. Er the um er twi-, they're, they're … now I'm going blank again. Anyway um in this, but we're

talking about the sixties. And but I think this was indicative of er quite a lot of Australian artists who

jumped on that bandwagon or, or, you know, I've never believed in jumping on to bandwagons because

movements and, in art very often don't last so long.

 

 

At time 00:36:25

Summary: Bandwagons, own style, exhibiting, Johnstone Gallery closing, large paintings, selling large works,

American influence.

Keywords: abstract expressionism, art movements, Leveson Gallery, Macquarie Galleries, Johnstone Gallery,

American art

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I was um er, but that, the abstract expression it did. Every movement whether it be er, er, right up to the

present day I think does add something to the whole scheme of things in art. And, and does have, make

some changes to art. Er but I'm not sure that er one should jump on the latest band- ... in fact I am sure

that one shouldn't jump on the latest bandwagon, and this was o-, one of the things I had about the

critics e-, er at that, in the sixties and that was that if you weren't painting in a particular manner you

were thought to be, you know, left behind or something. And er I think nowadays we've seen that er, er

there's so many individuals um painting and not necessarily one or two movements.

 

But um I think one has to be oneself eventually. And if you paint well enough and you've got

something to say then eventually that'll, that'll make itself known or it'll come through.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um so in, in the sixties you exhibited fairly consistently?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I did. With er mai-, er I used to have exhibitions at the Leveson Gallery in Melbourne. Er I showed

with the Macquarie in Sydney and the Johnstone Gallery in Brisbane er until Brian closed down his

gallery. And then I had to go somewhere else. Er the toss up was …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Brian at, at the later stages of his gallery er made a special section downstairs to encourage painters to

exhibit really big works. Did you um er contribute to that?

 

Did it enlarge your s-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, probably.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

and give you

 

sort of …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well e-, an individual, instead of an exhibition. Yeah, putting in a large painting here and there.

Yes, that's right. I did. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So did you paint for that larger than you might otherwise have painted?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er could possibly have done so. Those sort of things did because, you know, paintings were starting to

get larger and larger. In earlier days …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well how did you feel about that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I liked it. Er I, I um, I rather liked er working er large. Er unfortunately for one-man exhibitions, I don't

know how some of the pe-, people today manage to sell their work because they're so large and the um

er ... From the point of view of um, um the public buying them they just haven't got the spaces and

room to show th-, such large works. But er the American scene brought in, you know, large

blockbusting paintings. And especially for competitions, if you painted small they almost looked like

postage stamps and went almost unnoticed. Not to say that the quality wasn't perhaps greater in the

smaller work. But the big blockbuster um got the attention. A big orange square will knock you off the

wall and you won't see the thing next to it.

 

But er in earlier days I found that er if I got any, what criticisms I got might have come, people used to

very often s-, insinuate that I was in commercial, in advertising art and that maybe on occasions it crept

into my painting. What I, so every time I walked into the, my painting studio a-, as related to the other

studios which I had my own, with staff at the finish, um the, I tried to be as painterly as possible and to,

to er not have anything to do with that other side. Then I found that with er, what happened was that

I'm doing that but at the same time er, er colour field painting with spray guns, er taping, hard-edge

paintings. Er then came pop art, op art, um everything, even to this day, seemed to g-, to me, to my eye,

to be going more commercial. To g-, be g-, er using um er photography, to using er images that were

almost of an advertising er sort of um technique.
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At time 00:39:30

Summary: Criticisms of his work, his work approach, art movements becoming more commercial, critics' attitudes.

Keywords: advertising art, painting, art movements, art critics, pop art, photography

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er, so er there you are. But when, when those movements and some of the crit-, critics in America,

these, these movements even pop up and we've just got this big exhibition on at the moment in the

Queensland Art Gallery. Um which is a very fine exhibition er but that movement of course didn't last

that long either. Er but what I'm trying to say there I think is that while I was trying to be painterly the

movement was going the other way.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And also …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And critics changed their tune. They didn't, they didn't knock, er people, you know, er bumping up c-,

c-, comic strips or using er photography or using um er stipels and mechanical means, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well um what you're saying is that in, in um making yourself in, as a painter separate from yourself as

a commercial artist …

 

 

At time 00:41:28

Summary: Separating painting self from commercial artist self, mostly self-employed, forming Rigby studio,

layout, started classes, became meeting place.

Keywords: painting, commercial art, George Patterson-Noble Bartlett, Cecilia McNally, Jon Mulvig

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You were automatically um anti this kind of movement.

 

But did, did these um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I was in a way. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

er, er pop art kind of movements in art come to you round the other side of the mulberry bush and

affect your work as a commercial artist?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, because by that time I was just about out of it. Er, you know, out of that world.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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What was your company called and what work was it doing when you said you were employing a staff

of five?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well as I say I was mostly self-employed most of my life. And er then er

 

I, I, I left George Patterson-Noble Bartlett.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was it under your own name?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, and formed Rigby Studio. And I was in various places down …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

When did you form Rigby Studio?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That would have been, oh I suppose at the end of the sixties, beginning of seventies. Er, no, not the be-,

er, oh no. What am I talking about? Um early in the sixties I suppose. Yeah. And er I thought that by

forming my own studio and having some staff working for me that I would be able to paint more and

let them do the work. It didn't quite work out that way. Um but I had various studios. The most

interesting one being on Lei-, in Leichhardt Street. I, I took over a studio there with Cecelia McNally's

er place on the corner of Leichhardt and Burleigh Street I think it was. And I had downstairs and 

Galmor

 Advertising were upstairs. And I had this great big space which she had built and er, or renovated to

make into gallery, which she did use as a gallery for antiques and things.

 

And I took it, the whole thing over and turned half of into a, a, an advertising art studio er with screens

and a big fireplace was in the middle which divided off the, the various parts, and the other was a big

painting studio. And I painted there and I, I started life classes there because Jon had got, Molvig had

... we'd been up in Petrie Terrace then and he was, h-, he was er not well. So to continue on life classes

and that I, of a Friday night, Laurie Thomas of course was at the gallery. The meeting place was just up

the City View just up the road from where I had my studios. And er that became a meeting place for er

artists and er, and, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Were any of the, any of your staff of five um also involved in your life classes, in your painting studio?

 

 

At time 00:44:02

Summary: Staff, clients, agencies amalgamated, rat-race. Effect of multinationals on advertising art in Brisbane.

Keywords: Woolworths, Westfield Shopping Centres, Arnott's Biscuits, advertising art, George Patterson-Noble

Bartlett, painting, Brisbane

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh they used to come along to them, yes. But er, but mainly it was people from outside who were

looking for, you know, a venue.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what kind of clients did you have?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I had er, well j-, I worked through agencies. Not direct with the e-, er, er, with the clients, you

know. But there was everything from Woolworths … and I used to get out these big Woolworths

pages, you know, b-, money-spinners but not very, to much more refined accounts. You know, where

there was much more opportunity to do design and er

 

but another one's, another one …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what, what sort of a clients you had?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

well this is not a classy one either. But all the, the big Westfield shopping towns, Indooroopilly, you

know, and, er, being one just down here, er I did all the er opening things for that. Not only the ads but

everything from cufflinks to matchboxes to you name it, you know. And er, but um, oh in earlier days

we had even pee-, p-, e-, er people like Arnott's Biscuits, you know, when they really operated from

Queensland, with colour pages in the   Women's Weekly   and all that sort of thing. But like everything

the, as far as the advertising world went, er the agencies became amalgamated with the south. And then

even the southern ones with New York or, you know, American agencies. So it became a worldwide

thing and not the small sort of situation it was.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

When did that er catch up with you?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh that was er with the likes of, you know, George Patterson becoming Noble Bartlett and then er, er

becoming

 

a m-, made it there …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

[indecipherable]

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and, and, and so and so forth. But er, but oh those days are far behind me.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you enjoy it, John?

 

Enjoy the …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No er, e-, oh I mean well you got some satisfaction out of getting out er, er what might, one might

think is a good design or a good ad sometimes. And er, but generally speaking I considered it a rat race.

And er, you know, I used to come home exhausted sometimes. We worked very hard. And um, to get
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on with my painting then after it, you know, wasn't all that easy.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Still on the subject of these uneasy bedfellows, um how do you feel advertising art in Australia has

been affected by the multinationals?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Or the global image. Whatever you like. Er ...

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well I think, as far as what it did to Brisbane was that it er, it took away a lot of our best clients

to, to the south where the, and er, er it b-, er advertising in Brisbane became more localised as to, you

know, localised, er smaller.

 

 

At time 00:47:01

Summary: End of session
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Session 5
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Advertising agencies and cooperations in late 1960s, technological changes, hard and soft sell,

photography taking over, artists' role.

Keywords: advertising, Ford, photography, fashion, Woolworths

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This is tape three, side one. Barbara Blackman for Australian National Library Oral History Program

talking with painter John Rigby. And er just to finish off er what you were saying about the changes in

um advertising in the public eye that was happening, what, in the late sixties?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I think just was I was going to finish up saying there was that the, the big corporations, the

corporate bodies er mainly in Sydney and Melbourne, e-, of course they, er a lot of work came to the

likes of Brisbane in the placing of ads and things of that nature. And there was um interaction between

er the likes of er the Sydney or Melbourne agencies with Brisbane. People went down there s-, er spent

some time down in the agencies there. Some of them came up to, to join the agency up here. And so er

I suppose generally speaking er behind it all of course was money and er, and, and commerce and er

just er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But how were the images changing? How

 

was people's art changing?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The images … yeah, well I, if I look back long enough I can see great changes in, in the way er images

changed I suppose. And, but al-, also in the technology and especially in the big typesetting firms.

There was photo er typesetting. Um ads um, ads became I think probably … there was always the two.

There was always the hard sell, which will always be, and er the softer sell. And er we were always

pleased when we got some softer sell er advertising and eri-, if it was anything from perfu-, you know,

something to do with women's er, or um er the big er, like GMH Holden, Ford. Er people who were

spending big appropriations gave one er a, a greater chance to do something worthwhile with it. But er,

but a lot of the bread and butter stuff was, you know, just hard-sell stuff.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And was photography um taking over more of what had been

 

the artists' field …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Photo-, ph-, ph-, yes, photography did. Er,

 

er artists were still er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

at about that period?
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Transcript: John Rigby

very busy. Er a-, er and finished art, er artists, but photography did take over a lot in fashions, in, well

in most s-, er a-, even in the likes of Woolworths they photographed a lot of stuff which would have

previously been drawn. But there was a lot of stuff that still had to be done by, by er f-, er artists and

still is of course.

 

Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er so when was it you um gave up your practice as a commercial artist and …

 

 

At time 00:02:45

Summary: Leaving commercial art, 1973, dissolved partnership, painting, studios, bought property, was sold wrong

piece, current studio.

Keywords: Kedron, Pinjarra Hills, property, Blue Hills Estate, Poverty Farm

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, well I was …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

trusted yourself to s-, being a studio painter?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I think it was er 1973. Er I was in partnership then er with, in the last year or two, with er, er, er

Bert Yardley who I'd known for years in advertising. And er, but it was getting more and more um that

rat race I mentioned. So I said to myself, 'I, I've had enough'. And I um, we dissolved the partnership

and I went home. And er in ... that was '73 and for all of '73 I painted. A-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Where were you living then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er we were ne-, e-, living here at er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But when did you move to er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

tell us a little bit about your moving here. And

 

then perhaps describe the studio that we're sitting in.

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Yes. Well um I w-, we were at Kedron, 14th Avenue Kedron, until about er, well we've been here

about 20, 21 years. Now I'm not sure what year we shifted here. Ma-, Margaret would know. Anyway

er I um decided that I wanted to er get away from suburbia if I could. And er we had a nice little house

at Kedron but that's what it was. And our bedroom was in someone else's kitchen just about. Anyway

we er, I looked around and er I bought a, a place in f-, er Fig Tree Pocket and e-, er two and a half

acres, and I could see, look down on the river from where it was and oh I was very happy to get this

right on the top of a hill, and er I'll try and make this story short. Ha-, it was sold to me by an old mate

who'd been i-, er a first violinist in the, in the orchestra in Sydney and Brisbane and he'd turned to real

estate for a while.

 

And he s-, sold me this and er I was just about ... I got an architect in. I was just about to er start

building on it when I felt there was something wrong because the city council wanted a truncation of

the road and it didn't seem to make sense to me. So I got in touch with them and eventually found that

he'd sold me the wrong piece. And, you know, I was about to build. And er that what I had was a

ravine next door …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

instead of the hilltop. Anyway er I got out of that. I managed, I lost a little bit of money out of it but I

managed to sell it. Then I looked further afield and um came up with this out here which is about nine

and a half miles from the GPO, but it's three, on three and a half acres. And we, it's about er two and a

half, three miles from Kenmore. Er Pinjarra Hills was known as 'Kenmore' when we first came here

and they changed it later to 'Pinjarra Hills'. And um it's a very lovely area. Er there were lovely gum

trees on it. And there was w-, er when I saw … this was an estate. Er I think it was called Blue Hills

Estate. I found out later that this particular area, this valley that we're in, was a farm. I think it was

called 'Poverty Farm' and I can understand that because I think it's mainly shale. Er but anyway, but it's

a very lovely area really. And this particular area's a greenbelt area with nothing less than two and half

and three and a half acres. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So what's your outlook here?

 

 

At time 00:06:16

Summary: Describes view, entrance, transport, landscape changes, building new studio, light.

Keywords: Pinjarra Hills, Carl McConnell, studio, printmaking, painting

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well we are on a h-, a hill er protected by another hill er slightly higher to the west. So we, er the, from

the westerly winds, it protects that. But we're quite elevated. We look toward er Mount Coot-tha and

the 

masts,

 that's e-, looking north from the front of our house. And er there's a gently sloping um er from where

we built, sloping down into the gul-, gullies just about on all sides. So we're sort of up here on this er

hill. And we have a long er drive in which used to be a horror at one stage. We went down to the gully

where they'd put a pipe in when they were developing the place, and um but it used to be for quite a

few years just dirt track up there. And although I never got bogged it was, but we eventually put in
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cement road with some other people who … because we're in the sort of, a square three and a half

acres, where a lot of them were long and narrow.

 

Er so we're in the middle of the valley between Pinjarra Road, Moggill Road, and Pinjarra Road. And

just down from me, I can just see his kiln, er he comes in from Pinjarra Road is, was Carl McConnell, a

very well-known potter. Er and um, er but er it appealed to me, but when I first saw it er the entrance in

from Moggill Road coming gown to this gully and then up to where the house would be th-, it was

hardly a road at all. It was just a track and there were great holes in it and, where the water had washed

away but I, I could envisage it as a beautiful building site. And er there were only about three houses in

this valley now and it is all built on now. But er, er and there was hardly any transport. There was one

bus I think in the morning very early and one late at night. And our kids were just starting to grow up

and go to school.

 

And um, so it had its problems. You had to

 

be a two-car family virtually.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you … have you changed the landscape much? Have you grown things and planted things?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Planted a lot of trees and shrubs and er things like that. We, we did put in a swimming pool and er our

house er was built, built by Griffin and Knowlman. And it was what I could build at the time. I had a

small studio with a storeroom on the end of it and now of course I have this nice big studio. The …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well when did you build this, John?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

This studio? The new one? Er c-, about er two and a half, three years ago. Er

 

it went on …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well can you describe what it's like?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well the old studio eri-, erth-, and the storeroom were separated from the house except that the

carport er and e-, th-, you can walk from the carport, which is next to the old studio er into the house

proper. Er well e-, the er, what I decided to do was to, the windows that came out from the old studio

and the storeroom have now become doors. And er e-, they er, we knocked out the windows there. I

built out from the old studio, out towards the trees, and er built a, what would be about 30 feet by 20

foot studio on to the old studio.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's the old studio used for now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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I use it for racks. I built in racks since I built this and I'm hoping to print-make in there as soon as I get

through the next show. I'm hoping to get back some printmaking. And er what was the storeroom I

turned into a bathroom and shower, toilet. Er so there's the door f-, that used to be a window there from

the old storeroom. We walk into the … so I'm sort of self-contained really. And it, er I went up much

higher, er some few feet higher …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And how high

 

was the ceiling?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

er than the, than the house proper and the old studio. So we, we're up about, or what used to be about 8

feet or so. Er I think this is about 10 or ele-, 11 feet or something like that. And er I put in glass up high

um and as well as sliding glass er windows and that so there's

 

plenty of light.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you paint by natural light?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er how um careful are you of the light by which you paint? Do you have curtains that you draw to

…

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, but that

 

doesn't concern me.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What does that light …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I, I like enough light. But er, you know, I'm not terribly concerned that er there's this light or that light

or that, as long as I've got adequate light.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Are you a very orderly painter or you scatter things

 

 

At time 00:10:35

Summary: Changing work environment, methods of painting, methodical with palette, oil paint, time taken,

painting outdoors.

Keywords: renovation, duro carpet tiles, painting method, palette, oil paint
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

around?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I, when I left the college er, eri-, er in er January '84 I had a, a warming e-, a, a m-, a studio-

warming sort of thing. And everybody came out and they were aghast at the new studio. They said y-,

how, how great it was. And I'd got a nice big deck out from it that looks down here to a garden, a, a

tropical garden I put in, and this big deck that runs the whole length of the studio out here. And, but

what I'd done, er I thought about it. I wanted to be comfortable. I, I always felt I was scraping around

with, trying to find a hole to paint in in the old studio. It wasn't big enough and n-, n-, they never are,

and er what happened was that I er, I put Duro carpet tiles …

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

for a while I didn't know what to put in. But I put in these Duro carpet tiles which soften the floor a bit

because it's on a cement base er and er my er, there's a big er beam that runs through the middle of the

studio because of the size of it, a big wooden beam, and er I also put in um myself ah, er chains and a

sliding er, some sliding things from which to hang my paintings. Because I felt, one would, one used to

have exhibitions never saw one's paintings up half the time. So I'm able to do that here. And er, it's er, I

like to keep, I work fair-, I, although I put down Duro carpet tiles I had a very large carpet square

which was more or less the same colour as the Duro carpet tiles, quite a warm colour, and I put that

down, which is right down er und-, where I paint. And then I don't have to worry, you know, I don't

worry if, if er … but, but generally speaking I'm a fairly, I like to be fairly methodical about the way I

lay, like when I lay out my palette.

 

I've always laid it out the same way from starting with whites to, through cools of yellows and two

warmer colours, through to the um a-, fr-, through the warm colours. The reds, purples to blues, greens

and so on. And I've always worked that way. And I have a, a table in, in the centre here with er a big

sheet of glass on which I like for a palette with white paper underneath it. And it's a, a b-, good, big

size so that I'm not er, I c-, never could understand how the students managed to paint w-, using the

tops of um ice cream cartons and little bits of things. And I said, you know, 'You want a good, big

palette that you're not inhibited with'.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what sort of paint do you use?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I er y-, generally speaking I use oil paint. Er

 

I've got lots of er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Any particular brand?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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acrylics here. And sometimes I use them. But generally er I'm, I like the smell of them.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And do you do um a lot of painting on the one surface? Do you paint slowly?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Build up or …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

it just depends. Some paintings might take me some months and, but on the other hand I paint

something in a day. Or if I go out, and I like still to paint in the open. I like to be surrounded by the

environment. I can't, er I went over to Lord Howe Island in a small plane and I could har-, hardly get

the canvases on them. And er I should have checked the size first but just managed to get them in. But

um er and er like er a few years … this is the sort of thing I do: a couple of years ago … this painting's

owned by the art bank now of, around Palm Woods. And er I couldn't, I have a, a camp mobile which

is fitted out, which Margaret and I like to get away in. And I, I take that away and paint. Er have a tent

to go with it. Er I have my er station wagon with racks on the top. And this particular incident I'm

talking about was a painting about 7 feet by er 6 feet. Something like that. It might have been even a

little larger.

 

 

At time 00:14:04

Summary: Painting at Palmwoods, weather, battling elements. Adjudicating, co-conducting seminars, Longreach

seminar response, 1960s, participants, duration.

Keywords: Palmwoods, Art Bank, weather, Gertrude Langer, seminars, Binna Burra, Longreach, Flying Arts

School

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er I put a couple of planks on top of the racks and tied my, my canvas to it and off I headed to

Palm Woods because I knew what I wanted to paint up there but I felt I couldn't paint it in the studio.

So up I go with this great thing on the top. Um I always seem to pick a rainy day up there. And er I

lashed it a telephone post and, and started work. And over came the rain and um then it would go and

I'd, you know, come back again and I'm painting furiously. And I go-, I s-, even take a folding table

which I put alongside with the palette on. And I l-, if possible I like to be able to work as, as

manageable as possible. Anyway um er then on the way home the hail came down and on to my canvas

which is lashed to the top … out of it came a painting full I feel of atmosphere and everybody seemed

to … I had an exhibition a couple of years ago and as I say it was bought by the art bank. But that …

 

e-, I enjoy that sort of thing. Battling the elements …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well did that … did they …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and trying to get something down on to canvas, even if I've got, if, the sand in my face or wind or rain

or whatever. M'mm.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um and w-, did the hail um er affect the um painting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I, I've got, I came home, thought, 'There'll be holes all, all through it. But it er wasn't too … if it

had been na-, like the hail storm we had here this year earlier on maybe it would have but it er, but …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Where else have you been out painting in the last couple of years as well as that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well um as I say I er, er, I often perhaps have to go and er adjudicate. People ask me to judge here, do

this or perhaps co-conduct a seminar since I left the college or even before. In earlier days while I was

still in advertising I went as far, did some schools for them out at Longreach and er Blackall and then

Mount Isa and, you know,

 

all these places.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

These are some of the um what were called the 'Flying Doctor Schools'?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, no. Nothing to do with them

 

at all.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

No? Wha-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Where people had asked me to do a week or ten-day seminar. And I went out to those places. I did

some for Gertrude Langer. You know,

 

her schools.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. For the Arts Council. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er but er e-, in those earlier days I did that. I still accept a couple like er, er last year in the middle of

winter I went up to Binna Burra and did a um, a seminar for them up there. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well er tell us a bit about for instance er going to a place like Longreach

 

and doing um a seminar there.
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What kind of arrangement, what kind of response would you have got?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh it was wonderful. Er these people er were just dying for peop-, er especially, I'm ta-, going right

back a, quite a few years now, and er this was before the Flying Art School. And they he-, um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This would have been in the sixties?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. And er they, for anyone to come out and do something for them like that. And they'd come for

hundreds of miles. You know, they'd come from Rockhampton to Longreach or from, from er Julia

Creek … did some up in Toowoomba too for that, er up there once or twice. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So what would the, the format be of um a visit to Longreach?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well in those days it was er mainly painting ... drawing, painting. Er in my more recent ones I …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But where would, where would people gather? Where would it be held?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh er well once was in the Showgrounds. Once was er at a er, er school college complex out there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what, how long would they last? What um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Seven to ten days or something like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And when you'd get people who'd come from far-flung areas, would they be people who were um er

people who did paintings and drawings er or were they people who were coming to this quite new?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Some were quite new. Some had had er some, a little bit of previous experience, you know. Er what I

found is that sometimes out in places like this … the Flying Art School did do a lot and in more recent

er, er workshops I've done for people is that a lot of those people come to it and you're not starting

from scratch with them by any means. And, you know, they er, so you're able to um tackle it from

perhaps a different point of view. Li-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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Well, wha-, how much can you do in, in a week?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Surprising er peo-, because people throw themselves into it. And night time, day time, you know, and

the, they get their pound of flesh from me. Er they, they want, and, and you want to give too er or I did

and er ... but recently, the most recent one was up at Tannum Sands and as I mentioned one up at

 

 

At time 00:19:05

Summary: Tannum Sands workshop, contents, objectivities, materials, mediums, demonstrations, slide lectures,

Interlink paper, aim, transport.

Keywords: Tannum Sands, art workshops, materials, gilding, painting, slide lectures, science, technology

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Binna Burra.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Where's Tannum Sands?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Up near Gladstone. And um er 30 people, 60 people wanted to come to it. Well we got down to 30 and

they wanted to make it a second one as well which I, I couldn't do at that time. But um in that particular

workshop I took it more on a methods and materials point of view and I r-, anything from plaster to, to

making um, er using er all sorts of materials. Er even to making our own tesserae for um, er for um

murals. Um a-, and, but the er, there were er things that um, that I did er which weren't always to do

with painting but were to do with other art forms. Oh the, the contents of a workshop er such as

Tannum Sands was something of this descript-, the description of it could be that er it looked at

traditional materials, methods and mediums, er together with technical er innovations that have come

into being er, er to accompany the many waves of contemporary art. Experiments of a practical nature

would be carried out to investigate the many possibilities.

 

Er the objectives er o-, of a, of such a, er a workshop like this would be t-, e-, to have a knowledge of

diverse materials through a sense of enquiry into their various properties. Have pro-, produced work to

provide an exciting stimulus both in two and three dimensions. Be able to use various materials as a

means of exploring and resolving ideas. And er I always insisted on keeping an artist's notebook

recording the various experiments and materials and methods and results that we did. Er the c-, content,

some of the contents, were things like 'Traditions of Gilding' which I didn't feel that even in art

colleges that they did very much of um gold in painting. And er I concentrated mainly on mordent

gilding. Er there were plaster techniques, the various prot-, processes of producing moulds. Seal casts

with the use of plasticine and clay. Er the um, er the use of found objects and textures. Spray painting,

use of spray guns. Characteristics of watercolour and handmade papers because I feel the watercolour

medium is a little bit neglected these days perhaps by a lot of people.

 

Encaustic painting, er wax painting, the heating and mixing of dried pigments in wax. Distemper,

painting with sisal glue as a medium. Er texture, use of various implements and, you know, anything

from spatulas to um wax-repellents. Marble dust, pumice, and things of that nature. Er paper reliefs

from lino woodblocks. Mixed media, collage, monotypes, er mosaic. Tesserae, whi-, k-, er which

consists of a, a plain surface of er juxtaposed er shapes and colours. Er composition, nature and

properties of paints. We even mixed some of our own. Er making one's own, er even from um clays
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and that. Um oh there were er lots of other things. But um those er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Oh go on. If you, if you've got the other things um listed …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I have. And I said, er here I say, 'The Artist's Handbook of Materials and p-, Techniques' we used

to some extent. But er it was er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Gee …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

if time permits. But we didn't t-, er by the time we got through that and with some painting, and I

always, they always liked me to do some demonstration and I, I don't mind doing demonstration. And

we had some life drawing as well. Er but I painted a er, as I generally do a, a portrait in couple of, an

hour or two and got them to then, well at the same time get on to their own. Er but just a, er things of

that nature as well. You know, so …

 

demonstration for them.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So what would happen in the evenings?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well I gave slide lectures. And er one, er one of the lectures … they wanted to see um if I could

show them work of my own, which I did one night. Er I took a considerable number of slides. Another

night I um, I took up the slides and the paper I delivered at the er, ha-, at the City Hall in conjunction

with the university people er who had asked me would I join in a seminar on er the interlink wi-, it was

called Interlink: art, science, and technology. So I took that paper up with the slides that I'd used for

that um er, for that er seminar. And they were very interested in that. And that was looking at the, the

link as I say between science and technology.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you would leave um each of these people with perhaps um an area that they'd want to explore? So

they'd get er an inkling of what very many medias were like and then read into it or go home and

experiment and explore it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That was the idea: that er, to stimulate, er rather than say, 'This is the way to paint a landscape or a

portrait or a n-, e-, things like that', which we did anyway, we got out into the open, but very often

that's what things consist of, those sort of things, you know. Er it involved me taking up in er ... I could

have flown up but I took my station wagon because it involved my station wagon being loaded up with

materials. Everything from clay to you name, you name it. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Were there more women than men?
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At time 00:24:25

Summary: More women than men, ages, surprising talent, women at College of Art, workshop experience, art as

accommodating.

Keywords: Tannum Sands, Flying Arts School, College of Art

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh yeah. Well there always is. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Would er many m-, out of, you had 30 students on this occasion. How many would have been women?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Th-, um seven eighths. Er, yes, er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And would they have bee-, have been a diversity of women or would they fit a kind of er pattern?

Would they be …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well a lot of them had attended Flying Art School from various, because they n-, weren't only from

Gladstone. They were from all over the place from way

 

up north.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what kind of age group?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Ranging from about sixty to, to about nineteen. A-, and er, the, so there are, you know, quite a lot of er,

er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What would you say was the level of um talent?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Surprising. Er I think that er these, some of these people given the opportunity er could do, er could

really um do something with their art. Er I think that what I found too is that, is, you know, my

experience with the College of Art is that there er probably in the fine art area anyway and perhaps

throughout the whole college, is that 60 or 65 per cent would be female and that a lot of these

people,particularly in the fine art area the girls or, and women er, or mature-age students that went

through er, er form in later years a nucleus of art interest in a-, in er the er far-flung state. And er they

might er when they leave the college find it difficult to pursue their art. But they er, they finish up er

getting married, perhaps having children, but they return to potting, to painting, to, you know, and to

getting things going. Whether it be Julia Creek or Mount Isa or whether it be just outside Brisbane.

You know, they er, th-, er e-, they, it's always c-, there. It was not lost.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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And um you find these kind of ventures exciting, John? From your point of view?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I think I'm able to give something to them. And in return I think I get something back.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you think you get back?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think I get back er the pleasure of meeting um diverse people with different personalities. Er art has

this um, er this quality about it I think that can accommodate itself to er d-, a lot of divergent

personalities. There are never two people the same. And they all want to do their own, well, you know,

they all have their different approaches. And I, so I don't try to say um ... I try to bring out er what's in

them rather than force, you know, what I feel on to them.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what would you say was your approach? You said people have different approaches. What's your

approach to painting

 

a landscape?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Could we stop …

 

Transcript: Event

Fumbling sounds

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um you asked me what my approach or philosophy or, to painting or to art is. Yes, well um I used to

think about this perhaps … I don't know whether I should, er we should touch on my going to the

College of Art I suppose too. But …

 

 

At time 00:27:38

Summary: His philosophy of art, why he paints, will, intellect and emotion as necessary, who one works for,

reactions.

Keywords: art, painting, emotion, intellect

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes, we'll come to that.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

we'll come to that. But um if you asked me why I paint er I've of-, I've sometimes wondered that,

especially when I feel that er the world is a topsy-turvy , mixed-up place and here I am daubing away

at a bit of canvas when there's so much wrong with the world, you know. And er poverty and, and all

the rest of it. And er why do we paint? Er and to what end I do. Well er I may for a moment ponder

about that. I guess in all humility I'd have to say that I perhaps feel I have certain sensibilities e-, er

which I endeavour to communicate and, and the way I, only way I know how is to communicate them

through er, through paint or, or er other media. Um I e-, you cannot make others feel unless you feel
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yourself. I've always said this to students. Er and I don't think ... you cannot make others see unless you

yourself see.

 

It has also something to do with will. I think will in the er, in the visual sense is the faculty of the mind

by which we decide to do or not to do. And the whole world of phenomena is the o-, object of vocation

or apparition of will. Um I think intellect and emotion are necessary ingredients for art. I think we are

what we think and er not what we think we are. Um artists often believe e-, um I think when confronted

with a white canvas or a piece of stone and, and the loneliness of their studio that they're working for

themselves. But paradoxically I think one still works for others. Er, you know, when I'm standing here

painting I think, 'Well … ' I think, 'Yes, I am working for myself and I'm pleasing myself I suppose um

but paradoxically I think the singer sings for those who hear, the writer writes for those who

understand, and the painter paints for those who would paint just such pictures as he or she if they

could'.

 

And um so er, so I think we are working for others. We're trying to say something about what we feel

and if someone else, someone comes along to me and says, 'Oh you've made me see something or feel

something' er then I think I've done my job.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You feel you're a spokesman?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er as

 

well?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

yeah, I think I'm a-, a link between er what a-, er … no one does things exactly the same way.

Everybody that sits down in front of say a landscape or whatever, or a person to paint or a human

image or whatever, er they'll all come up with something different. Their own interpretation I think.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But your viewer recognises um through your painting something within themselves? Is that

 

what you're saying?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think so. Yes. It makes them feel or see something that they might have, er might not have recognised

er in themselves or felt about. I think that er what I like about art, or producing art, e-, is that it is a

search. It's both inward and outward. It's from inside ourselves as well as outward. Er and the other

thing about it I think is that it's a lifetime endeavour. It's a struggle. It's a, it's a, and I think that's what

keeps artists going in

 

 

At time 00:31:11
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Summary: Producing art as a search, lifetime endeavour, struggle, endeavours, knowing materials, proper

preparation.

Keywords: producing art, College of Arts

 

Transcript: John Rigby

whatever field.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This is what er, what you were told by Mr Martin

 

when you first er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. It, that's right. Those very words seem to come

 

back, you know, after all these years.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But it is, it's, it's, it's a struggle to surpass in quality I think one's former output.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So is there ecstasy and joy if one feels one has surpassed it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I think that's what it's all about. I, I, I e-, you know, to stand still er e-, e-, there are painters, there

are artists and producers of er what we might call art who are like that. They, I think that they er, they

er, a formula or something is e-, evolved whereby they can do certain things early on. And then there's

a repetition of that formula f-, er perhaps sometimes um in the main for er from then on. But I think

that er pure repetition er dims the responses. So my, my own feeling is that as far as I'm concerned er

the thing that'll keep me going will be that er as long as I'm able to struggle to surpass in quality er and,

my former output and derive for experiences that we have all the time that are often spontaneous,

sometimes subjective or at times even irrational. But er on top of that one is always and I am, always

endeavouring to improve er my mastery of the tools and materials and processes which I use.

 

And I think that I've got no, not much time for a really sloppy, you know, sort of um approach to

things. Er I'm not saying that um, er I don't know. Sometimes I, I see things thrown up these days on

the wall. Er I'm not saying you should, by that that you should frame everything or anything like that

but I see something that er, that really could have been done or expressed so much better if, if the

person had, had, had a little bit more knowledgeability about their, their materials.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And does that mean also a bit more humility

 

In the placement of materials?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, I don't know about humility. But, you know, I, I think that some of the work, and this is one of

the things at the College of Art that I impressed on people that ev-, say the painters for instance, that

they should prepare their supports, their canvases or whatever they worked on well. If they're g-, e-, if

they want people to purchase their works then nothing is permanent in this world. Nothing ever will be.

There is an impermanence. But we owe it to ourselves I think and to those that purchase our works and

er or er w-, whoever they might be that they will last as long as, er as they may be able to and therefore

good preparation of supports and materials er not er a-, a-, slopping something on er and then painting

wet into wet er, you know, before the ground is dry or not … you can paint wet into wet but in a

different manner. But you know what I mean.

 

Er really er I think we owe it to ourselves to, the old masters and er, and even more modern masters, er

even the greatest of modern masters, they knew their materials in, the best of them. They, and they

were brought up really, in the beginning anyway in a more traditional means and then went their

various directions. But it's er, no, it …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well then to go to the, the other side of it these er people for instance who come to a one-week seminar

and get some idea of materials. They go away …

 

 

At time 00:34:47

Summary: Seminar participants, follow-ups, university exhibition, own philosophy of art, soul, expression,

contribution.

Keywords: art workshops, art exhibitions, soul

 

Transcript: John Rigby

They certainly do.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you

 

see their work, do …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And you'd be surprised how ignorant they are even though they've been to, sometimes to schools and

things. They, they, I find they don't know a-, th-, a lot they do not know about, you know?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er then when you see their work do you come back in a year's time and see their work?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er they want me to sometimes but er um, you know, er time is of the essence. I,

 

I'm not gonna have …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you don't have much follow up on what comes …
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Transcript: John Rigby

Sometimes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

because of …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But sometimes I mightn't see them again except they always seem to, they, they're always um, my door

is always open and they very often come and see me when they're down or something

 

like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And bring some work?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you had any particular um surprises?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh just recently um the opening of the, this exhibition at the um, at the university. O-, th-, er se-, er

their er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was that 25 Years of

 

Queensland Art?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. And er some of those, some of those people he-, er I'm very pleased to say have got work in it.

And they were down and er r-, er, er and we got talking. And er they said out of, even some of the wax-

resist things that I showed them which poss-, possibly one might think of er as school stuff, but um

they're getting er a lot out of tho-, that. You know, because they'd never done anything like it before.

But er my own philosophy, I think that, you know, I don't know … our conversation going on like this

today is a, a sort of communion, an, an echoing back er and forth of thoughts, feelings, um and I think

that when I'm talking to people it's, emotions come into it. And er but we, sometimes we clarify our

thoughts by expressing them. I feel that all art must sub-, suggest something. Mere ve-, verbal

description is not literature. It may er, i-, it is only words. A picture I believe should have er something

er to, er to do with the soul I think. Music must be more than jingling tunes and mincing sounds. Er but

um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well then what is the soul?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Well that's e-, um well it's within oneself. As I said earlier I think that er it's, the search is both inward

and outward. Er I think all the arts are really one and this one art is simply expression. Er the

expression of mind speaking through its highest instrument: man. And I think that's what um e-, man

and mankind and the evolution of mankind has been about. And er we were t-, when we talk about art

we're talking about ... aren't we? We're talking about 25,000 years o-, of er artistic expression from

cave paintings to the now. And er I think what we know about our world and what we know about

people's sensitivities and feelings and that has come from art. And that I feel is er, when I was saying

before, 'Why we, why do we paint?' And I think if we hadn't had the expression through artists of the

various, not only er the visual arts but music and er, and er dance and so on, is that er this is the

contribution to mankind that we make. And I think it'd be a sad world without art. We'd be mainly c-,

c-, commerce and whatever.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think um society um values art?

 

 

At time 00:38:22

Summary: Society, value of art, technological age, art as reflective, love of simple things, search for sincerity,

technology in art.

Keywords: art, technology, science

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er y-, yes, when they've got time to think about it. Um I um, we're living in a technological age aren't

we? A-, an age in which the validity of the old humanist prin-, principles are being challenged and the

efficiency of our tools have increased enormously. Er but i-, in its affirmations and denials, it's

confidence and its doubts eri-, which makes it so confused, I think it is still evident that art is ref-, is

reflecting the revolution of thought, ethics, and even the condition of our existence. Um and though

some of the things I talked about in that paper with the interlink between art, science, and technology.

Strangely enough er myself I have a, a predilection perhaps to love the plain, homely, common, simple

things of earth and perhaps hopefully of these to sing: to make the familiar beautiful and the

commonplace enchanting.

 

And I also search for a sinc-, I hope a sincerity and simplicity of means employed. I've never been er,

I've never embraced er s-, so to speak flashing lights and er laser and er um and electronics er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think they can be made into art? Do you think these things can be an ingredient of art?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, I'd like to talk about that if we've got time for a few minutes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er the um, if we could just er, just hold on a minute. I've got something here which um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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What are you taking this from?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

This is, it's just been published er in the er Royal Society of Queensland,   Proceedings of The Royal

Society of Queensland   and it's something they produce every so often I think. And er this, er 

Interlink One it

 was called. It was a er symposium er integrating art, science, and technology that was held in the

Brisbane City Hall on 8 October 1983 er sponsored by the Royal Society of Queensland er and

ANZAAS Queensland and the Queensland College of Art. Er well they came to me about this er to,

and asked me would I speak on er art. And um I can't read this whole paper but there's just a few little

things that I might take from it um that we … they asked me to cal-, er call it 'The Future in Art'.

 

 

At time 00:40:23

Summary: Recent publication, reads sections of his 1983 Interlink paper, 'Future in Art', topics covered, conclusion,

place of technology.

Keywords: Royal Queensland Art Society, Interlink, art, science, technology

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um and er so at the time I was er, it was by John Rigby, Artist and Art Educator, Officer in Charge of

Fine Arts Section Queensland College of Art and Trustee of the Queensland Art Gallery. Er and I, er

after calling it   The Future in Art   I, I did start off by saying that, 'I could begin by saying it is

probably well to refrain from giving title to an address before one begins to think about it. Better to

leave one's options open. There can be no specific predictions for the art of the future and it has been

said, "Art has no need of certainties". Life and art is a sequence. Art is, what it is today … ', these are

the things I felt at the time, 'because of what it was yesterday. Tomorrow will be the result of today and

nothing is so apt to occur as the unexpected.

 

Artists, visual artists, are people of images and may be willing or unwilling to speak about art. Verbal

com-, concepts are no less subtle than visual ones but they are less subtle when called upon to describe

the sensory appearance of things'. E-, now I can't read all that but there was something at the end here

where you asked me, you asked me something there and I think I put it down here. Er … in this er

seminar, which is fairly long paper in which I in-, er it's not the place to read it here, but I did cover

many things er as far as the interlink between art, science, and technology went. E-, even to do with

laser lights, computers, holograms, electronics and so on. Er I also um, talked about painting

expressing the age we live in. 'Er that the modern artist er probably would not put as his first criteria

the mirroring of nature. Subject takes on a secondary role. The figurative artist often subordinates

natural appearances and sometimes will even distort nature if by so doing he can convey greater feeling

through form invention'.

 

And so er this paper went on. But um, and I also spoke about rhythm, progression, regularity, logic of

sequence and arrangement, um all things that er have to do with the interlink between science and

technology. And we can go back, you know, to before or long before Leonardo er where science and

technology did have a part in art er to the present day. But er and also the er structure in paintings and

it occurs in chemical elements a-, as far as technology goes and science. Er the er, and forms that lie

deeper than surface forms. And electro-, tron microscopes today show the most beautiful spherical

structures in diatrons, silicon dioxide, water-borne micro plants, metals that as, are as beautiful in

arrangement as any non-figurative painting. But I think I finished up this paper by saying that er the er

science is continually opening up new worlds with new values which make for new fields of endeavour
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and artists who have mirrored their times with sensitivity and feeling for the environment and the

human condition.

 

And their vision has often proceeded their times. And many artists have s-, er this is the point that

many artists have seen a menace in too close a dialogue with the structure of scientific advance while

others have embraced it. Er and um art will no doubt help to determine the nature and purpose of man

in the future as it has in the past, walking hand-in-hand with technology and science. Both of which

will offer many and great possibilities for art, but I also b-, firmly believe there will be individual

artists adopting an attitude of refusal, um who will fulfil themselves both in the world and against the

world with the simplest and most traditional tools whilst others will express themselves in a language

more appropriate to the atom, er the computer, and to electronics. So um I don't know whether I

answered your question but er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I think so. Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The um er, I think there is a greater awareness today er with er, er the arts. Of course er we live in a

day don't we, of er, where just about the idiot bo-, the television set has taken over. It's certainly

brought er the lounge room into our homes. But it …

 

 

At time 00:45:52

Summary: Greater awareness of arts, television, moving image, lines of communication.

Keywords: arts, technology, moving images, communication, war, East Sydney Technical College

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

It's certainly, the image in a house is not, no longer the image on the wall. It's the image in the box.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Exactly. And it's a

 

moving image.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Not even the image on the printed page 

somewhere.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And wherever you've got a moving image and er that th-, the people migrate to it. Er but, but it's also,

technology though has ... er the lines of communication have become um er much smaller. We know,

you know, once upon a time … it's not so far er back is it when er, er e-, I know that er before I went to

... after the war um I didn't know what was happening in Europe in art. And er even at East Sydney

Tech we had very little in the way of a library. Um we had no films.

 

 

At time 00:47:01

Summary: End of session
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Session 6
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Painting in 1973, two exhibitions. Warren appointed principal of CoA, part-time work, offered senior

instructor position, 1974-1984.

Keywords: advertising, painting, exhibitions, galleries, Alan Warren, Central Technical College Art School,

College of Art, RMIT, Melbourne

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er tape three, side two. Barbara Blackman talking with John Rigby. And I think this a good um place to

talk about then your work. Er to re-, teaching and director at the art school in Queensland.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Well I think back there a little bit on the tapes we were talking about 1973 when I left um the

advertising world, and for one year in s-, 1973 I painted fulltime. I had two exhibitions in that year. I er

had a retrospective, 1948 to 1968, at the Young Australian Gallery er e-, um in Brisbane whi-, had just

started up then.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who was running that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I can't remember who was running that then er but I had the retrospective there. Er when I say

'retrospective' I went er, er, er ... the work that I'd, hadn't sold over the years and put this on. I thought it

was an appropriate time. Um and because later on in the year the Reid Gallery er had ... So Rona van

Erp was run, ran the Reid Ga-, started the Reid Gallery on Wickham Terrace. And Brian had just

closed and so er Rona asked me would I have the first exhibition there. Well I didn't have the first

exhibition but I had one just shortly after. Er that was also in '73 of new work. So I had those two

exhibitions in '73. Er, er Rona, er Rona, yes, she, er she left th-, they closed the gallery. It was a shame

because that was a nice gallery and er but she er b-, got a position at the Queensland Art Gallery and er

so she closed that.

 

But that was '73. Alan Warren um came up from Melbourne, who I met in Melbourne. He w-, he was

writing for   The Sun   or something in Melbourne and he came to one of my exhibitions at the Leveson

Gallery and I met him there. And er the next time I saw him was, then he um, Cyril Gibbs had taken

over from Martin Roberts way back there in those early days. That w-, and er he had been at the er,

what was called the Central Technical College Art School down at the Gardens er for all those years,

right up until er s-, I think Alan Warren came up in '72 or '73,'72 probably. And er he contacted me and

said er, 'Er the new College of Art is being er well half completed, three quarters completed, out at

Seven Hills,' and er what about joining er him out there?'

 

He'd come up from Melbourne and had been appointed as principal. Up until that time they didn't have

a principal as such. He was, I think it was called 'head, head instructor' or something. Er Cyril Gibbs

ab-, er was. Anyway um Alan Warren had taken over as principal of the College of Art. He'd been, had

er a lot of experience back in Melbourne at um RMIT and places like that and er, er h-, he felt I would

be valuable. I said, 'Well er … ' No, he contacted me first in '73 and asked me would I like to do some

part-time work. And that's e-, w-, apart from getting those exhibitions together I did go down one day a

week and took drawing down at the technical college er down near the Gardens. And then he said,

'Well what about joining us fulltime?' Er I thought very strongly about this. I'd just given a, I wondered

whether I was jumping out of one frying pan into another.
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But m-, he prevailed on me. And er I went for an interview and e-, er he said, 'We want to take you in

as a senior instructor'. Well this was er very er unusual because I was not teacher-trained or anything of

that nature and one had to be. But er when they started saying, 'Well will you go to the um, to Mount

Gravatt Teacher Training College for one day a week or something?' I said, 'Why?' And I couldn't quite

understand this. Anyway um for better or for worse I got out of it and er, and I was, I went in as a

senior instructor. Er well er I was going to stay a year or two and I stayed ten.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So y-, b-, you were there from 1974 until

 

1983?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. January '74 to January '84. Ten years. And er I became Officer in Charge. I was always senior

instructor in the fine art area even though most of my, a lot of my life I, I had er, I suppose, um the

advantage of knowing the outside world of e-, both the arts, both streams that were the dipo-, in the

diploma. The, the graphic arts, the visual communication are and the fine art area. But I went in as

Senior Instructor of Fine Art and later became Officer in Charge a year or two la- ... a couple of years

later I was Officer in Charge of Fine Art. And so those disciplines that I had under me were painting,

sculpture, er ceramics, gold and silversmithing, and printmaking. Um the um …

 

 

At time 00:04:55

Summary: Fine art, became officer in charge, disciplines compared to East Sydney Tech, no printmaking, CoA's

location.

Keywords: graphic design, fine art, College of Art, East Sydney Technical College, printmaking, art disciplines

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And how did the school, when you went to it, differ from um the arts school, the East Sydney Tech or

the Strathfield branch of that when you were there several years earlier?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er it was wider er in its disciplines and er, like when I was at each, East Sydney Tech I had

nothing to do with ceramics. We, well we only had to deal with painting, drawing, and um things of

that nature. Er gold and s-, sculpture of course. Lyndon Dadswell. I remember going to a couple of

sculpture classes in the evening, you know, just to see what it was all about. But er in the er, the

printmaking area er it's sad that in those days we didn't have printmaking. Er didn't have an area of

printmaking or, and er we just went in as, into the diploma in painting. Um to my knowledge I don't

think er one was able ... I'm pretty sure that one wasn't able to, one was able go to 'sculptural painting'

but they didn't have a printmaking um diploma area or gold and silversmithing. Er they could have

possibly had something, some ceramics but ... pottery, but er I didn't have anything to do with it.

 

Er so it was um, er it was different of course. And er moving into a new precinct … there was a desert

out there. The College of Art should never of course have been there. It was plonked in the middle of

suburbia, in the middle of Morningside. It had no real atmosphere at the time. We had to sort of make

an atmosphere and nowadays um all the trees of course and shrubs and that have grown up and

softened the whole area. But it still er will shift from there. I don't s-, I still don't think it's as admirable

as it could be and I think that after Expo I have reason to believe that perhaps the um, the College of
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Art er will shift down toward the cultural centre on the Southbank there. But nevertheless er i-, o-, on

the other hand everything was under one roof and then with what happened down in Melbourne and

Sydney and um at Alexander Mackie and places like that where er the different disciplines were spread

around under different roofs and all over the place. And um some people, I suppose i-, it's all relative,

came up and said er we had it made.

 

 

At time 00:07:30

Summary: Under one roof, pros and cons, problems with TAFE, fights between principal and ALA, Warren's

approach.

Keywords: College of Art, TAFE, Art Lecturers Association, Alan Warren, Kangaroo Point

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well we didn't have it made but er we er, er some of the areas were quite good. The sculpture area is

large and er very good. Ceramic area is good. Gold and silversmithing has good equipment. Painting

studios um could, had er s-, left something to be desired.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What did they leave to be desired?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well for a start they had parquetry floors, wooden parquetry floors. At first we used to worry like hell.

But all the cleaners come in after every er semester and they clean all that paint off that wooden

parquetry floors. And you go in and, and it's all nice and clean again. And it's covered in paint before

very long. But anyway that …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And this was a new, it went into premises newly built?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Newly built. And wasn't finished at the time. The ceramic area was still being built and gold and

silversmithing area. But the sculpture block was finished. Er and er there's a large photography section.

Er now we, of course, we've got Film and Television and er in, when I went there it was an associate

diploma. It became a diploma granted by the Board of Advanced Education, still coming under TAFE,

under Technical and Further Education er but it um, we were peculiar to TAFE and we had some

problems with TAFE at times. And I had my problems. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what kind of problems?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well it's very sensitive. My problems were er, one of them was that, let's face it ... er I think I should

say this, that the, the principal got off on the wrong foot with the ALA, the Art Lecturers Association,

and er it, until the day he left, and he left not long before me, or a couple of years … um 1979, yes, he

er departed. And er, and there was always a fight. E-, er there was um lack of real sympathy and

communication between the two groups, between the principal … My problems were that whilst um er

showing er m-, er that I er supported the principal in most of the things er but that I also had a

sympathetic understanding of the art lecturers and er of course my chief concern as far as I was

concerned were my students.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was the problem? I don't understand what the problem was with the art lecturers?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well it would take a, a, a w-, n-, much longer than we've got here to tell you all the problems that

started, probably started from misunderstandings and from er a disciplinary type of situation that Alan

… er well I d-, I think he had a few problems down in Melbourne too. Er but I don't think he was able

to communicate as well as he could have with um er people concerned. I think he was a very, he was

very knowledgeable in art and he was a good painter himself.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think the wrong people were asked to lecture?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not necessarily. I think that it was just that

 

they, er they felt …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Or the emphasis or …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er they just didn't see eye to eye with him on a lot of things. And er it took a long …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What, on the subject matter of the lectures or the proportion of them in the course?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Everything from work tables to, to er the conduct of their classes in some

 

respects.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So he had a bad staff relationship?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, yes. He wasn't the best administrator but I will give Alan Warren his due. He was, er he, he went

to the studios, he wanted to know what was going on in all the areas, and er, er it's a different kettle of

fish now where you have more of an administrator in the principal's position.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who's the adminis-, who's the principal now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Ron 

Douglason.

 And er he came up through TAFE. And we used to have, er I'm afraid not only was it the a-, a-, ALA

but we also had problems with TAFE administration at Kangaroo Point too.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well do you think this is a problem arising from someone who was initially a painter and art critic

going into a

 

situation of administrator just …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well that could be some of the problems. Er and er Alan prayed the, played the financial aspects of it

very close to his chest. He never confided a great deal in his senior staff. And er w-, half the time we

didn't know what was going on in those directions. He did confide in me quite a lot and er I did have

quite a lot to do with TAFE and the people over there. Er but er there were many problems, too many

for me to enumerate, and some of the years … er I enjoyed the studio floor situation. I always got on

well with students. Er they respected me and I respected them and um we er got on very well. And I

got on very well with my staff. But

 

 

At time 00:12:48

Summary: Relationships with students and staff, few staff members difficult, issues, not doing a teacher-training

course, experience, personalities.

Keywords: College of Art, students, staff, Alan Warren

 

Transcript: John Rigby

there was always that frac-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But the …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

or faction. There was a, we had a, a couple of the staff in my fine art area were hard to control. I won't

mention the names. But er they were um er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Hard to control in what way?

 

In their influence on the students?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

We-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

In their own

 

behaviour?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. In their behaviour and er with the handling of students. And er, and er their conduct in the

classroom. And, or outside the classroom.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you mean? Not er, not being um conscientious as teachers or as er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. Conscientious as teachers er but um

 

well er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Wanting to [indecipherable] students to their own …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Female, some female students had a bit of problems with the er, with one or two, er one particular er

instructor. Er there were also er e-, students er, a couple of, some of my instructors, er in the minority,

er who were very hard on students. Who even locked the studio doors if they were a bit late and they

came in tears to me. But I had to deal with students s-, over the years man-, over those ten years from,

everything from people ... a lass might be coming to me telling me she was pregnant. What should she

do to, to what, er to the classroom situation or to um the diploma generally.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well do you feel it was a disadvantage that you had, not having gone to a teachers' training course?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I do not.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you feel your experience made for

 

what was lacking?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I do not. I never felt it was a disadvantage at all. And er in fact I think that my experience in the

active, outside world er of art had er given me much more than somebody who'd just come up through

er, er had been a teacher all their, all their lives so to speak.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well do you feel that some of the problems arising with the teachers and lecturers were precisely this:

that they er were not old enough or not worldly experienced enough?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I think it was the different personalities to a great extent. Er they were um, it wasn't inexperience I

don't think so much as er, as er e-, th-, the, the d-, the divergent personalities of, of the people and quite

divergent to the principal in many cases. And it wasn't only to do … we had dressmaking er and other

disciplines like that. Er dress design and people like that. Er and we had some very belligerent er one or

two instructors. They tried to, to, to really get rid of our Warren and they tried in many ways and he

fought them every inch of the way and wouldn't give an inch. And these were some of the problems.

But
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er, er it resulted in a, in a very nasty business …

 

 

At time 00:15:46

Summary: 1978 great, 1979 nasty, provocative performance, two-pronged inquiry, principal left, resignations,

recovery, the artist.

Keywords: College of Art, students, police, TAFE, Alan Warren

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So there was a lot of um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

in 1979 which I don't li-, 1979 I don't want to think about. 1978 was a great year. I had great students,

um er the um e-, e-, the er, er standard was high.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Any of them you'd like to name? Any of those students you felt were great students? Whose mil-, work

might become m-, more

 

well-known?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well the f-, people like er wh-, who are teaching at the college now. Like Robert Kinder. Like Pat

Hoffie. Er there was er Denise Johnson. There was er um er some of them er went ... are now abroad.

Er some went to Sydney. Er I er, I can't think of the names just offhand while the tape's running but …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what happened in 1979 after that year?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh there was at-, it's ... there again it would be a tape in itself. It was a great explosion of a, a

performance art a, a performance put on by a Sydney person who came up to Brisbane er and had an

exhibition at the Modern Art Centre. And …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who was that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er, er, yeah, well I don't know whether I should mention names. But er, er I've, and er, well what was

he? Er anyway I'll, I'll come back to that in a minute. Anyway this performance was put on in, when

the um, when the principal had said it wasn't to be put on. It wasn't that he ... it was to be put on

because he didn't ... thought something was to be happening but we were having financial difficulties at

the time with paying people from outside to come in and, and give lectures and so on. Er but this

performance was put on and er it resulted in er people er, in him shedding his clothes and getting

students to do this and that. And er, and the whole performance n-, er one of the students went home

and told her parents and, oh and it hit the papers. And er, and then it became a two-pronged inquiry,

one by the police and one by TAFE. And I was caught in the middle of it and ha-, the principal went, er

he left. He wa-, he was due for um resigning anyway and he had had enough I think. And so er I think
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he could have stayed on a few months and sorted …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

er helped to sort the whole thing out. But he didn't. He left.

 

And um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well did you feel that you had condoned the performance going on?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I hadn't condoned the performance going on. And I, in fact I didn't know what the contents or

anything else was going to be.

 

What he did at the college was different to what he did in er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well er, er ...

 

well I think …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And it's er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Having said so much and, and, and as it was a public controversy it could be er referred to anywhere.

So what was the name of the artist?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er Dragan Ilic was the name. And he's er, er but er, er it was an unfortunate business, which it upset,

and it resulted in certain resignations from staff. Er if they hadn't resigned they might have been fired

anyway, er one or two. And the whole thing upset the college for the best part of the rest of the year

and it took a long time to get over that. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you feel was the motivation of the artist in, in stirring that up? Do you think it was

 

a conscious thing or … was

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I don't know. I think he was being a bit provocative and er these, I, I think that er they, some of the

staff too that were there might have known that it would er blow up but er there you are.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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Do you think um he was er from some people the um, um the spark that was fly-, thrown deliberately

into an inflammable situation?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er it was er, he was a um, it was diff-, er the whole thing was difficult. And I got embroiled in it

when I thought I was going to have nothing to do with it. But because of a, a set of extenuating

circumstances I was, I got involved in it too and I was hoo-, er called in to TAFE.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You got involved in the performance itself?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I didn't get involved in the performance. I wasn't there at the performance.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I see.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But um, but it became quite involved. But it's something that we, we could discuss but er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

There isn't er just some, er ... given that er people who might be looking into these tapes would go back

and refer to the press, is there anything that you would like to say at this distance from it and to add to

um e-, the story that people might get from looking at the press?

 

 

At time 00:20:10

Summary: 1979 incident, instructors charged, performance taped, inquiry, was charged, refuted it, disobeyed

instructions.

Keywords: College of Art, police, controversial art, policy inquiry, Alan Warren

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er it was the only time in my whole ten years at the college that there was er something of this

nature that had blown up. There w-, I had my small problems with er perhaps some sexual things or

something that happened er within the precincts or somebody being a bit out of their mind and

spluttering, getting e-, upset and splattering paint all over the college and it having to be cleaned up and

all that sort of thing. But where th-, n-, those things were minor compared with this because as I say it

was a two-prong enquiry and one of my instructors um, female instructors, was charged. Um the er, the

 

ha-, th-, the, there were other people charged.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Charged with what? With what? What were they charged with?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um er b-, er partaking in this performance which unfortunately too was videoed and so there was proof

there and so on. And er when um Ilic went back to Sydney the police down there got hold of the tapes

which he'd taken back to Sydney'cause he always liked to tape his performances, and er so um there

was this rather involved enquiry er as I say both from the Education Department and from the police.
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And er I who thought I had nothing to do with it got also charged. And er

 

very upsetting.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what were you charged with?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That er, that perhaps I knew the performance was going to go on and did nothing to stop it. Well that is

u-, quite untrue and I had to er get solicitors, er go to solicitors. I had to um er refute it and so on. And

er, and of course as I say the principal er who was in the middle of it too just left. And er, so I was to a

great extent left holding the baby. It was a most unfortunate ... the whole

 

business, but anyway er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you in retrospect think was the motive of um Drag-, k-, Dragan 

Ilic?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, no, the, the thing was that the, er they were told not to put the performance on and they went

ahead and did it. And I won't mention the names of the particular person who was responsible but there

were a couple of ins-, of my instructors who were responsible. They went ahead and did it er and they

did it unbeknownst to me without my permission 'cause the er e-, er e-, I, er because I'd said no. Er or

the principal has said no and I'd just, you know, er passed that on. That, no, er we weren't going to have

that performance. And er, and it was done to be provocative and to just stir up things a bit.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what do you think

 

was er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And stir up things a bit they did. I don't think they realised that they were going to stir things up the

way they did.

 

 

At time 00:23:17

Summary: Great effect on students, upsetting time, cut tendons in fingers, new principal, ALA disbanded, staff

members who left.

Keywords: College of Art, resignation, tendon injury, police inquiry, TAFE, Alan Warren, Art Lecturers

Association

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Beyond the students who were actively involved in the performance, what do you think was the effect

on other students?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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I-, i-, u-, er it was quite great because the instructors concerned went around and tried to get support

from all the students and get them to sign things, you know, er e-, to support them. Er it upset, oh it

was the most upsetting time that I've ever been involved in. I was bloody glad when it was all, it all

came to an end.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you feel um at any time like resigning yourself?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I did. And in fact er when the er principal resigned and left er I'm, almost felt like doing the same

thing and then I, I brought my senior instructors in who were under me and I said, 'I'm not going to'. I

said, 'I'm going to see this through'. I said, 'It's got to be seen through and it's gotta m-, … ' and er, and

er I stuck with it. But at the same time it was a very upsetting time for me because um er as van Gogh

cut off his ear, so I cut the tendons in my fingers and er I er, er I er had to ... at the very time of this I

had to go into the hospital and I had a tendon um … it cut the tendons and I was not ab-, er unable to

move that small finger and part of this second one here.

 

On m-, on my right hand.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How did it happen?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I cut it with a knife. And um it's something too that I'm not particularly keen on talking about, it was

partly accidental. Er and er anyway what had to be done there right in the middle of this rumpus at the

college is that they um put a silicon rod in from my wrist where my tendons had finished up right up

my arm here and er pa-, up past the wrist. And er they put a silicon rod in down to my fingers with, er

and tied it to there, and two months later I had to go into hospital again and they took a tendon from my

leg and put it in and tied up the fingers there. And so I was able to um … but what with that and the

other thing I um, I had a very, very bad time in that year. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But do you think things um reshape themselves better after that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh yes. Well er there w-, I think that I might have become principal er as I was sort of, next to Alan

Warren, acting principal or Officer in Charge of Fine Art. I'd really, I, I don't think I would have liked

to, I didn't want the position. But as all this had happened and all this upset I certainly didn't want it and

er I think TAFE anyway felt that by bringing a new principal in from within TAFE itself and who was

not an artist but more administrative, that that might be the better way to go about it

 

and h-, heal, heal all these things.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you were never in fact offered the job?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And from the moment Alan Warren, W-, Warren left, the ALA disbanded. The whole, everything

became very normal and er I got on well with everybody. I always did get on well with everybody,
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students and staff. It was just these unfortunate incidents. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did many students leave as a result of that upheaval?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, students didn't leave. Er but

 

it, it …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

A couple of staff members did.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And were the staff members who left people who had er broadly speaking supported Alan Warren?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well they weren't er w-, one particularly was active in the ALA. The other one was not. And um,

and, yes, er th-, one particularly supported Alan Warren. Well when I say 'supported him' he er was not

at loggerheads with him. And neither was the other one who really instigated the performance in a way.

But er, no, so it wasn't the ALA who i-, who really had that, anything to do with that performance. But

it was um just other parties. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well now um go on from there to then the latter part, the um latter five years of your, four years of

your work with the um arts school.

 

 

At time 00:27:24

Summary: College's purpose, tried to engender philosophy of art. Writings, talks, not enough discussion, newspaper

morgue, book.

Keywords: College of Art, art philosophy, newspaper morgue

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, well …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And the new management as you might say.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well er, yes, well as from the moment I arrived at the college in the beginning though er the er, I

always used to er as I say try ... I tried to um, I felt the co-, a college of art should have a philosophy, a

direction, as well as just er being exams and, and er things of this nature. And er I believed that one of

the chief advantages of a college of art er was that, is that it provides space, opportunity, and engenders

love a-, of and enthusiasm for art. And I believe that by participating in this ever-changing way of

seeing and feeling, that students, in fact ins-, instructors, all of us, that we are learning about ourselves
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as well as art and about our world. And um I think that was important that I, e-, whilst I was there I

really did try to engender a climate um of er not just art-learning but a philosophy.

 

Um because I believed, as I said before, that art is the outward form of an inward search. I, I believed

also that artistic expression er does not emerge from a void. I believe that any artistic expression

worthy of the name reflects the thoughts and feelings of its author and that er his or t-, her thoughts and

feelings are the results of um reactions to experiences. I felt that such is the fundamental nature of art,

um and any attempt by painters and other artists to express what they have not experienced results very

often in shoddy and insincere performances. Er I also believe that art appreciation implies knowing and

having information about artworks and using such knowledge as a basis for discrimination,

interpretation, and judgement.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You've got

 

these papers er, John.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

[indecipherable]

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

They're, they're in bits and pieces. Are you intending,

 

putting them back together?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I'm not intending anything. But er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what do you p-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Actually they were written for students um in the main er, or for er, you know, I used to write things

for, to give a talk at different times or to, or end of er e-, diploma, giving out diplomas and that. And I'd

give them a bit of an address and things like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What

 

do you think …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And they used to like t-, me to um address them and talk because they, there wasn't enough of that er

especially from the hierarchy, like the principal down and that. There wasn't enough liaison and er, and

er discussion.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you call the morgue? Your morgue?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Oh it's over at the gallery at the moment. Er i-, i-, I, it's an old newspaper term for ... well not an old

one, they still use it, n-, where they keep all photographs and clippings and that about people, you

know. So if somebody was to die or something they can go to the morgue. That's where it got its name

you see, er and er they can, they've got m-, er, say it was the government. You know, they've got all

photographs there of, with anybody that they've had er um anything over the years. If it's an artist, well,

like myself, well they've got er quite a lot of stuff there and photographs and things and they can go …

so this o-, this, I'm talking about is a large book where um I've endeavoured as much as possible to

keep er crits er, you know, interesting things, er and put them all into this, into this book.

 

And at the moment er they're, er they've got a bit of money that was given to them by Jack Manton I

think it was er to do this film. Er and they decided to do one on me, er do a video. And just before the

stuff was sent down to Sydney er they came out here and shot quite a lot of stuff before it went down.

That's as far as we've got. Er but I, they, they've taken this in there because they're er, er to formulate

the film, how they're going to do it, you know, and that sort of thing ... 'Cause it won't be just shots of

paintings or bits of paintings but oh might be wandering around here or, you know, er do

 

 

At time 00:31:15

Summary: Film about him, shooting, talk about a book, not eager yet, slide collection of work, his painting at NGA.

Keywords: film, art gallery, book, Brian Johnstone, National Gallery of Australia

 

Transcript: John Rigby

a video in other words.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now he-, now who's doing this film?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er the gallery. But they've got er an outside er photographic person I think.

 

You know, who …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Are they doing, er they're doing a series

 

er with er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't know whether they're going to do a series or not. But they were talking about this for some time

and then they suddenly got around to it. And they, they've started it. They shot quite a f-, quite a bit of

film.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This is video?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Yeah. And er that, there's also been some talk about … I've never been in any hurry for all this sort of

thing er I, er because I've always felt that er it w-, God willing, that my most productive years, er um

best years may be coming now that I've got a chance to work. Er and, but some people have been

talking about a book, producing a book. And er th-, e-, engravers are in on it and they've, and they've

… it wouldn't cost me anything er but I'm still not eager to get on with anything like that yet. I want to

get some work done. That's what I'm more

 

concerned with.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you kept um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Painting rather than books and bloody videos and things right?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How good a slide collection have you kept of your work?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not very. Er oh I've got er quite a lot of slides but they're very inferior. Er I don't know how Charles

got on but in earlier days er people wouldn't give, or they didn't give me the names of people who

bought my paintings. Er I …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Some galleries did, some did not.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Some did and some did not. Yeah. And so I've got to tra-, try, one of these days, try and track down

where half my

 

stuff is.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I think Brian Johnstone always kept very good records.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Er but er

 

the er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er, John, um are you represented by one only painting at National Gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. And I doubt

 

that that'd be hanging.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What, what is that painting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It's er, it's a painting of er Margaret and the kids when young grouped around a table er out here in the

courtyard somewhere. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

When was it done?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh in the sixties I think. M'mm. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who, who are the children in it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

They'd be er I think the three of them were in it.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Your own three children?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So it's a family …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

A family um intimac-, type spotty painting. Er I er, I used to, we haven't spoken about anything like

this and I don't know how much tape we've got left but the different techniques in painting …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

We should talk about the techniques. We can make another tape. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The er, we, are we taping?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh. I didn't know that. I was just rambling away here. Well er w-, should we finish with the college?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well um now we've got on to this painting in National Gallery let's

 

talk about that a little bit.
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At time 00:34:33

Summary: Changes in painting style, materials, won Adelaide Melrose Prize, 1963, spotty technique, sale of

painting at NGA.

Keywords: Australian Impressionism, Brian Johnstone Gallery, painting materials, Adelaide, Adelaide Melrose

Prize

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Er well in my earlier um days er, you know, I painted in a, I suppose what one might call an

Australian impressionist manner. You know, the, that's where my influence came from in a straight-out

manner. Er then I took to big broad spatulas for a while. Er I painted a series of works of cattle which I

think er were a, an interesting series that was shown with Brian Johnstone. Er and er they were painted

with big broad er paint-scrapers, er like you paint hou-, er scrape houses down with. And spatulas. Er

e-, then er e-, er after that period I um started painting er, I went back to a more decorative manner, a

spotty manner, and the first painting I did in that manner I sent down to Adelaide and it won the

Melrose Prize.

 

The judges of that were Sir Hans Heysen and er, and er the director of the gallery at the time. And …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What year was that, John?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um I'd have to refer to my er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Morgue?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

My … no, no. Er something I have here. Where is that er, here? The er, forgive me for a moment. I'll

try and look up ... I'll leave this open for dates because we might, you might want some dates. The, the

um … that's not it. Er first prize. That was in 1963 er in Adelaide. And er I started with er using a much

more spotty I suppose c-, spotty technique. And the, er a number of paintings were produced in that

manner. In fact I still revert to it sometimes. Er and perhaps that painting that Canberra has er would

come about out of that period. But I don't think it was anywhere near one of the better paintings that

was, and er I think John, I don't know quite how John 

Brackenrigg

 got hold of it. N-, I got a letter from him one day saying that he'd er, he'd sold it to the, er to, to

 

National Gallery.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And that was on a re-, resale was it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I'm not …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

It wasn't the first in …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't know about a resale. No, I don't think it was a resale.

 

But er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You got paid for it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You got paid for its sale to National Gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Got paid for it from 

Brackenrigg.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yeah. So that, but that means it was a painting he had …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

... first time around

 

doesn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. But er it's not ... as I recall it, it wasn't a, a work of any great, you know, significance.

 

 

At time 00:37:08

Summary: Paintings at state galleries, 'Girls' Room', 'Children Dancing', broad slab, paintings in WA and

Tasmanian galleries, regional galleries.

Keywords: Art Gallery of South Australia, Sir John Sulman Prize, Sydney, 'Girls' Room', 'Children Dancing', Art

Gallery of Western Australia, Hobart, Macquarie, Launceston

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now what about your representation in um other state galleries?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, well the b-, the er, e-, er, er that painting that I just mentioned from the Melrose Prize of, called

The Girl's Room   was purchased by the er, the um South Australian Gallery er after the prize. Er …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now what girl's room was it? Can you tell us a bit more about it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, it was just a decorative feeling of two little girls sitting in er, er, er on a chintz-covered, er or a, a

patchwork-coloured quilt. And er it was from some drawings I did, yes, of some little girls but er e-, e-,

I er just did some drawings and a few colour notes at a friend's place.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This … not from your daughter?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. And er, and worked e-, the painting up from that. Er Sydney um, er they too haven't a painting

which I, you know, feel that, is, is um, although it won the Sulman Prize … er and um, in er, er that

would have been in er 1962. And the adjudicator that judged for that er e-, was er Tas Drysdale, Sir

Russell Drysdale, er and they acquired that painting.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now what's that a painting,

 

what's the subject?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That was called er   Children Dancing.

 

Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where

 

was that …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And that was painted in, with those broad spatulas that I was mentioning before. M'mm.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And who were the children and where, and where …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh that was just a composition made up from drawings. And quite a largish painting but er, er painted

with spat-, but er, f-, just a feeling of broad slabs of colour. Er

 

but er, but again I er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So that was a work and it was a studio painting?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. Er th-, then …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And that was a period that er didn't go on for very long, that

 

spatula period?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I, I, I … um well I've ... always did like the work of de Staël. But er, not that I'm saying that the

paintings I did were 'de Staëlish', but er the er, but they were those sort of paintings using those sort of

instruments, you know, with big broad um er s-, s-, slabs. Um the um er Western Australian Gallery

acquired a painting once called   The Window.   They bought that from Brian Johnstone I think. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where was that, what was the subject of that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That was just the feeling of looking in a shop window with a, a girl looking in from the outside. Again

that was in that broad slab-like period which I'd been working with at that time. Er so the Western

Australian, the er ... Hobart has a painting which was shown once I think in er, with the, one of my

Macquarie shows, the first Macquarie Gallery show I had, and Launceston. Er Melbourne hasn't.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's, er what's the Launceston one?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The Launceston one was er a landscape.

 

A Queensland landscape.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where-, whereabouts in

 

particular?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er up around Nambour if I remember rightly.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That was, these are going back quite a long way.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So that er, that would be what, a fifties painting?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Er I would say so. Yes. Late fifties.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you got any particular recollection of painting it? The circumstances?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er no. I, it's just as I do now. I used to head off and er, you know, in my vehicle.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And that's an oil painting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. Er the er, there are paintings er scattered around er um in various er, er provincial or regional

galleries from Rockhampton to er, to um, um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what about Queensland? Were you …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Armidale, Albury, er I won a lot of art prizes in my early days. Er I won so many that er going through

that morgue book the other day when the Gallery came out to get it, it said, 'Rigby wins three p-, major

prizes in a year'. And, and people getting sick of me winning prizes er too er I think

 

 

At time 00:41:14

Summary: Winning numerous prizes, doesn't send as many paintings anymore, prizes he's won.

Keywords: art prizes, Archibald Prize, Sulman Prize, David Jones Art Prize, Albury Purchase Prize, HC Richards

Memorial Prize, Gold Coast

 

Transcript: John Rigby

at that time.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What year? What year was your hat trick year then?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I'm not sure of that year now

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That would have been er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

not having it with me,

 

but, but in the …
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

would have been in the fifties.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

in th-, in the um, the late fifties er and through the sixties er I won a lot of art prizes and er now the

only e- ... er I send something down, not every year but something to the Archibald … er there w-,

there was one hanging in the Archibald this year um which I have in the studio here. There was er two

in the Sulman. They hung er this year. And e-, they're the only things I send to now but in those days a-

, I used to er send a few paintings around and picked up quite, quite a number of prizes. Like there was

the er, the d-, I won the David Jones Prize here in Brisbane twice. Er, er the Albury Purchase Prize.

The H. C. Richards Prize which used to be before the Trustees' Prize. Um and er e-, and er lots of

others. The um, er the Gold Coast bought two paintings on d-, two different occasions in their prize.

 

So, you know, I did pick up in those days er quite a number of awards. But er um I don't worry about it

now f- ... I haven't done for some years of course.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I think we, perhaps we'll have to have another session if we can er find time. Because I want to talk to

you about um your um period with the trustees and I think we should talk a bit more about your period

at the art school and a bit more about your um, your different techniques or your different um forms of

painting. And something about the portraits.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M'mm. Well you haven't got anywhere … er I mean we haven't got …

 

 

At time 00:43:20

Summary: End of session
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Session 7
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Time at CoA, left in 1984, reads poem spoken at farewell.

Keywords: College of Art, farewell

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Tape four, side one. Barbara Blackman for Australian National Library Oral History Program talking

with painter John Rigby. Third session, Sunday the 2nd of June 1985. Go on a little bit talking about

um your experiences er and the changes that came about during your time um at the um College of Art

in Brisbane. That was from um '74 to '84.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, Barbara. Well um in some ways it was quite a w-, rewarding time for me. I, I r-, er ... As I said

before I think that er I enjoyed the studio floor situation and er working with the students, discussing

things with students. Er the meetings and the, all the other things that went, to er writing new courses,

things like that I sometimes, especially meetings, I felt a-, I was wasting a bit of time. I would have

liked to have been getting on with my own work. But I felt I was making a contribution and er I think

that er when I left the college in January '84 that er it was apparent that e-, er in all humility that people

thought er quite a lot of what I'd done. In fact I, they gave me three or four farewells …

 

Transcript: Event

Coughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and um er these are some of the sort of things, and I won't read all this, but this is something that I have

here that er somebody wrote at the m-, one of my farewells and er it was spoken. 'No more will college

walls resound, with ribald wit and quotes profound, and yarns and anecdotes galore, whenever Rigby

held the floor'.

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And so it went on.

 

If it …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Is it one of the students who'd written that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, it was one of the staff. 'And if at times he was prone to wax, prolific on his income tax, and how

those blighters up on high foro-, forever sought to bleed him dry. Assuredly it was no joke, when

dealing with those council folk, and the trials one must undergo, to get a permit for a studio'. This is the

trouble I had with the council building the … 'But his class forgave hi-, this slight digression, an-, a-, as

part and parcel of the session. For once his trials with them acquainting, he'd get around to teaching

painting. And on this love his words would light, as he endeavoured to excite, his students to the world

of art, and ever sought to play his part. At teaching these young raw inept, to be themselves far more

adept, at seeing what they never saw, and beauty ne'er beheld before'. I won't go on. That's enough.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

No,

 

go on.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It goes on. Will I go on?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

'And sometimes as an added plus, he'd tell them how he painted Russ ...' This is big Russ Hinze. Um

m-, 'How he painted Russ …' Where are we? 'And how difficult to concentrate, surrounded by the

heads of state. The dean of Brisbane, when he dies, may, may or may not move heaven-wise. But if en-

, if not immortalised a saint, will surely be by Rigby's paint. And many a-, another of renown, has been

by Rigby painted down, cementing thus their face and name, forever on the walls of fame. Quite often

after he had gone, a part of Rigby lingered on, and somewhere round the room they'd find, that he'd left

his pipe behind. Tobacco fragrance in the air, as if John Rigby meant to share, this incense which may

help provoke, the spirit of the words he spoke. And though he wined and dined with lords, and presided

on directors' boards, John Rigby's character was, was such, he never lost the common touch. Perhaps

that's now, perhaps, perhaps that's why, now that he's gone, we are, who are left to carry on, all feel a

little woebegone, for where will we find another like John?'

 

Transcript: Event

Laughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

So, oh we, it was um, it was rather sad leaving them. We had some er, some good times at the college.

And a few bad ones.

 

 

At time 00:04:20

Summary: His achievements, degrees, teaching style, areas of emphasis, awareness, Australian art in secondary

schools.

Keywords: College of Art, teaching, art, secondary schools

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you feel were your achievements at the

 

college?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er I feel um my achievements were hopefully that to, that as I might have said before, that I, I tried to

engender a love for art and also a love for one's fellows, and um to get, to create a climate. Er, you

know, I would like to s-, I, what I used to say to them, that words are fluid a-, and change their

meaning with the years and according to the mind and the mood of the hearer. And a word means all

you read into it and nothing more. And al-, although I felt that art was visual, I felt at times words were
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appropriate. And I used to say to them that I would hope the years at this place have given you a

chance to grow, to think, to reason, to weigh, sift, decide, and act. This is life. And the end of a college

education very often is to secure a degree which they have now, a degree over there, or a diploma and

... but I f-, I felt that it was only valuable, it was valuable only to a person who needs it.

 

I felt it was valuable to those who wanted to go on into teaching, go on to Kelvin Grove and on t-, into

teaching. And that was a-, a, a minority. A-, and, but for those others ... er well painters don't

necessarily put up on their art exhibition walls a diploma or degree saying, 'I've achieved this doing

three years at the College of Art'. Er m-, but um er there were other things. But um I d-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How important did you feel it was to give them a grounding in the techniques of art or to er acquaint

them with the mainstream and variant streams of art that were going on in other parts of the world?

What I'm say-, what I'm asking you, where did you put your emphasis?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well …

 

Transcript: Event

Coughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

my emphasis er was er s-, at one particular time that I was at the college, in the south and in other

places of the world, er drawing and actually doing things er seemed to lose importance. I always put for

instance a lot of emphasis on drawing. I felt it was important. Um I always s-, w-, er put er a lot of

emphasis on methods and materials, but I also felt that e-, the er academic part of the course was very

important. That er people's sensitivities and feelings and er, that er, the, the history of art, the

philosophy of art, and literature were also equally important for them. And people used to come, come

and say, 'Oh I didn't realise that in doing the diploma I'd have to do so much English, so much of this

and that'. Um so that w-, also was creating an awareness and I felt that was an important … awareness

of the world we live in and er out of those er an-, and experiences. Because out of that I felt came their

art.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How much was there an awareness of what one could broadly call 'an Australian image' um in their

work?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well …

 

Transcript: Event

Coughs

 

Transcript: John Rigby

it's surprising that ... um I suppose when people come to the college that they have, they don't have a, a

great knowledge. I felt it in secondary schools. Er some high schools, some secondary education, um

were better than others. And tha-, they had had some sort of er grounding in the history of Australian

art or in er, and er, er also had better resources and facilities er than others. Er but nevertheless I also

felt that um some of the art teaching in secondary schools left a lot to be desired. And some of the
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resources left a, it's getting better er but er it, it's still ... I felt and I spoke to people at times, educational

um authorities and so on that I would like to see the art content in secondary schools to be not so

fractured. Three-quarter-of-an-hour sessions where people picked up things and had to put them down

quickly again and er really didn't have a chance at all. The emphasis was more on sciences, more on er,

er on anything else er but art. It still, it is in the curriculum but I think it should play a bigger part.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well the two things that um perhaps among others we can say um were rising issues in that decade that

you were there were um awareness of um the Aboriginal culture and e-, the awareness of er women's

roles. Could we talk a little bit about er how you felt each of those affected the students?

 

 

At time 00:08:48

Summary: Students' expectations, teaching technique, students' outlooks, confused, his role, students generally

uninvolved in issues, involved in work.

Keywords: art courses, technique, students, College of Art, women

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well Aboriginal …

 

Transcript: Event

Phone rings

 

Transcript: John Rigby

culture [indecipherable] and women's roles. Well could I just er start by saying something of this

nature? That it is, it is my belief that, that many students come to a college expecting to be taught er f-,

a fixed technique or even many techniques which er they can then express themselves. Um I think this

is what they, they really want to come and they think that it's a p-, of a practical nature, er an art course,

and it is primarily perhaps. But technique is inseparable from the images it forms or the feelings it

arouses. Er technical skills grow in a developmental process of interactive theory and practise. And er

sometimes students er come hoping rapidly to acquire skill that can be turned into money. There is

nothing wrong with a professional goal but it should be realised that it requires time.

 

Now as far as a-, the students go I found that many of them were er e-, their outlook was er i-, some h-,

er romantic, some were highly indivi-, individualistic, er others were, wanted just to copy only what the

eye presents. Some of them er brought a sense of organisation for a, er, er, er few a consciousness of an

ideal order. But many of them in the colleges when they begin particularly are confused, they're

simultaneously seeking opposite goals, they want independence and dependence. Freedom from

interference and, and at the same time they demand more direction. And somehow I feel that I had to

be aware of all these contradictions and try and um exercise an interplay of spontaneity and reason er in

a-, er to attempt a meaningful support. And it er is inevitable that success and failure will be er i-,

intertwined here.

 

As I think I might have said, 65 per cent er of the, of ma-, the students that I had in the fine art area

were probably um female. Might have even been higher. And er th-, e-, the students generally, even the

er, whether they were male or female, er didn't necessarily get involved in um any um, what's the word

that we're looking for? Any sort of er community … well unlike university students er they w-, were

not terribly politically minded. Not terribly involved in issues, women's issues or Aboriginal issues or

anything of that nature. Er there might, there were individuals of course who were but not generally
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speaking. And er they never banded together as a sort of er, to, to, to march or to, er, you know, t-, to,

to protest. Er they seemed to be very involved in their work and um

 

k-, most of the time.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well can I put it … can I put it another way? Did you have any Aboriginal students at the college?

 

 

At time 00:12:08

Summary: Aboriginal students, financial assistance, creative process, money, CoA atmosphere, hard to find natural

direction for their work.

Keywords: College of Art, Aboriginal students, financial assistance, government, liberation, money

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, we did have s-, e-, Aboriginal students at the college o-, at, on occasions. And er they got a pretty

fair go because they got more assistance er than anybody else.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Financial or …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Financial assistance. And er also from the Islanders er we had at different times.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Where were they getting their financial assistance from?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er f-, from um, well it would have been governmental of course. Um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But from what er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er n-, I suppose Aboriginal Affairs Departments and things like that. Er some of them er, er … but

actually we didn't have that many, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you didn't feel that the um theme of er w-, women's liberation, or for that matter gay liberation,

um was er not dominant in, in

 

what the students were painting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

In the work? Not greatly. Er at times er there w-, there were individuals, you know, over those ten

years I was there who might have er got on to some sort of um issues or, or something in their work.

But generally speaking er that didn't er come. Th-, the, i-, it was somehow like this.  That um the er, the

creative process at the college perhaps was subject to every kind of external and internal pressure. And

er unfortunately very often the classroom is hardly er set up to accord with its needs. Er i-, the creative
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process I don't think can be imprisoned into so many weeks or hours. Er nor a, nor a, were their living

situations er so ordered very often because er monetarily, you know, students are always, unless they're

very fortunate, had um ... some of them had jobs outside. Some of them er had to er, er be very e-,

economical in their way of living. They, very often they'd come down from the country or wherever

and they'd um all get together and get a house or something of that nature. You know, try and live more

economically that way.

 

As far as rentals were concerned …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Would you say … were most of the students um er independent? Um earning or, or

 

paying their own way through college?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well some got TEAS allowances of course and some didn't. And er so er, er they really had to er, to

watch it. But somehow they

 

seemed to have enough money to get by.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But on … on the whole you'd say that the students were motivated um to um work um in the future in

the commercial or the fine art field rather than it being a finishing school where parents paid for the

young ladies to …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, it wasn't like that at all. No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Because it was at an earlier time

 

wasn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, it was. It used, in, in the, back in the days of the old academies and that, yes, it did. But, no, I

found that the colleges or the classroom c-, er I used to see it as an arena where vague longings,

tenacious hopes, determination, tentative trial, sometimes boredom, fascination, illusions, compulsions,

frustrations, search for ful-, fulfilment er pitted against, you know, again confusion, fatigue ... they

used to get er, because it was a pretty heavy course, er pressures, conflicting interests, creative anguish,

contrary standards, and many tensions in today's world. And I think one of the most difficult things for

a student to do, some artists too generally because in this day of art er there are so many directions, so

many ways, that one of the most difficult things was for um, is for an artist to find the direction for his

work to take. And b-, what I mean by that is the natural direction for their work to take. Not just

hopping on the latest thing or, you know, doing something that is contrary to their own sensitivity and

feelings.

 

And I think that's one of the difficult things. And by the end of three years, you know, they had to try

and put up a body of work that showed that they had found for themselves some sort of a direction

anyway.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um I don't know if I've asked you this before. Um who in that ten years would you say were

outstanding students and um people who were already emerging as um exhibiting painters?

 

 

At time 00:16:17

Summary: Outstanding students, feedback about students' careers. Being a Trustee of the Queensland Art Gallery,

asked in 1969, problems, reactions.

Keywords: College of Art, students, Trustee of the Queensland Art Gallery, Laurie Thomas

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I think I mentioned a few earlier on in, yesterday. Um but er there were others b-, like Robert

Kinder and others. But er there were others who ha-, are um, like one artist who became a very good

printmaker and d-, er, er e-, and now you'll ask me his name. But he just had an exhibition at the Town

Gallery in Brisbane and is now in New York. Er there are …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Just um …

 

Transcript: Event

Audio disturbance

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I can see them all going past you know, you know, year after year

 

er, er and ten years …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Like Mr 

Chips …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Like Mr 

Chips.

 And er, we had our good years and our bad years. There were people like Jackie Morrisey I remember

very well. Er she had great talent. I think she's teaching in Adelaide now er at er a high school. But this

is the problem. You see I used to try and get feedbacks from past students, from graduates, er because I

wondered what happened to them sometimes. And some of them er years later did drop in or write me

a line from Europe or from wherever, er America, and um they er ... I always wondered whether they

found a niche for themselves, whether they were still painting, whether they were still sculpting or

whatever. And I found that the great majority, a lot of them were not, found it difficult after they left

the college to continue painting.

 

And they finished up er in er all sorts of things. But the art training they had did stand them in good

stead because they got, even if it was fringe jobs, you know, w-, even if it was in the media or in film

and television or in er, er teaching or in whatever, er it was um, they s-, they still um got work. But a

lot of them didn't continue painting or sculpting or printmaking. They always say, 'I'm going to get

back to it', you know?
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes. Now let, let's go on then and talk about er your appointment and service as a trustee of the

Queensland Art Gallery. When did that begin, John?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well I think that must have been about 1969 because I've been a trustee now of the Queensland Art

Gallery for about 16 years and the er Governor in Council just me-, the other day appointed me for

another four. So that's a long stint. I'm not sure whether I believe er one should remain e-, er trustees

or, or on boards for that l-, length of time. But er n-, I er still feel I'm, I'm qu-, contributing something

so per-, or other people feel that so perhaps I should. Er when I was first asked to er, er would I

consider an appointment as a trustee, I h-, a-, at that particular time, about '69 I think it was, um there

was a lot of problems I think to do with the gallery and artists generally were not too happy with what

er was going on there. Er although er they were very happy when Laurie Thomas was there. But just at

the time I was appointed there seemed to be a few problems.

 

And um th funny part about it is that I considered whether I would say no or yes and er I, I finished up

saying yes. But instead of er, er getting a congratula-, I got congratulations from some people, there

were a few people who thought I'd joined the opposite camp, so to speak. And er, but i felt … I was

conscious of this feeling amongst um artists or art galleries, particularly in er commercial galleries, but

I felt that it, oh these people that I'm talking about were always criticising but they weren't doing

anything about it. I felt it was better to be inside trying to do something about it than standing outside

doing nothing. Er than, er than making no contribution where perhaps one could. So er, so I became a

trustee. And that was in the days a-, er, er Lauri-, Laur-, er Laurie Thomas who was, I thought of as a

good friend, er he had resigned. He'd gone south er to   The Australian   er in er Sydney.

 

 

At time 00:20:28

Summary: Thomas resigned, Wieneke director, Leon Trout chairman, Gregory Terrace, buying policy, no curatorial

staff, lack of definition.

Keywords: Trustee of Queensland Art Gallery, Laurie Thomas, James Wieneke, Herbert Leon Trout, Gregory

Terrace

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er, er the er director er when I joined the trustees was er James 

Wieneke.

 And er of course I d-, didn't quite know the, w-, the behind the scenes go, although I'd talk to Laurie in

the small hours of the morning about, sometimes, about his problems. And then of course we, er how,

how Missingham also had brought to our notice about trustees and, 'They'll kill you in the end', and all

that sort of thing. Um but, and, and Sir Leon Trout was er chairman then. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

He had been for a considerable time.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er I'm not sure how long he had been chairman before um e-, er before I joined them. Er and that of

course, the gallery then was up on er Gregory Terrace. You know, the old building up there near the

showgrounds, near the Exhibition Grounds, and er in that antiquated old building with rain coming

through the roof and security not being er too good. But um, now where do I go from there about the er
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…

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well there are several e-, things I suppose we can discuss in some order. The, the buying er policy …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

the e-, the er Public Relations Policy. And then the um m-, um towards the new art gallery.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right. The er, yes, well there was, that was about the beginning of talk about a new art gallery. And er,

or it'd probably been discussed before that. Er it w-, had been as a matter of fact. But er the buying

policy … well in those days er there was no curatorial staff to speak of. And that was one of the

problems I think. And it was more the job of the trustees er to direct the buying of pictures. It should

have been the job of the director. Well the directors tried but er I think the er, the chairman and a, and a

few other people on the er, on the board um also had a big say in what was purchased and what wasn't.

I thin in those days too there was not er sufficient er, well there wasn't a, a policy, or not a defined

policy on purchasing and buying and where the art gallery was heading. Well not sufficiently in my

book anyway.

 

Er those things er have been rectified now I believe. But it's only recently, even though er y-, um er that

we really have … there were policy but they, they didn't really define what was the, er, er our policy on

buying a m-, European art, American art. How did, it was whether we'd put all our eggs in one basket

and just concentrate on Australian art or the Pacific Basin or what. Er none of these things I don't think

had been thrashed out and er … just where we were going. Whether w-, as far as the craft side of it w-,

mo-, were we going to concentrate just on works on paper and prints or were we going to um er buy

other things? Were we going into ceramics or into glass or whatever.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what's the direction in policy now as you see it?

 

 

At time 00:23:54

Summary: Buying policies still being written, prior emphasis, prices, other Trustees instrumental, Trout's attitude,

their relationship, his personality.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, buying art, Trustee, curators, Robert Haines, British art, Henry Moore, prices,

Heidelberg School, contemporary art, Herbert Leon Trout

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well as I say i-, er some of those er policies are still being written. Er and er that might seem strange

but it's only of recent years that er, tha-, and er the last few years that we have um enough curatorial

staff er in the various disciplines to er, to, to really organise themselves into this sort of thing. So um

even the other day we were discussing where we were going with our, er it used to b-, we used to have,

we used to talk about British art um, er very seldom about American art but was, the emphasis in

Robert Haynes' days was er on er British art. And he did get i-, er United Kingdom, and he did get er

some quite good pictures of that. There was nothing really … I think there were ear-, earlier days when

I re-, I believe that er we could have got a major Henry Moore for instance. I only mention Henry
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Moore because it was in Australia and we could have got it for er about 10,000 pounds or something li-

, a major work, and er it was let slip.

 

Er there were other works which we could have acquired in those days when er, er perhaps we didn't

have, they didn't have that much money but still the prices er hadn't escalated to the extent they have

now which makes it very difficult to acquire certain works. On the other hand there were some pluses.

There was the likes I think of um Vida Lahey, er and er Daphne Mayo I think were on the, in th-, as

trustees. And as I understand they for instance were instrumental in er the Queensland Art Gallery

buying, this is way back, buying   The Cypriot   of Dobell's, one of his finest works I think for a

hundred pounds. You know, so there were, things like that did happen but not enough.

 

And er, but um with all due respect to Sir Leon Trout and, and, and er, and a few others on the board,

perhaps er, er Dr Behan was a little more liberal in his views, but the, certainly er Sir Leon, you know,

they, the Heidelberg School was the, the school that e-, e-, he loved as a collector himself. Although he

did buy other works like um b-, um Peter Russell and so on. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was er Trout um aggressively anti the um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Hey?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

contemporary painters?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er I don't think he liked them very much. I'm not so m-, er sure about being aggressive about it. But,

but he was a very strong character and er he er, he did rule er, you know, the, the, from his position as

chairman um very strongly in what he thought and tried to influence. And that was one of the things I

tried t-, to do and, but being, when you first come in er, you know, you sit there and listen er as to

what's going on. But er he did listen to me er, er and er, and th-, he didn't deal with a lot of other

people. He, he'd rather put the thumbs down very often. And er the, a couple of unfortunate, rather

nasty little incidents in those days.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

About what?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M-, oh, you know, i-, er between er that sort of situation where somebody would say something that

they felt and it would be poo-pooed, so to speak. And er, but er, but it got better.

 

It, it wasn't too good at time.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was the um, um budget like? Um …

 

 

At time 00:27:30
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Summary: Budget, Wieneke's appointment, Thomas' approach, rejected works, own attitude on purchasing art,

preferred purchasing less, QAG's role.

Keywords: budget, Queensland Art Gallery, money, James Wieneke, Laurie Thomas, purchasing art, Depression

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Pretty, pretty bad. Er the er, relatively speaking I suppose to what, like Queensland Art Gallery never

had er in earlier days much money at all. Er Melbourne had its Felton Bequest of course and, and the,

but there were, they, there was the Art Gallery Society. They could get very little help

 

to help us with.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This was the friends of the gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. And er, but generally speaking er the amount of money to, to play around with and, was, was very

little. Er well er 

Wieneke,

 er Jim, he um, er I thought, I think when he was appointed as um, and this was just before I became a

trustee, there was a great hue and cry that a commercial director s-,e-, especially coming after the likes

of Laurie Thomas, er that er it wasn't er a good appointment 'cause he'd, he already still had his private

gallery. Things like that, you know, made it a little difficult. But I think er 

Wieneke

 tried to do the best job he could. And er, and he did in many ways.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Were there ever any specific incidents where a painting that came up for sale was either rejected or um

ob-, obtained because it came from his gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think there were times when um because it was not thought fit for him to be both roles that um

things went by that um perhaps should have been submitted for purchase?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, well he relinquished his gallery anyway er shortly after. So it didn't er, er it didn't make any

difference. And I don't think that er came into it at all. Er the er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you think that it was more a matter of principle that um someone shouldn't wear two caps rather

than  [indecipherable].

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well that and er, and people didn't think he was the man f-, for the job at the time. Or some did and

some didn't. But then er, but then the, these sort of things happen o-, er and er I think that er Laurie had

been such a free spirit and he fought very hard for Australian painting and Australian painters to be

represented by really fine works in the gallery.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well in the early days did you see some pictures come up that were rejected that you think would have

been,

 

would have gone on to make …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh that would have happened. That would have certainly happened. Yes. Yes. And I e-, one got

outvoted and er,

 

and so I …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You can't think of any

 

particular ones?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, no, not particularly. But th-, my, er my feeling was that we should buy less. I saw money er, I

must admit it I, in my book I think there was money frittered away very often on works that weren't

really going to add stature to the gallery. That weren't so important and so on and, and er at times I

think o-, every gallery d-, has done that at some times with purchasing s-, er works that are not that

important but f-, they used to called it 'filling in gaps'.

 

And they're always ful-, you could fill in gaps just about forever.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Filling in gaps historically …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But I, my own feeling was that um maybe because, maybe 'cause I c-, even came up through the

Depression. You know, we're talking about my father way back there, you know, not having any

money, that I thought money was something special. When it was public money that it should be, I

wanted to, to purchase less but something that was much more important, um not only historically but

er w-, I felt the gallery had two roles. Er one was to show the best paintings and the best art, not just

paintings, that we possibly could get together. It had a secondary role I think, an educational role as

well, er being where we are situated geographically and so on. But er e-, the er, also I felt we should

get a good library together and other things.

 

But the er, er but sometimes I think money is wasted er on things that might eventually finish up in the

storeroom or something of that nature. But er I know it's very difficult but um things got better. We

shifted er te-, to the temporary premises in the MIM Building in Ann Street er because we had to get

out of the, the old place. It was er, it was terrible. And er we were two years there with two floors ... er

not two years, two floors in the MIM building and then of course plans were underway. Er the

competition n-, e-, r-, er Gibson, Robin Gibson had been given the Cultural Centre. Um …
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At time 00:31:48

Summary: Temporary premises, two floors, Cultural Centre wonderful, gallery features, cost, waiting, sculpture,

recent acquisition worthy addition, policy.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, Cultural Centre, Southbank, gallery, space, light, exposure, sculpture, painting

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And now what e-, what are your feelings about the Cultural Centre?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think it's wonderful. I think we have a, er one of the finest galleries in Australia. Er some people

might even say the finest. But I, I really feel it's, it's got er e-, e-, a lovely feeling about it. I think the

whole cultural complex … the Performing Art's just been opened. It again is first-class. Um the um,

when the museum is finished, which is three quarters finished now and the library, I think that South

Bank er e-, er Cultural Centre is really … well I've heard people from overseas say, and er from

interstate privately to me that they think it's, you know, a really great gallery and a great complex

altogether.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have you any reservations at all about the gallery in terms of its space or its …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um well I suppose there'll come a time when there's never enough space. People think there is but er I

think the spaces in the gallery and the spatial feeling in the gallery is fine. I think the light's great. I

think that er, er, where, like the New South Wales Art Gallery had to build on to another, er to an old

gallery, I don't think you ever get that same unity and oneness that there is in the Queensland Gallery. I

think that it's um er it, it er, I'm just trying to think what could be desired. Er more for er, for the cost.

We waited a long time for it but we always felt that we should have had it years ago. But I don't think

we would have got what we've got if it had, if we'd got it earlier because I think that we learnt by the

mistakes of other people. Even to loading bays, to things of that nature, the, the mechanics of the place

work well.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What about the um exposure and conditions for sculpture?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well we, the, tha-, sculpture is just something we're getting on to now because er ... well, the

purchase of things like a major Klippel, er the Paladino, and we're looking now to sculpture because

that was the, the er, the poor sister. The emphasis has been on acquiring paintings and prints, drawings

er and sculpture got a backseat. But now I think we are looking for that. And er e-, but it's not only the

sculpture we're buying but the whole Cultural Centre, you know, the, the um, e-, e-, is acquiring

sculpture to go into er these, th-, into the surrounds and into the spaces around the Cultural Centre

generally. And I think that's marvellous.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And the big purchase for this year's been the de Kooning?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um you happy about that? Do you feel it adds a dimension to the gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

There was quite some debate about that. Er the um, at, at one moment in time I was in two minds. Er

the money aspect doesn't worry me. I feel that that's relative. That er if we've got it er spend it, buy

something important, that we feel is important, er because er if you don't buy it then well it's going to

be more later anyway. The um, it wasn't er a hundred per cent, er everyone wasn't a hundred per cent

behind it but the majority were. And um it came out and it was here in the Queensland Art Gallery and

we were looking at it. It was d-, if we hadn't have purch-, it would have gone back to London and I felt,

'Well let's have it'. Er it's, I don't think it's um the greatest of paintings. Er, you know, I don't think it's

heroic, an heroic painting, so to speak. But I think that it's an important painting and er, but there again

it has to fit in with our policy. What is our policy? Er, you know, how much are we going to acquire

American art?

 

Was the abstract expressionist movement important enough for us to have a major, er a work by one of

the major artists in that movement and so on and so forth. But, yes, I think it was worth, a worthy

addition to the gallery.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um do you feel there've then been major works in the last 16 years um that were missed?

 

 

At time 00:36:43

Summary: Buying fewer works but more great works, buying experimental works, American one-man collections.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, Picasso, paintings, art collections

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I'm sure there, there w-, er that wer-, n-, there were probably. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er, er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The er, I'm just trying to think of anything else.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That is, and you personally broke your heart over when you saw the gallery like that in …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er are we still on tape?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes. M'mm.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, you know, er there again er I think I spoke about my feelings about buying fewer works but, but

try and get the b-, great works if we could. A lot of these are out, like for instance how I'd love to see
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ev-, e-, one a-, a great Matisse er there. A um, er a work, a really great s-, surreal painting. Er a really

er fine fauve painting. Er we, you know, people keep talking about er the, the fact that we've got the

Picasso, er the   La Belle,  er that we've got a, a few other paintings like that which were given to us,

not bought by us. Er now these paintings that I'm thinking of today, and some of the German

expressionists and some of the others, um they're historical now of course.

 

There's fi-, now I think that we, though I'd like to have, you know, paintings by someone of those skills

earlier on, I think that we also though have to take a punt sometimes. I think we have to set aside a

certain sum of money er for buying works that are experimental. Er they might not join the permanent

collection in, in the final analysis. You know, they might find that in five years' time that er they

weren't what we thought they were. But this is the point. The great collections of, er in a-, America er

generally came from private collections, from one man's purchasing. Very often when you've got

boards and that you very often finish up with mediocrity because nobody can agree. But a one-man

collection and er those great collections in America that were bought of the impressioni-, from the

impressionists onward through the um, the different er, er periods, were purchased very often and given

to the c-, the public collections. We've never had that.

 

 

At time 00:39:06

Summary: UQ Art Museum, Behan's collection, Trout collection, important, travelling exhibitions, public

awareness, better attended.

Keywords: University of Queensland Art Museum, Norman Behan, Australian art, Lady Trout, travelling

exhibitions, Chinese warriors, media, attendance

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well let's

 

talk about the c-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

We've never had that possibility here in Brisbane.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Let's talk a little bit about the, what's called the Art Museum at er the University of Queensland that

opened in '76.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er that was um partly the

Darnell

 collection and partly one man's

 

collection wasn't it? Dr Norm-, Norman Behan's collection.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, that's right. Dr Behan. Yes.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now how do you feel that stands as a collection?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well again a-, as you said that was er generally speaking one man's er collection, Norm Behan's, and er

there was, there's some important paintings in that collection. And er, but er not all of them, you know,

would be um first-rate Australian works of art. But some of them are, are very good ones. And he has

given er paintings to the gallery just as er the Trout … we've got, had paintings just the other day given

by Lady Trout to the collection er from the Trout collection. Er and of course they were purchased

early on, generally Australian works, and some of those we're very happy to get because er they are

quite important. Not necessarily the major works of artists but very important ones.

 

The er, er as far as the er, the university collection goes, well, yes, it, it really er rests on, on Behan's

collection. And er, er I suppose without it they wouldn't have a collection.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well let's talk about the policy and what you think the effect is of the um passing collections at both the

gallery and the university art museum. Because that's something that's greatly increased um in your

period isn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

What the collection is now in the, in the n-, not quite …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um what I'm meaning is the travelling or temporary exhibitions that are mounted and often travel from

state to state

 

and often don't.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, well, yes, I er, I think they're important and er we have, we now have, which he haven't had

before, the space and resources to acc-, er to accept major travelling exhibitions. Queensland's missed

out on many exhibitions er sadly er th-, because they weren't brought here. Er there's no excuse now for

them not coming here. We've had some fine exhibitions, like the Chinese er Warriors exhibition. We've

had er the er, er at the moment the er pop art exhibition, a very large exhibition. And many of the

exhibitions I feel, and I've ha-, have this from other sources who feel the same thing, a-, a-, look better

here than they do when they're shown in the south. The other thing about it is that the public awareness

… most of the travelling exhibitions we've had ah with good, good er media coverage. And we've had

better er attendances than in Sydney, Canberra, or we-, or Melbourne.

 

And so there is an awareness. There's …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You mean better attendances … better attendances per capita of population?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. Yes. Na-, better than er excluding the er, you know, not on a pro
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rata basis.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Just statistically?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Statistically. Yes. And so the public will come and um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Why do you think that is? Because of the new premises or because ... accessibility or …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think it's er all of those things. Er and that's one thing about it. It is accessible to, to, but people come

from the country. The schools come in busloads er the, the e-, er they er really cooperate and er, and

the kids love, love the gallery.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now the, the other um, um the Chinese Warriors exhibition would be at one extreme and at the other

extreme perhaps is the exhibitions that are mounted of the contemporary work of this year w-, which

the most um avant-garde …

 

 

At time 00:42:52

Summary: Local work, Art Brut, commentary, public confused, QAG fulfilling role, improvements, education

department, programs, literature.

Keywords: Guggenheim Museum, contemporary art, Queensland Art Gallery, public education

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

work

 

by local painters was mounted.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Right. There was the …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now d-, th-, do they get good attendances?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well they were the ones that I, that were, one was shown at the Guggenheim and er,

 

and so on…

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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No, no. I'm, I'm thinking of Australian painters. Um …

 

Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That w-, that was the one I was thinking of that w-, be, these young painters that were shown at the

Guggenheim in e-, in America and that went round Australia, or is going around Australia, and er, of

seven or eight, you know, r-, younger painters and er so on. I call i-, m-, e-, I think I might have said a

little earlier on that this was er … I don't know what the r-, actually terminology is. It's something like

de Brut, Brute, or brute art. Brit-, er brutish t-, to some extent. Er I er, I think again that's a vogue. And

er I think there's a lot of crudity in it. As far as the general public goes er, er they um are a little

confused about some of it. Er but, but art sometimes has to be abrasive. Er I don't think there's many

commentators e-, in, among artists t-, um not, not very many today who like um er tal-, what's the

word? Er sometimes we grope don't we? But um social comment I suppose. But there are some. And,

and some of these painters fall into that category.

 

But er I don't know that the, it takes sometimes for um ... sometimes 15, 20 years I think for er even

those wh-, who might be thought to be qualified to make a s-, er, er statement on, on the work. The

general public sometimes naturally are confused I think. But this is in music, it's in other, it's in

performance.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But you feel that um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Drama …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

the gallery is fulfilling its role of exposing this work um, um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

in the m-, in the most er contemporary sense to an audience?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, yes, because I think we h-, er w-, we're not shutting our eyes to anything that's new and hopefully

not closing our eyes to anything that's gone before. And I think that's our role. We've, even i-, it, it

doesn't matter what we, what an individual might think. I think we have to show the work.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now we've touched er, or we're touching a bit now on um the public relations of the gallery. Now how

has that um developed over the 16 years you've been with the trustees and, thinking particularly also of

the schools, of the education policy and the responsibilities of the gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Well naturally this has improved tremendously. And now in the new gallery with um an educational ar-

, er department with er a-, people who, whose job it is to um, to be intermediaries between public and,

and er, and public awareness and, and what's going on. I think all this is er, i-, is marvellous. And I

think that the um, the great thing is that now we have the-, these different people which has been hard

to find very often, especially in the curato-, cori-, curatorial staff, er in er the b-, er conservation area,

in education, er and there is er quite a liaison between … like we're putting on er all the time er, er

programs to bring the people into the gallery. And er but I think that possibly er sometimes speaking to

gallery people you'd get ah, ah more er firsthand information on what's on.

 

But er the literature we produce, er the things like   What's On   so that, er which is distributed.

 

 

At time 00:47:02

Summary: End of session
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Session 8
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Art's function in contemporary life, travelling, QAG should represent the state, art train, regional

galleries, improving, more desired.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, regional art galleries, Robert Campbell, 1951 Queensland Jubilee Art Train,

Rockhampton, Townsville, Gladstone

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Tape four, side two. Barbara Blackman talking with John Rigby. And we're talking about your period

of 16 years as trustee with the um State Gallery. Um perhaps you should talk a little bit about the

gallery's er responsibilities and how it's moving out to the provincial or regional galleries and to, taking

art to what is after all a very large state of Queensland.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, that's a good question, Barbara. Um I used to try and say to myself, 'In what way does art

function in contemporary life?' Er and I found I think the answer probably lies in a general way in its

significant worth in the active, outside world as well a-, as well as for its value to the individual. And er

in my travels throughout the state, perhaps doing seminars, judging art competitions of which I am

called upon to do so much of, er people as far away, whether it be the west or the far north and say, I

used to try and say w-, 'Er I don't want you to think ... as a trustee I don't want you to think of it as the

Brisbane Art Gallery but that it is the Queensland Art Gallery. And the monies being spent are not just

for Brisbanites but for Queenslanders as a wh-, as a whole.

 

I think the earliest days of trying to do something about this was done by er an earlier dir-, director,

before Robert Haynes, and that was um er … oh gee. The, we started, he started the Art Train. Um

became um director of the er South Australian Gallery.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That was Robert Campbell and that Art Train also had a library carriage in it.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That's

 

correct.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Didn't it? And that was in the late forties it when to far North

 

Queensland.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Would have been about then. And er anyway er he tried to do something like that, take art for the

country. Yeah. Er well h-, I don't know where we were. But a-, as I was saying er in these travels I've

done around the country doing um workshops and so on er I've said to people that we must try and er

bring art out to you. As, because some of these people find it most difficult to travel the great distances

to get to Brisbane. So the first thing of course was to try and do was t-, for them to have a gallery in

which to be able to take work to. And er so now er we have in Rockhampton a er, a regional gallery.

Also now in Townsville. Er Gladstone has just er, the council has helped them there. Er the problems

were n-, there was no air-conditioning and er, until they er managed to do something about this. So you
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couldn't send valuable works.

 

Er so that situation is improving. Er a lot more is desired but we are trying to er send exhibition on to

these centres. And er e-, er I think that it is improving.-

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now when you're judging this art competitions do you see um an influence on the work exhibited that

comes from the greater accessibility to see major works through this travelling policy?

 

 

At time 00:03:16

Summary: Effect on local painters, method of judging art competitions, diversity of approaches, bought naïve

artist's painting, gratifying.

Keywords: painters, regional Queensland, art competitions, naïve art, Flying Arts School

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Do I see differences in the work of the

 

regional artists?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. Do you think it's had an effect on the local painters?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, it is. Er it is. But again they have the same difficulty of finding their own directions and they c-, er

they can't help but be influenced either. But it still is doing … I beg your pardon?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I was just going to ask you something generally about this art competitions. What centres have you

been to and ha-, e-, what kind of art is coming up in

 

these centres at the moment?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well just about everywhere I've been asked to go and

 

I think that why I'm asked is that …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well name a few places then.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

hopefully I would like to feel that er, and I think this is why I am asked so much, because I say, 'Why

not ask other people?' Er maybe they'd ... shed the load a little. But um I think that I e-, er, although I

have my own way of working, that I have wider enough um experience to be able t- ... we have new

and different me-, er standards of judging work in this century because of the, er so many ways the, so

many attitudes, schools and styles. And so I try and look at ... when I'm adjudicating on work I try to

pick out the best work no matter what the direction is, what the style is, and um I'm finding that in the

er, er the areas as you say outside of Brisbane that there is a diversity of approaches. And er, but, you
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know, I'm always happy if I can even look, find er a nice little primitive or naïve painter. Er or a um,

somebody who has found their own approach that um, that is different from what is being done.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you find many naïve painters?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, no. There's, it's very difficult today er I'm afraid. But there's one or two. There's a young lad I

found up in er one of the er, the, the cities in the north er who they tell me ... I've never met him but er

they say both his mother and h-, and he paints. And er he, they say he's a big fellow but i-, is a little bit

um er not quite um, well has some me-, mental er retardation. And er he paints er extraordinarily well.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's his name?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

There a, I know, you keep asking me er the names, Barbara. Er I don't know. But I brought back ... just

for encouragement I, I bought one of his um er paintings and it was just sent down to me the other day

from er

 

from er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Can you describe it?

 

From where? Well where was it sent down from?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

We-, well … it was sent down from Gladstone. But he, I think he works in Bundaberg. Er h-, and his

mother paints these funny little pictures with chooks in it. But h-, but his er, his work is er, er e-, it's e-,

e-, sort of naïve, sort of childlike, but at the same time it has a sophistication. That sounds ridiculous

but er he has a, er a, a, a marvellous capacity of the arrangements of his shapes, colours, um and er, and

yet getting to … I don't know. Getting er his own feeling about d-, the world he lives in through,

through his art. Through his painting. Very hard to describe. But er, I, the, they're the, the gratifying

and in-, er things that come out of perhaps going and judging and going er to all these different centres

is that you, you find somebody you, you can encourage somebody. But there are painters that are quite

soph-, getting sophisticated and I think that er one has to give some credit to the er Flying Art School

for some of what's coming out of up there.

 

 

At time 00:07:13

Summary: Bundaberg art competition, prize money, some acquisitive, thoughts on art competitions.

Keywords: art competitions, Bundaberg, TAFE, money

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And er do you feel that um these art exhibitions, art competition shows are well attended and that they

increase the confidence and er awareness of the people in the area?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Well I, I used to think, 'What is the value of all these art competitions' and, and things of that nature.

And er I used to think, 'Well er I h-, … ' for instance er, er when I first went to Bundaberg they op-, op-

, they ask me up every year whether I'm judging or not. There er they had a, a small ... this is one

example. Er they had a small society and er nothing much was coming out of it. They asked me to go

up there and with the cooperation of the TAFE college and the principal of the TA-, TAFE college, Bill

Reedman up there, er i-, th-, they er, the, the TAFE college gave them a venue to show their work in

annually. Er it built, the apprentices built er easels for them. Er stands for poetry to be er displayed on.

Um did all sorts of things in helping the Arts Society.

 

Er I went to see the Sugar People and they gave s-, some thousands of dollars for prizes. Rotary er

different other organisations and businessmen in the community. And they had er a one of the finest er,

you know, local o-, art competitions that you could with for with er artists sending work from interstate

or from wherever. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's the prize money now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think they've got somewhere like $12,000 or something like that to, to work with.

 

Annu-, annually.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And it's, are those paintings acquisitive?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Some were. The city council ones were. And some weren't. Er but er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think it's encouraging local people to buy local paintings? Do you think that's on the increase?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think it does. I think it does because it gives the, the artist somewhere to show. I wasn't in favour of

all these art competitions and I thought there were too many of them and er, and that they were all, they

weren't doing that much. But when I see i-, er ... perhaps I'm talking about in the cities there. When I

see er that it does bring together a body of work er for not only the, the artist to be interested in but the

public I think it does er help.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now just take a place like Bundaberg where this has gone on, um what is the situation with commercial

galleries in the town? Have they sprung up?

 

 

At time 00:09:40

Summary: Commercial regional galleries, moving galleries, Bundaberg, development, fewer galleries than other

states, Rockhampton, Queensland, government funding.

Keywords: Townsville, Flying Arts School, Kelvin Grove, Bundaberg, TAFE, Rockhampton, government funding
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Transcript: John Rigby

No. Er only in a few instances. If you take somewhere like Townsville for instance er th-, we have um

someone who was a chemist there and, and he used to show er work in his chemist shop. He gave up er

the er, his work in er, pharmaceutical work and er has er now, is now running a gallery. Now er he's

doing a good job. He is um, and er a few others in different places are doing that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What's the name of his gallery? Do you remember? I'm always asking you names.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. Er that is um, oh gee. Er I'll have to come back to that one.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well er is there anybody th-, w-, we're talking about the Flying Doctor Art …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Flying

 

m-, the Flying …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er not the Flying Doctor. What do you call it? The Flying Art School?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Well it's not called that now. Or is it? Er it's, it's now ... Kelvin Grove is running that now.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes. But it was colloquially called the

 

Flying Doctor Art  School.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, it was. Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um is there anything um in the nature of a um, a moving art gallery. Is there anybody moving round

the Queensland country places um with um a vanload of, of paintings for sale and setting them up? I

mean a

 

dealer that er …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not at the moment, no. No, I don't think there's anything of that nature at the moment.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

M'mm. So these places we've spoken about, Bundaberg, that has an exhibiting er place, that would only

be used once or twice a year for an exhibition?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Is it also the venue for um a travelling exhibition

 

from the Art Gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No. No, TAFE, the TAFE college just cooperated with the community in, in helping out for these sort

of things. And did it very well. But er I er e-, I dunno. The um, I think that er we've still got a lot to do

there and because we haven't got ... compared with Victoria and New South Wales we haven't got a lot

of re-, regional galleries er e-, with, with, with fine collections in them. Rockhampton would have the

best and that was due I think to Mayor Pilbeam up there er getting er some money together to buy

works, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And I think Hazelwood er when he was there for a while um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Could be.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

when he had a, Dean Hazelwood when he had an …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

his interest in art. Um e-, do you see this as developing or do you think Queensland is a less

sophisticated and less affluent state in that way than Victoria?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I've never believed that. Er maybe I'm er, because I'm a Queenslander I feel differently abou-, I

think that er th-, they must have had more money er or, or, er or more er incentive down there to do

these things. Or people who, who worked for those things. I think the line, the er, er, er the difference

in miles and, and er … oh I dunno. I, I, I'm not sure. But um I don't think it's lack of interest. I think

that people are really trying to push for these things. There are people in the various communities who

er, who really want something done. And of course that comes back to um the government I think.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well w-, what, expand on that when you say, 'come back to the government'. What do you think the

government

 

could do or should do?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Well funding. Funding is the pr-, m-, to bui-, to build galleries, to, to er be able to, to have the

resources and facilities there has to be money behind it. And um, and there is not enough money in

those communities to be able to do it on their own. They have to have help.

 

 

At time 00:13:32

Summary: Money from private sector not likely, effect of Queensland climate, Gold Coast galleries, his exhibition,

project, collection.

Keywords: money, art galleries, Queensland, preservation, air-conditioning, Gold Coast, Broadbeach

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you think is the possibility of getting money from the private sector, from patronage and that

area, as you've mentioned in Bundaberg with the um sugar refinery people?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well not too much now because they're having their own difficulties er financially. And er they ha-,

they have er great problems. Er it would be terrible to feel that, that those people who a few years back

were in a, a, perhaps a position to help are no longer in that position.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um m-, what do you think are the difficulties in far North Queensland um in terms of climate and

paintings. It is much harder to preserve paintings up there isn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Particularly works on paper. Um, yes, well that's why you've got to have air-conditioned um galleries

to, to, to do it. Otherwise, yes, there is problems.

 

People won't send the works.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And that's, makes, well it makes also private ownership difficult too doesn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right. Yes. It does. Um cli-, climatic conditions er are a problem in the far north. You take a place like

New Guinea and what problems they would have.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um er let's think for a moment about er the Gold Coast, which is er a different part of um Queensland

than any other and er a very affluent um area. How have um galleries developed there, both the

commercial and the regional gallery in that area?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er not as well as you might think. Er I had an exhibition down in the er Gold Coast er gal-, a

Broadbeach gallery er about um er two years ago. Er it went very well. I was surprised. Er but er, but

there again er mo-, er there were a number of galleries springing up and they've gone down the drain.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

There were at one stage more, more private galleries there
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than in Brisbane.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yeah. But now there isn't. And er of course the, with the Gold Coast Art Prize they have now o-,

over the years accumulated a um, a, quite a collection of work.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That's acquisitive and it's a prize with good standing isn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

That's right. And artists send from all over Australia to it. The er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And one of the …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

the problem there has been, has been again getting a gallery built to house the work. And of course

there's been great argument going on down there in the last months about whether or w-, whether or not

this project would go ahead. And I think they've set aside so many million, 12 million or something, er

for that to be built.

 

But it still hasn't started.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have they, have they got it started?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

They ha-, they haven't got a site or a design?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh they've got a site. Yeah. And a design.

 

But I think there's been some contr-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Have they, who, who's …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

controversy about that too.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Oh y-, so it's um, it's not decided whose design it is?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Er I think it, it has been er approved but then the council changed. I'm not quite sure of the

ramifications of that. But it's still in um I think e-, the, the last I read about it it, they're going ahead

with the project.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Where is the site?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I'm not sure. But I think it's somewhere near er where probably the council chambers are now.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where is that collection housed at present?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think it's all over the place. I d-, I'm not sure where they've got it. I'm, I've often asked about that. I

know they've got two works of mine down there. But the er, er nobody's seen the collection hardly. But

it must be considerable by now. I've judged down there a couple of times. I was judging down there

with er Sir William Dargie on one occasion and someone else. But er um, but it, it's got into its

problems too. You know, just like any of the art competitions do over a period of,

 

 

At time 00:17:10

Summary: Judging art competitions, quality. Townsville's art college, need for more, art education in Toowoomba,

funding.

Keywords: Gold Coast, Queensland College of Art, TAFE, Townsville, art training, Centre of Adult Education

 

Transcript: John Rigby

long period of years.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What kind of problems?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I think of er the time when artists er ... when there were fewer competitions er artists er, well-

known painters were prepared to send their work to the er, to these things. But er I think that er no

longer happens. That they're not getting the quality of work that they did in earlier days.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um what is the standard of the um dissemination of art schools in the regional areas and cities of

Queensland?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Art colleges? Well um there again a problem. But we did um er begin ... some years ago, er we started

a branch of e-, e-, TAFE college, of the Queensland Art College, in Townsville. And er that's out at

Pimlico now and it has grown and they're now er … it, first it um, it didn't have a whole curriculum but

now it er, it mounts the diploma. Er it won't have a degree like the Queensland College of Art has now.

Er and some of our staff from er m-, from Seven Hills went up to Townsville and er started this up

there. So i-, for those peo-, young people who can't travel to Brisbane or come to an art college er in

Sydney or wherever er they can go to the um, the college in Townsville. It mightn't have all the
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resources and facilities that we have down in Brisbane but it's still a good start.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So um Townsville is the most thriving er you'd say art centre outside of um Brisbane?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The only one. E-, well, no, I wouldn't say 'art centre'. No, not necessarily that. But it has er th-, it has an

art, at least has an art college. But there, er but there again n-, er there sh-, there's got to be more I think

because, you know, um, you know, so many people are desirous of um, of m-, art er training. And er

they're not getting a lot offered to them.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What about in Toowoomba? What's the situation there?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well the situation up there is of course at DDIAE, Darling Downs er in s- ... well that's a er, is a um, a

CAE, College of Advanced Education. They got into their problems just as all colleges of advanced

education and universities did er with funding. Er TAFE colleges did not to the same extent have the

funding problems as I u-, I understand it er that er, that the CAEs did. But they have their diploma, er

three-year diploma, in er, just outside Toowoomba. So, yes, I should have, er I should have said 'other

than … ' I missed out on Toowoomba there because they do have the er, the college there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er now to revert to, directly to the trustees. Um who are on the Procurement er Committee now? And

what do you think are the requirements in, in people to fulfil those public functions and how do you

think

 

 

At time 00:20:30

Summary: Lists Trustees of the QAG, 12 members, 2 artists, other representatives, good curatorial staff, gallery

working better.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, Lawrence Daws, curatorial staff

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

the present people …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well, yes, I think that's a good question, Barbara, because er I think we've got a very good working

Procurement Committee on the board at the moment. Er we've got Professor er Ken Goodwin er from

the university, er a literary man but he's chairman. Er there's um Pam Bell, who was associated with the

er, the National Gallery in Canberra er for some years. Er Lawrence Daws and myself. Er it used to be

a bigger er Procurement Committee but it was too unwieldy I think. I think it's far better to have a

smaller one. We've got Joanne Slater er also who's not actually on the Procurement Committee but she

comes along to um, to the meetings. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what's her role? She's …
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Transcript: John Rigby

Er she's connected with um the university also. But er she has a, a great background in the craft area.

Um the er, over the years we've had, you know, er we mentioned S-, Sir Leon Trout and Dr Behan and

people like that. Well after Sir Leon Trout er Justice Connolly was chairman. Er then we had Lady

Trout as a trustee for a couple of years. Dean George, Dean Ian George, w-, er went down to Canberra

but was er a very um, er a very good man to have on the er, on the board. Er it's generally been made

up of er e-, e-, members of the judiciary. Accountants, er re-, doctors, and er, and so on. Er the, we

have to however, and, and, and there should be er two o-, on trus-, the 12 trustees ... there's 12 trustees

still er and two of those have to be practising artists. And er of course Lawrence Daws and myself are

those two people.

 

Um the er, but er we have um er very good er people in the accountancy area now. And er we have in

the um, er Sir Robert Mathers is in er the, in industry. Er there's er, er Bill 

Orphan,

 a doctor, Allen Callaghan now from, is the government er representative on the board. Er the, amongst

the er, er the curatorial sta-, well assistant director ... 

Raoul Mellish

 of course director, 

Launitz-Schurer,

 er assistant director. Er but er the um curatorial staff is I think quite a good one now and working very

well. And er that's um Bettina MacAulay is the Senior Curator of Australian Art. And er Jenny Harper,

Curator of European Art. And er Michel 

Sourg-, Sourgnes

 or … Curator of Australian Art Post 1950 um and er, and others. But er, and er I think this is er where

the gallery is working much better now with having those curatorial staff to present work to the

Procurement Committee.

 

And er then, you know, there were days when er w-, e-, the private galleries and w-, I mentioned p-,

before one of the people, some of, the sort of people ... and I don't mind mentioning this, they're the

sort of people who er resent or, or got at me for becoming a trustee were people like er um h-, Hughes,

you know, um …

 

 

At time 00:24:00

Summary: Hughes' reaction when he became a Trustee, current French curator of Australian art, Trustees hard-

working, Leon Trout.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, Ray Hughes, curators, Laurie Thomas, Herbert Leon Trout

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Ray Hughes?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Ray Hughes and er …oh God Ray gave me a terrible bloody time. We used to have fights at, all the

time. We'd go to a party and, and I'd finish up getting berated and er, er and all sorts of things for being

a trustee. I dunno. They thought I'd joined the establishment I suppose. But um that's all by the way.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um er Michel 

Sourgnes
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  who's er the present Curator of Australian Art Post 1950, he came er from Europe, from um a

particular specialising area in medieval studies and from work in Thailand, um how was it he was seen

um appropriate for that particular specialising area when he seems to have come from quite outside?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Yes, one could wonder that er because, and er let me make it quite clear that although at times I

did sit, sit in on appointments er to gallery staff I didn't on this particular occasion. Er and er I was only

introduced to the gentleman when he er, er would come to the meetings. Er it does seem perhaps er

people might wonder why a Frenchman is a curator of Australian painting and what background and

knowledgeability he would have in, er in that. Er I wondered and er, er to begin with. But um as time

has gone on he's, has a greater knowledge than I gave him credit for er and a wider knowledge I think

of art generally than I er knew. So er I don't know. I um, I wonder where his sympathies lie er

sometimes as far as Australian art goes. But er um I have nothing, no criticism at the moment.

[indecipherable]

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er, er do you feel that in your period there've been any particular trustees that the gallery should be

particularly grateful to? The men that have er e-, stood out in um visionary shaping or …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

M'mm. Er I mentioned Laurie Thomas. Er I mentioned er

 

Robert Haynes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I was thinking o-, I'm thinking of

 

the trustees.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

You're thinking of trustees. I suppose er um … visionary, that's a … I don't know. Ha-, I think the o-,

the people who work long and hard er in that area. But I don't see many visionaries amongst them. You

know, I've got to be honest. Even with the likes of Behan who worked hard and er, and er, and many

others er even on the governmental side. But um visionaries I don't know. E-, I, I do think that e-, er

Leon Trout was, er was one of the people who was really instrumental in getting us, er getting the

government to think about a new gallery. Not in the, but that was nothing to do with the work. That

was purely, you know, to get an architectural edifice or something.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think these things are often int-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Are we recording?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yeah. In separate compartments that the, that, that people who are good at um, um a-, getting

government money and getting buildings are not also the people who um, um are good at choosing and

um gathering together the sort of work that fills the galleries? Do you think they require two different

kinds of
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At time 00:27:50

Summary: Fulfilling various roles, budget issues, Bjelke-Petersen government's attitude towards art, corporate

funding.

Keywords: Queensland Art Gallery, Bjelke-Petersen, funding, culture, Art Gallery Foundation, mining, Robert

Mathers, George Fisher

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

skill and outlook?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think they do. Yes, I do. Er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you think there is a problem i-, a conflict area when these people have to work together?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er in some ways. If they po-, er, you know, I think everybody to his field. I feel that er, that people are

important er in such things as art galleries or museums or whatever. The er, but I think that er some of

those people, if it was left to them, e-, er they're good at they're j-, er job but they'd finish up with a

mausoleum rather than a mu-, you know, a, than anything else. Er and er, so I think, yes, that er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what's the budget now for um say the forthcoming year? The purchasing budget?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well this varies and I can't put a hard figure on it. Er we might be talking in the vicinity of 300,000,

400,000 or something of that nature.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How much would you like to see it be?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well with the, er the value of works and the escalation of values of important works today that's

peanuts er to um, we er ... to really have a purchasing power we're, we're talking in millions.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what do you think is the attitude of them um Bjelke-Petersen um, um government to art and to

providing money for acquiring works of art as against the edifices of art?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think er th-, well I think they've seen an importance in the Cultural Centre and in being able to take

credit for that. I think it's even meant votes. Er it's er, it, they've been seen to have an interest in cultural

as well as other affairs. Er but as far as er a-, aquir-, e-, money for the acquisition of works is that, I

think they've, they've probably, some people might say they've done their best. Er and that might be a

conservative figure that I just gave you a minute ago. We might be getting more. But without e-, w-, er

if we hadn't have started er the um, er e-, foundation, Art Gallery Foundation, er with some knights er

like um behind it and who've gone to corporations and did get money. And that started off very well.
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We got about three million and er to start with and er, but it's er, it's tapered off now. But I was only

just saying the other day at a meeting that we have to keep this up. We have to get er, we have to keep

er pressing er corporate bodies that we have to be assisted other than government funding for the

acquisition of works. And hopefully er, er we will.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And so is some pressure being brought to bear on um say captains of industry to er perpetuate their

name in um gifts to the gallery?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er we would ho-, we would hope so. Like we, we got money from mining people, from other

corporate bodies, and er, but having the likes of Sir Robert Mathers and people like that in on it. But er

Sir George Fisher and er, and people like that er did do it initially. But they're getting on in years and

we need er a fresh impetus there.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er let's turn now to talk about you and your painting and er particularly your portrait-painting. I don't

think we've mentioned anything since your portrait of Margaret that won the prize in the mid-fifties. So

um let's talk about that. Er the people whom you've painted.

 

 

At time 00:31:41

Summary: Painting portraits, doesn't perceive himself as a portrait painter, views on contemporary portraiture,

Archibald, standards.

Keywords: contemporary portraiture, painting, Contemporary Art Society, Archibald Prize

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, Barbara, I, I've never really considered myself as a, just a p-, a portrait painter as such. I've

painted portraits. Er I think to paint portraits er exceedingly well that one should do them not too often.

Er I would hate to be a um, er what's the word? A society portrait painter or a just a portrait painter. I

think there are problems there. But er, but nevertheless I am …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What kind of problems?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well the commissioned portrait. Er on-, although I have painted a number of commissioned portraits er

I prefer, and I don't think I'd be alone in this amongst artists, that er I prefer to paint people that I just

feel that I want to paint. And um, but er some years ago I think I was asked by the Contemporary Art

Society to give a, a lecture on the problems of contemporary portraiture. And er I think I said

something to the effect that the human head, er the human figure always tells a story. And when the

story was one the world wanted to hear, art was full of stories. But in this century the human figure um

I think to some extent w-, e-, has been abandoned and to my mind er with it the standard of

contemporary portraiture.

 

Er especially, it's getting, er it has had a little bit of a revival in recent years. But I can remember

reading, you know … I suppose the Archibald is the thing that has kept it to some extent alive, er

portraiture in this country. Er but er in those days er, I'm looking back now to about er 15, 20 years

ago, the, the standard wasn't high. And very often the annual portrait competitions invariably when
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covered by the critics were labelled 'those tired portraits', 'the decline of portraiture', and the shows

generally only succeeded in depressing anyone interested in portrait painting. So one asked oneself,

'Had portraits had it then?' Painters who could generally be called portrait-painters I think were er

sustained by a workman-like and dignified tradition. But the waning of that tradition left the painter

face-to-face with the sitter, dependent on his personal response to the features before him, and on his

power to peer deeply into the character.

 

And I think very rarely is a, an artist's responses to faces er, er or his understanding of them sufficiently

powerful and sustained as to enable him to make it his whole profession. And he who paints little or

nothing except portraits I think deadens er to some extent by exploiting this response. I the p-, um

however, you know, when I w-, now w-, when I look back in my mind over painters and paintings,

many of my favourite paintings have as subject the human image. And, you know, you might think

yourself, 'What paintings, you know, that I, do I real-, have really got to me?' Um I, I don't mind

belonging to the human race even with my face when I think of portraits and human image paintings of

Rembrandt, the Italians, Goya, van Gogh, Lautrec, Modigliani, Cézanne, the German expressionists,

Picasso er all had, you know, er re-, e-, human image.

 

 

At time 00:34:50

Summary: Paintings featuring human image, art today, painting portraits, prefers painting beautiful women,

painting Russ Hinze, challenge, sittings, upcoming exhibition.

Keywords: painting, human image, art, portrait painting, personality, commercial portraiture, Russell James "Russ"

Hinze, Pomona, exhibition

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um but today is the painter yawning at the sight of the human figure? Excursions into dreams, into

abstract compositions, into fantasy worlds are free and wonderful fields full of profound attractions. Er

and, and sometimes when one paints freely perhaps without a model the results are often richer and

livelier than in copying from nature. But um, but nevertheless I think er paintings that have that human

image, paintings that are profound, sometimes disturbing, understanding of character, wedded to highly

original compositions of colour, a mixture of fact and symbol. But you asked me about y-, n-, portraits

themselves I, and how I feel about painting a portrait. I think that ideally the relationship between sitter

and artist is a reciprocal one. The sitter inspires the artist, the artist creates the sitter. And the painter

keeps working plane against plane, surface against surface, but what he is really trying to get at is the

mystery of a personality.

 

The head is only a starting point. It's hard to do anything with er e-, er a person who doesn't move you.

And one has plenty of problems, especially in the commissioned portrait. The vanity of the sitter, the

carefully nurtured misconception of the appearance and personality, especially in leading and well-

known figures. And very often the painter will settle for concessions to personal vanity. I think only the

sitter of wit and humility will good-naturedly accept the unmasking which the best portraitist can lay

bare. Few people like public exposure. Er just recently er in the last year or two I painted Bbig Russ

Hinze, you know, a well-known er politician up here. Next to Joe I suppose. And er um er I wasn't

commissioned to do this portrait but I'd been painting, and I prefer to paint very often, beautiful

women. I love painting er, er young girls, beautiful women. Er but that doesn't mean that I don't like

painting a man.

 

I, at the time though h-, I had been painting a few of my colleagues, er beautiful er lasses m-, some

more matured women, um but who interested me. Er and I thought, 'What would be the opposite?' I'd
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been painting these sort of people um just for m-, well in, in genre sort of compositions, not so much

portraits. And I thought, 'Well big Russ would be the opposite'.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But you, when you say th-, paint them in genre, you painted from them sitting?

 

During a sitting?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I do. I do. I do. I do. I always work from life. Er and er from drawings and so on. Right?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you approached

 

the d-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Big Russ. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

who, who many would call public villain number one. Yes.

 

Or number two.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I thought, 'He's an opposite'.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er, and a challenge. And if I am painting a portrait I look on, that's what I look on it. I, it is a

challenge. Um draughtsmanship is important, er and I don't mean just photographic drawing. I mean

drawing to express er something. So er I asked big Russ would he pose for me and he had a, was

having an operation on his knee at the time. So he was laid up down at his property and I went down

there on

 

a number of occasions.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And where was that?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

At Pomona on the way to the Gold Coast. And he has his stud there and a big house and so on. And his

secretary said, 'John, when you go down don't get out of the er, the car er straight away. Give a honk'. I

said, 'Why?' They said, 'Because there's a … ' He said, 'Because there's a big black German sh-, dog

there that'll eat you alive'. And, and he, he was right. Oh my God. It had teeth, you know. And, and er,

i-, it had to be, she w-, er Mrs Hinze [indecipherable] she was the only one I think could handle it. Oh

and er it had to be tied up. But I trundled down there with all my paints and painted Russ on er some
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porch there. Er and um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

One sitting or several sittings?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I had about five or six sittings. And always being interrupted. Even though he was supposed to be

away from work the phone was always ringing. There were people dropping in. I think Joh dropped in

once in his helicopter. Ministers were on the phone or something was happening. And I, I'd painted it

under extreme difficulties and it hasn't been publicly shown yet. But in my September exhibition

coming up er I think I'll put it in.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

This is your show at the Town Gallery

 

isn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I-, coming up in September and I, I didn't show it in Sydney recently in March because I thought it

wasn't, it didn't fit with the, the other work.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How did you find him as a person?

 

 

At time 00:39:58

Summary: Hinze cooperative, big canvas, painting him, ownership, own racks, painting public figures, painting

Fisher and doctors.

Keywords: Russell Hinze, portrait painting, portrait ownership, public figures, George Fisher, Sullivan

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Actually he was quite cooperative. Er and he would have er been, given me more time if he could have.

But er as I say he was being interrupted and er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

But there are e-, e-, were there any incidents that er would define the man? Any, anything?

 

Anecdotes?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er firstly I, I made it a big canvas 'cause it had to be big. Er i-, it's a big bulk. And I made it fill the

canvas er and er … but er I will say him about him, which I w-, would say that doesn't happen in public

figures very often, that he, I don't think he would have minded very much what I did with it or how I

approached it. He would have left that to me. But I painted a fairly sincere portrait of him. But I, I did

try to get the ... he's slumped in a chair and one shoulder's up and the other's down and he's sort of er

um er the great bulk of him was the, what I wanted to give. But er, but i-, there is, there was a lot of

character in his face too which I tried to bring out.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So you own this painting? He

 

hasn't er bought it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, I have the painting.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Is he interested in owning or

 

in knowing where it goes?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, I th-, I think he is. And I think he will er probably acquire it and it, that's where it should go I

think. I, this is one of the things about por-, I have a few portraits' homes in my racks of, but er

portraits are of interest to either, they're either gallery pictures or else er, you know, public gallery

pictures or else they go, should be with the peo-, people or family of which they are. They're not

necessarily great selling, you know, sort of things.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what else is in your racks in terms of public figures?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well, no, er they w-, th-, the, the paintings that I did paint of public figures and some, most of those

were to do with industry or to do with the universities, um the-, they're all in those collections.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well who for instance? Anyone else that um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh chancellors and people of that nature, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Any, an-, any …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And the likes of Sir George Fisher who was um er MIM. Mer-, you know, the er Mount Isa Mines and

people of that … they're in boardrooms and

 

things like that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what was Fisher like as a person?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I painted two of him. One, one for the boardroom, an industrial sort of, er like in the, in a suit.

And the other was in his robes for the um university in Townsville, as Chancellor up there.
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Or Vice-Chancellor.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And how did you find him personally?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I found him mostly cooperative. And er, you know, qu-, wa-, quite happy to be painted. I've

painted some doctors who er were, commissioned paintings by other doctors. Na-, and er like Sullivan.

Dr Sullivan of Sullivan Nicolaides, pathologists. And er they um, they were very cooperative. Sat very

well for me. I er can sometimes do a painting in, in a couple of sessions. But generally I like about er

five, five to six of about an hour or an hour and a half each. Hour and a half if possible. Um but um,

what can, more can I say perhaps about the, about those things?

 

 

At time 00:42:36

Summary: Generally 5 sessions, length, painting portraits, currently attracted to colour.

Keywords: painting styles, portraits, colour

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Anyone you'd like to paint?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I was thinking about that and er I um, but I, in, having exhibitions coming up er I would li-, I like to ha-

, to do about one or two portraits i-, no more than that a year. But I do like to paint er things with

people in them. But these days I'm especially attracted to colour. Colour I think is er, er, er the older I

get the, the more colour … I used to paint very low-tone pictures to begin with. But er, er colour is of

primary importance to me now I feel. In which the volumes of forms count less er than the areas they

offer for the use of colour.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Yep. I'll just …

 

 

At time 00:43:49

Summary: End of session
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Session 9
At time 00:00:00

Summary: Desire to paint more portraits, Australian portraits, changes, good portrait painters, qualities of good

portrait painters, Inson's ability.

Keywords: Australian portraits, Archibald Prize, Denise Johnson, Clifton Pugh, Judy Cassab, Graeme Inson

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Tape five, side one. Barbara Blackman for Australian National Library Oral History Program talking

with painter John Rigby. Er we're talking now about um your own painting and the change in emphasis

that you've seen in your painting and er where you see yourself going from now.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes, well we'll just finish up about that portrait business, Barbara. I er would like before I leave this

mortal soil to paint some more portraits. I er, I think that um there's not ... er in Australia today I don't

think there's too many haf-, er, you could count on one hand those that are painting what I might term

er a portrait in the true sense of the word.

 

Even, even some of the awards of the Archibald in recent years …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So who, well who do you m-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't think have been er what I might term, you know … er I had one, an, a nice portrait hanging in

the, but they're becoming blockbusters and they're not, and blown out of all proportion,

 

you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What was the nice portrait you had?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I had one of er Denise Johnson. Er e-, one of the, she's er one of the instructors at the college. Er

strong colour. Er I think it was well thought of um in the, in the portrait competition. But um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well who do you think are the good portrait painters in Australia now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I think er in earlier days Clifton Pugh painted a good portrait. I think er the um er … gee I'm trying

to think. Er who is it, who is painting a good portrait today? Um there you are. I can't think. Who

would you term today as somebody who can probe beneath the surface or er can er e-, um, has a

 

beautiful …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Judy Cassab?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Well Judy Cassab has ma-, she's painted some good portraits I think. Er, yes, Judy would be one I

would put on my list. Er there's no easy road to the painting of a successful portrait. And I think s-, s-,

er success depends upon the painter's observation, his understanding and sensitivity, and the great

portrait, the ability to probe beneath the surface into the character. I think acuteness of vision,

perception of both refinements of form and subtleties of tone, shrewd insight into character, and a

ready responsiveness to impressions w-, er, you know, I … there's um, your painting I think has to be

more important than a mere likeness. It has to be a work of art first and a resemblance second. And er

a-, e-, …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well then what do you think of Graeme Inson?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Graeme Inson? I think er Inson is a very faithful observer er of er the likeness of people. And er, er I

think that he would be a very successful portrait painter because er his work would be understood by

the peo-, a so-, a commission portrait painter because er quite readily understood and appreciated by er,

er the people who wanted a, a portrait. Um but a-, when we're talking about really great portraits and

um, you know, let's think about them. Like er that painting of Somerset Maugham er that's in the Tate

Gallery er really captures er …

 

 

At time 00:03:20

Summary: Great portraits, Dobell, changes in his painting style and interests, important aspects, beauty, no desire to

shock, aspirations.

Keywords: Somerset Maugham, Winston Churchill, William Dobell, Robert Menzies, commissioned portraits,

painting styles, colour, Henri Matisse

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That's …

 

Graham Sutherland.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Graham Sutherland's painting. Um the er, er he, he also painted Churchill of course who e-, and there

again was the problem. Er it was, Churchill h-, hated it and er forbid its er, permission for it to be er, to

be reproduced.

 

And Lady Churchill …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And Lady Churchill 

burnt it

 didn't she?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

She subsequently had it destroyed. You know, you get all those sort of things. I think Dobell when he

painted er the portrait of Menzies for the   Time Life   cover er disliked it imme-, er didn't like it. Er

and his commissioned, Dobell's commissioned portraits, were not as good as the paintings that he,
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when he just wanted to paint somebody. Er and I think that, I feel the same way about that. But you

were asking, we could leave that port-, pi-, for a moment and, you know, about my w-, where I'm go-,

where I think I

 

might be headed or something?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well we, I think we were talking yesterday about the kind of paintings you were doing in the early

sixties using a spatula.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

An example of

 

which is in the National Gallery.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now perhaps take up how you've

 

um changed in the last 20 years, in your techniques.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

W-, w-, yeah, well … right. Well, you know, we, we spoke about Italy ear-, earlier on and I think that

if I went back to Italy today and painted it again they'd be entirely different paintings to what I painted

then. Um n-, but er, not that the-, er I've kept a few of those paintings and I still look on them as er and

when I show them to people er they like them very much er but I would approach it from a different

viewpoint today. I think that er generally speaking er I like my paintings to have the freshness of a

spring morning and I like them to have a certain unexpectedness. Um I guess to be sincere one has to

bring everything back to a personal feeling. I'm interested in expressing er atmosphere but not the

atmosphere of the impressionist. But a sensibility between myself and the landscape and the human

image. I-, e-, e-, it's a different sort of atmosphere.

 

Um I um, I think er one of the important things as far as I'm concerned still is line, rhythm, and colour.

Er I'm prepared er to lay openly these days one colour against another if the combination serves to

heighten them. But if I feel like avoiding that I sometimes use a dark er cloisterism perhaps or a dark

line around the forms. Er but um I no longer like a might have done in earlier days t-, er wish to hollow

out a picture in space and depth. I er, I'm ... like most contemporary painters I think today I'm

interested in the flat surface of the canvas. Er design is important to me. Composition is important to

me. Er I believe er I … in a way beauty seems to me a dir-, er a lot of peop-, i-, it is al-, almost became

a dirty word, beauty. Er but I myself feel that there is a beauty in art.

 

Er I, I've never had er myself, though I bel-, I, it's quite legitimate for others, but I've never particularly

went ou-, er wanted to shock er in my paintings. T-, um now, okay, for those that want to. But um I

think I'm more like, er I think Matisse said once that, you know, he'd b-, rather his paintings be
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something like a good armchair that people could sit back in and, and, er and enjoy and live with. And

I feel that's what um, that's what I want to do more with my work. Er I want them to be ... I want to say

something but er I want to say it with beautiful colour er and if I have to say it with beautiful people or

er or whatever that's what I'll, how I'll say it. Er I suppose the painters that I've admired er e-, in this

century or just before were van Gogh, Gauguin, er Monk, um Kirchner, Vlaminck, Derain, Matisse,

Bonnard, love Bonnard. Er even Modigliani, Soutine. Er there have been a-, e-, er others like Clay,

Rothko, de Staël, Schwitters.

 

 

At time 00:07:43

Summary: Painters he's admired, reflections on his life, goals, Darwin, Hodgkinson, painting new areas, loves

Australia, landscape.

Keywords: Van Gogh, Derain, Matisse, Bonnard, Rothko, Schwitters, painting, Darwin, Frank Hodgkinson,

Kakadu, Jon Mulvig, landscape

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Um painters of that nature. Er I um, I, I er … but um, but more and more er I, I'm hoping with the

coming years, and I er, again I say if er, if er, I'd like another 20 years at … wouldn't it be marvellous

to, to really do something there? I, 'cause I feel that most of my life I've, I've devoted to er, a lot of it to,

as I say to family, to um, to, to ... in earlier days to advertising art, er then to education. And er now in

the solitary ... in my own studio I'm working hard preparing canvases and I think in seeing those white

canvases standing against the wall it's giving me the incentive to, to cover them. I'm looking forward to

er shortly going up to Darwin er and …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now this is part of the scheme that um, um, that er Frank Hodgkinson's been involved in in some

years?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. They have a camp out there. k-, is it Kakadu or …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Kakadu

 

and er Alligator River. Yes.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, national park. And out there, that way. Er I don't know how I'll feel about that because er I've

never been to the centre. Always wanted to. Molvig wanted me to go a couple of times when he went

and er I was, I couldn't manage it. Er so …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now quite a few painters have gone on this project. Er, er some successfully, some disastrously.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I can imagine that. And er with my feeling for colour and er, er, you know, that's why I'm looking

forward to going, to going up as far as Thursday Island and coming down, trying to paint a definitive

statement on Queensland north and er all the areas of the islands which I love er and er
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I'm wondering how I'll be when I get out there amongst that sort of stuff.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You think you'll make it …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

But I don't know what to expect and that's the interesting thing, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well I mean to be really exposed to the Australian landscape, to live on the earth and er is er quite er a

er provoking experience isn't it? You're … yeah.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I love er, I love, I think, I love Australia. I'm always happy w-, ab-, when the times are, I'm

looking forward to going abroad again but I'm always happy to come back. And er I think that's, yes, I

think the land has had a lot to do with the Australian artist. And er, and …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Are you ever,

 

when you're going to …

 

 

At time 00:10:48

Summary: Paintings of North Queensland, early Australian landscape painters, Hitchens, place and colour, Crooke's

work.

Keywords: North Queensland, Fred Williams, Ivon Hitchens, Ray Crooke

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and how we feel about it.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

to North Queensland, do you feel that er among the painters that have already had a go at it that er

really the spirit of the place has been, I was going to say brought to earth, brought to canvas?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Not the way er it has been done, like what Fred Williams did and what um er the early m-, um

Australian landscape painters did. And then …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

For other parts of

 

Australia?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

For other parts of Australia. But, no, I er with my feeling now for colour and my feeling for place, and

I feel place is important. Er it was like, you know, there's an English painter that I liked er, er that I

admired was Ivon Hitchins. And er what he did with southern England and um drove into a e-, a, a
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lichen-covered er, er, oh er part of southern England there and er a clap-, er c-, a common and er built

his house in there. He b-, went down with a caravan and then er out of i-, out of the surroundings and

these ponds and things grew his house. And he painted this, this part of England that we-, one, when

you look at it, er look at his paintings, er you associate that part of England with because he had this

feeling for place.

 

And I feel I have this feeling for place for Queensland. And er, not only Queensland perhaps but,

particularly. But so far it's been more our coastal thing. And er I'm not sure about the y-, the, the other,

how it'll grab me.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Because I'm interested in the juxtaposition of colours. Of reds and greens and lushness and, you know,

all that that we do have here.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well how do you feel um, how successful do you feel Ray Crooke has been with painting this area?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well I feel he's had a more, er to a great extent had a more a-, Polynesian sort of er feeling about it.

They weren't er um e-, er … I think that, yes, I, oh I like some of it. I'm not saying I don't like some of

Ray Cooke's work. I think that he, he did some fine paintings and probably still is. As a matter of fact I

called in on him only um about six or eight months ago in, in er, when I was in er, went to Innisfail.

And, but I flew out of Cairns and I dropped in on Ray. And he was pai-, finishing off a few pin-,

paintings for a Holdsworth exhibition. Er m-, but what I'm looking at is something different than that.

You know, I wouldn't approach it in that, er in his manner. Er I'd hope it'd be my personal statement.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And er let's face it people er are looking for and do admire my, my landscape work and what I'm trying

to do with it. Er I've got some large er, er paintings up here in my studio at the moment about seven

feet by five feet. And er,

 

 

At time 00:13:33

Summary: His landscape work, large paintings currently in studio, environmental destruction, Noosa, painting

Townsville.

Keywords: landscape paintings, environment, Noosa, Townsville, architecture

 

Transcript: John Rigby

and I …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Of what, of what?
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Transcript: John Rigby

Oh of um … these are around e-, our, our beach e-, er going up north um before we get to Noosa. And

that's, er again what worries me is … and wha-, hopefully at least when they've ruined all our

environment and buggered it all up is at least my paintings will be m-, people will be able to say, 'Well

that's what it was like'.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

It's rather a sad thought that isn't it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

It's a terrible thought. I, I, I get u-, so upset because I love er, I love a-, er Australia so much. And er,

and the landscape generally.

 

And I see it being mutilated …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Are you ethically involved …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

left, right, and centre. You know, I've got paintings of Noosa for instance er that no longer exist. And

er, and er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What, what? Specifically what?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh well just the, the general area. And er, and it's all built on now. And er, and er coming further,

further down towards Brisbane. That just, that part of the coast let alone all the rest of it that er, that I

have er … when er I painted a painting of Townsville when I was up there recently I went across the

Ross River Creek there and painted looking back on Townsville. And I had to live, leave out of it

because I just couldn't bear it, the Sugar Shaker thing that they'd built er s-, in the middle of a

Townsville er street. Before the, Townsville nestled under Castle Hill and its early architecture was so,

so, it fitted in so beautifully. It was almost Mediterranean and fitted in with Castle Hill, with the red of

Castle Hill and so on. And, and then the, the boats and creek, and then the, the, the low struct-, white

structures and pi-, off pinks and whites and so on. And then in the middle of it rises this bloody

circular, you know, horrible thing which, er which is quite out of character with the whole feeling. So I

had to paint it and, but I painted it without it. And er, and it's just been sold down in Sydney I believe.

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um I've got about four questions that I've jotted down in my mind ...

 

 

At time 00:15:50

Summary: Mulvig painted his portrait, remarkable, James Fardoulys, problems with representation in public

collections, gallery for regional artists.

Keywords: Jon Mulvig, portrait painting, James "Jimmy" Fardoulys, naive art, public collections, Charles Callins,

Baltimore
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

that um er might be a bit out of context. Has anyone painted your portrait?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Molvig painted it er in er that, when he first came to Brisbane. And er that was in e-, er it's in his

book that Betty Churcher wrote.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And who owns that portrait now?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I don't, not sure.

 

It's in a private collection.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How do you feel about it?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think for the time it was a remarkable portrait. Er, you know, it's er, er not d-, um a remarkable

painting. You know, it was a, a bloody good painting quite apart from a portrait.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

We er touched earlier on um your liking for primitive or naïve painters.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And Queenslanders had two very good ones to my knowledge, Charlie 

Callans

 and um Jimmy Fardoulys.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Did you know either of these people themselves?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er Fardoulys, yes. I, I knew him. Yeah.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what was er,
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can you …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

And, and er we both admired each other's work which was interesting.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Can you er for people who might be reading it at some time hence er give a little um word portrait of er

Jimmy Fardoulys. What he was like, where he lived?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well when I say I 'knew' him, I met him on a couple of occasions but not in his surroundings. And

other people did. But I remember having a conversation with him once and I think we, we um, I said to

him how much I er liked what he was doing. And a-, he, he likewise said, 'Well I think you're one of

the best painters around'. I, and um, I remember that. And I'm

 

not just saying that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What did he look, what did he look like?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I b-, I think he was um er hard to describe him. Er e-, e-, of ruddy complexion and er, you know, a

sort of, er didn't look like a painter so much. Er just a, an ordinary run of, he could have been probably

any, any, any labourer or

 

whatever.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well he was a taxi driver wasn't he?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yeah. But er, no, I, he just didn't um … but er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Do you feel he's adequately represented in public collections for instance?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I don't. Er I think one of the problems too about er public collections is that, and I often say this at

the gallery, is that er early on certain works were acquired and very often they were inferior works.

And I always feel that we should leave ourselves open in a, in a, er in, in acquiring work to be able to

er … it doesn't matter we've got six of a painter. If they were acquired early and for practically nothing

that they should be er, that shouldn't be worried about. That they should always be trying to get the best

work to represent an artist by and not matter that they've got, you know, they say, 'Oh we've already

got three or four' or something like that. But if they're not the best works then it doesn't, the money side

of it shouldn't matter. It doesn't.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman
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Well w-, what does the gallery have of er, of Fardoulys? Do you think he's …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, I think we've got very little. I'm not sure that his output was so great either. But er I …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well what about Charlie 

Callans?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

There again I don't think that they're probably represented sufficiently. In fact I would like to see a

Queensland part of the gallery. I think that when I, for instance when I was in Baltimore er they had,

you could walk into the Baltimore Gallery and they had a gallery just for those regional artists. And

people often say to me er, you know, wit-, b-, all right, they, people come to see great pictures in a

gallery, you know, and those famous ones. But nevertheless there are people who are interested in what

is going on in the regional, in, in that region. And we don't have any really permanent sort of gallery set

aside for that. We've got individual pictures

 

in the Australian context, you know.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well now the um …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

You know?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

The University of Queensland Art Museum has just mounted …

 

 

At time 00:19:47

Summary: Thoughts on first part of UQ Art Museum exhibition, artists who weren't represented.

Keywords: University of Queensland Art Museum, art exhibition, Irene Amos

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

an exhibition '25 Years …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

of Queensland' with a wide representation of

 

painters who have either lived here or lived for part of the time here.
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Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. Yes. Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Would you like to comment on that exhibition?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er well it's in two parts and er w-, er I've only erth-, one part of it finished the other day and the other

part hasn't gone up. So I haven't seen the second part of the exhibition.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Are these divided in time?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, they're not divided in time. E-, er e-, I'm not quite sure how they divide them up to m-, make two

exhibitions. Er m-, but, so I, but I did see the first lot. I thought there were artists who should have been

represented in that that weren't. I thought that er, er possibly there were some that er need not

necessarily have been represented. They hardly had anything to do with Queensland at all perhaps.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well ca-, could you name um m-, …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

bo-, in both categories? Who, who do you feel was exhibited who had too passing an attachment to

Queensland?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh er well I haven't got the catalogue here. But I know that some of them er perhaps had an exhibition

in the Museum of Modern Art er, er or the, not the museum but the er Modern Art Centre and, and er

hardly, you know, were here at all.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now who do you feel was left out?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er e-, but … oh er I think er there were er a few painters up north e-, er one in Mackay er, er Forbes er

who should have been in there when others, you know, from up north were put in. And hardly, have

just started painting and all of this. And he's been ... Clem Forbes has been working for, for years up

there and I think he could have been … I think that er Irene Amos er should have been in there.

Because, and others, bec-, but, the, because I feel this. That er in what should be a scholarly work

produced by a university, and the catalogue is not bad and it er, its bibliography et cetera is pretty good,

er but those, that goes on to, into libraries and that and that is considered as a sort of textbook thing for

the time. And so I think it should i-, they admit that it's not a history or a um, perhaps a thing of the

time but I think that they could have done a slightly better job. Yeah. And er it's unfortunate for the

artists who are not in it
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I think.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well then you think the person who did it wasn't knowledgeable enough or diligent enough?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I, I think the, the information was there. If it, er if they wanted to, you know, to look for it. But er

who had been, you know, the m-, and some of these were obvious people who had, have done, have

painted for years here and er mounted exhibitions and, and had work in public collections and I, and

they weren't there. And I

 

think that was a little unfortunate, you know?

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

No. Another question. You're a very intact family in that er now you're, you ... still as a family you're

living together although your children are 22, 26, and 29. And er your eldest son, the one we heard

about being with you on your rough Italian travels …

 

 

At time 00:22:40

Summary: Family life, eldest son's career, different terminology, insight. Reading, retirement, life and art full of

contrast.

Keywords: family, Mark Rigby, planetarium, curator, science, reading, retirement, art

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Er has now a very interesting job both as um er a writer for the press and now curator of the

Planetarium. Now has his interest um in that area, being so close to you, um meant much to you? Are

you interested in this, in the s-, the stars, the spheres?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well that's an interesting one. Er ha-, Mark, yeah, we-, e-, um … an interesting lad, or man. Er he er,

we have a different language. Er when Mark talks about space he's talking about infinite space out

there. Um and er even black holes and what have you. I'm, when I talk about space I'm talking about

space on a canvas. And er they're two possibly different things. Er so very often our terminology and,

and conversations are, are quite er m-, er different. And our feelings. Whilst he lives in outer space and

hardly comes down to Earth—yes, he does come down to Earth but you know what I mean. Er I am

earthbound and er e-, and dow-, I'm down here where he is floating out there. He has been er, and as

you say since a- ... early as I can remember grinding his own er telescope lenses and that, been

interested in that er, that, that world and science generally.

 

And er as a r-, e-, a science writer for the   Courier-Mail   and now, yes, and er as cur-, curator in the

Planetarium. Er, yes, e-, e-, e-, but it has er given me an insight into that world that I wouldn't have if I

hadn't had a son who was interested in it.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

What do you like reading um, John? What area do you read in?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Er that's er something that I wish I had done more of and it would take a lifetime I suppose to read

what I would like to read. But I am going back to reading a lot of biographies and er, and even er

Shakespeare and er, er just recently I read all the Brontë works again, including Elizabeth Gaskell's er

biography of the life of er Charlotte Brontë. And um, but er there's so much er that I want to read. Even

Dickens and, you know, things that I haven't, or started to read once and put aside. Never had the time

… er classical works as well as contemporary literature.

 

And um …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

So it seems that now, in your retirement, your life will change shape a bit.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I think so. Yes. The um, er, you know, I think all of us, we ... life is full of contrasts and we have our

ups and our downs, our near and our fars, er our riches and our poverty, er our health and ill health. Er

it's, it's full of these contrasts er ha-, er near and far. Er and art's like that. Um we have our dark, our

warm and our cools in painting, and we have our warm and cool in life. Er we have our er near and

fars. Er and sometimes I wonder i-, if I've had, all th-, you know, all the, I've had all these contrasts

myself. Happiness and unhappiness. I've been very happy. Er and at times there's been some

unhappiness. Er but perhaps if we didn't have these contrasts we might have a middle way er which

might become, which might be very boring. You know, if we didn't have these contrasts.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

How, when, while you're being reflective let me ask you, what do you think of God now?

 

 

At time 00:26:44

Summary: Religion and God, not a Church man, intense emotions, connection to environment, something greater.

Keywords: Church of England, religion, God, emotions, environment

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I um have never been a er … in my early days I was introduced to church. I was Church of

England, er was confirmed and so on, but er except for my grandmother taking me to church and, or

my mother and her … my mother died er during the war. I had to come down form New Guinea and

she died very young which was a tragedy I think. Um and er, but religion … er I won't say ... I'm not an

agnostic in that sense of the word but er I'm not a church man. I find God, I find God in nature. I find

God, you know, in something that I can't really put into words. I, I don't really believe, I feel that one

should make the most of the w-, this life here because I'm not at all sure that there is a life hereafter. I

would perhaps like to think there was something but er I don't know. I er, I, I feel in great music and in

great art sometimes and, and er great film I'm almost reduced to tears er with feeling. A-, and er I er,

and I find it when I'm alone. And I find it when I'm sitting down in the environment. But I wouldn't fi-,

I don't find it so much if I'm sitting in a church. Don't know why.

 

I'm uplifted sometimes, believing er sometimes, thinking there is something and I'm sure there must be

something greater and beyond. Er but I can't put it into words.
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Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um er, John, I generally like to ask people what paintings they have on their own walls that they like to

live with. And so what do you have in your house?

 

 

At time 00:28:40

Summary: Paintings in his home and studio, interest in printmaking, woodcuts, linocuts, lithography, old press.

Keywords: paintings, home, Jon Mulvig, family, printmaking, linocut, woodcut, lithography

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I have a, a, other than my own work I have a, a few things. But not a lot. And er as, as a matter of

fact at the moment I have paintings er in the er, in my old studio that I'm, been thinking lately, 'I should

get these up on the walls'. They're sitting there. Um little works, you know, little things of Molvig's or

little works of other people that I've acquired over the years. Sometimes I've bought er, I haven't

bought as much perhaps as I should have. I think in those earlier days m-, um some people might have,

some artists might have exchanged works and things like that. I wish I had have a little more er because

I had the chance to. Er but er I have er r-, you know, hanging up at the moment I have a painting of

Margaret er which I rather like. Er and er

 

a-, a-, I in fact …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And well-deserving …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

I have one of all the family er in, in various parts of the house. There's w-, a little one of Anthony and a

little one of Renee when she was a young lass. Not so much a portrait as a f-, a figure thing. And one, a

portrait of Mark. I have some landscapes er and er, but my work seems to be er, I keep rehanging

sometimes. And er, er I ha-, I must do a bit more of that now y-, h-, home because er wall space is a

problem but with my new studio I have the opportunity to put up er more works. And …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Now you were saying one of the things you want to er do now is some printmaking.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um what medium?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well er I er produced an exhibition ... er after the flood in '74 I produced ... I had an exhibition of

woodcuts and linocuts. I enjoyed doing that exhibition. I think it's a, a great graphic. And I feel

sometimes that the, even the old linocut and the woodcut is somewhat neglected. Er I mean they

shouldn't be because look what Picasso did with just, the, a lino. Er and er so I'll be doing woodcuts

and linocuts but I'd like to do some er, er I w-, a serigraph, um some silkscreen printing of a few things.

Er I'd li-, I did some lithography while I was at the college. I always thought while I was at the college

I'd get down and do more printmaking. That I'd do some lithography, etching, and so on.
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Er the facilities were there but the time wasn't. And I never did get down much. But I did do, get out

some lithographs. But I'd like to, I like working on the stone and I'd like to do some lithographs. I

really would.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And would you print, print your own editions?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well I er, I would as far as li-, I've got an old press in, in the old storeroom, one of the old, very heavy

ones that they used to use for bookbinding that I got from a process engraver once. And I use that for

woodcuts and linocuts. But as far as lithography goes I'd have to perhaps um either get er someone at

the College of Art or, or print them over there. Er as far as … I could print my own silkscreen but I,

I've got to get myself a setup. And that's what I'm looking to doing as soon as I get these exhibitions

I'm committed to out of the road.

 

Transcript: Event

Thumps

 

Transcript: John Rigby

The National Gallery bou-, bought from er the Town Gallery a c-, a few years ago. They bought a er, a

linocut and a woodcut. Er and they also bought, er took the original drawing plus the er, the linocut

which was m-, a mounted linocut. Not a, not a small one but a large one. So I thought that was

interesting in taking the whole box of tricks.

 

 

At time 00:32:04

Summary: NGA's acquisitions, linocuts and woodcuts. Healthy, active, artist cricket team, playing orchestra,

fishing.

Keywords: National Gallery of Australia, linocuts, woodcuts, health, Laurie Thomas, cricket, Queensland

Symphony Orchestra, fishing

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well now what, can you tell, tell us a little bit more about the making of those ones that the National

Gallery have?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah, well they we-, er about f-, er I think one was a er, er three-colour and one was about a five-

colour, six, five or six-colour er linocut. I think one was er a woman in a yellow hat and the other was

t-, er two girls, er two girls in a street. And they were a, er that was just black and white graphic. And

that's what I loved, er liked about the woodcut and the linocut, was those ... the likes of er the, the

German expressionists er used the woodcut er and the lino to, to great advantage. They're powerful

things. Great blacks and whites. That's what I like.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And you worked from drawings in both cases?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Yes, they were just drawings done with inks and charcoal or

 

something.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Was the woman in the hat anyone particularly?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

No, no one particularly. We just, a, a very decorative, you know, in, in er cadmium reds and greens and

juxtapositions of colour. It was an excuse for colour then. Yeah. Right.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Um now, John, you seem to have been a very healthy man. Um would you say that? Are you still er

 

in good health?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. I er, yeah, I, I h-, er have been very fortunate in that regard as far as health goes. I've um, um I've

been fairly active er in … I loved er, just as, I remember when Laurie Thomas was in Brisbane he

sought me out and he said, 'I believe you like cricket'. Y-, and he loved cricket and we got, we m-, er he

said, 'Well let's you and I get a cricket team together. We'll get a, an artist cricket team.' And er, and I

said, 'Right', and, 'Who will we play?' He said, 'Well let's, the m-, the m-, the musicians'. And so we

played the, er one Sunday we played the orchestra, the er, the Queensland Symphony Orchestra. I was

scared, dead scared that we'd break their fingers or something. And they beat us. They were, they were

just as good at cricket as we were. They weren't at all worried. Er and er,

 

and I played …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Who were some of the musicians? Do you remember

 

the names of them?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh I can't remember now. But, but, and we played the City View Hotel and they used to keep bringing

out kegs all the time and

 

sit out there …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Wh-, where, where were these er great matches 

taking place?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Oh one was out at Ashgrove in a f-, on a field there and one was down towards Wynnum. We played

down there. And, and another time I went out fishing for three days outside with Laurie um with er

some, some blokes from the City View. We hired a boat and went out down Break-, from Breakfast

Creek and went out for three days outside Moreton. And I was over the side for a part of the time. And,

but we hauled in some great fish and we had a great three days. But um, but Laurie loved those, those
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sort of things. And er, yes, I used to play tennis and cricket and I love, I watch cricket. I'm m-, an avid

follower of all the tests and that.

 

 

At time 00:35:20

Summary: Playing sports, youngest son darts player, health, weight, looking forward, Rees, refining vision,

energetic. Conclusion.

Keywords: sport, drinking, diet, family, health, physicality, Lloyd Rees

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And now your youngest son is a darts

 

player. Is a darts …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yes. He's a great darts player now.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

expert and …

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Right. But as you were saying about my health generally speaking er been pretty good. And er I had

um a few little problems but er … and er I

 

think er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

You thought perhaps your early drinking days might have er

 

caught up with you?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Thought they might have caught up with my liver. My, my, my liver just recently m-, but I've had a

biopsy only last week and um I think er it's not too bad. And er go on a diet, I'm putting on too much

weight, um and a bit of fat in the liver.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well how would we describe you, John? You're a man of slight build.

 

What h-, what height are you?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Yeah. Yes. Well I wouldn't be any more than five foot three and a half. So I'm not very tall.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

And what's your um good weight?

 

Transcript: John Rigby
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Er it used to be, all my life I e-, er was about eight five and now I'm more like nine seven or nine eight.

That's why I've got, it's too, I'm to ha-, er putting on too much weight for, for my size. But er, but I'm

looking forward to ... what I'm looking forward to now and I, I feel I've got a lot to say and er I look

with admiration on the likes of er, er, and I, we've talked together i-, er he er, er Lloyd Rees na-, he-,

the great old man of Australian art. And er …

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

I think he's a great ins-, inspiration and example to most er living painters isn't he?

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well he was one of those painters I feel who not only d-, has he lived a long life but he's kept er always

searching and progressing. And I feel, you know, no-, now he's ninety, you know, well er … but in the

seventies and that he was producing, still going on refining his vision. And I think that's what I'd like to

do, refine my vision and er, and make a complete statement about what, er and it'll all have to be done

quickly. I work fairly quickly sometimes and my body of work can come out fairly quickly and er I'm

energetic in that regard. We do waste time. I waste time. But I think the older we get the more time

becomes important too as we start to see that.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

Well, John, thank you very much for giving your time to making this interview. On, on behalf of the er

Director-General I want to thank you for your thought and, and er reflection that you've put into it. And

um if at some time you feel you would like to deposit some of the er um er what's in your morgue er

with National Library for posterity and for the interest of um people who'll find it there to consult um

the National Library would be very grateful.

 

Transcript: John Rigby

Well thank you very much, Barbara. It's been er, it's been a re-, a reminisce and er to sit down and do

that. It's revealed a few things to myself. Thank you for interviewing me.

 

Transcript: Barbara Blackman

That's good.

 

 

At time 00:38:38

Summary: End of session

 

 

End of transcript
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